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Metadichol Testimonials Gathered by Cosmic Connections 

(International) Limited 

NOTE: The MagicDichol® Family of Products – NANO SOMA® Liquid, METASOMER® Topical Gel and  

METASOMER® Telomerase Natural Skin Cream – all contain the widely patented Metadichol®, a 

nanoemulsion of policosanol. The following are user testimonials. Neither Cosmic Connections (International)    

Limited nor any other individuals or incorporated entities who are in any way involved with selling or marketing 

Metadichol in any form make any claims about Metadichol based on these testimonials, beyond the claims 

made as part of the official approval or the regulations under which those products are marketed in any given 

country. None of us are medical doctors. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any 

disease.                    
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My name is Howard Wolin. I am currently 79 years of age. I started as a medical doctor.                

 The training I had was as an intern and resident. The resident was in psychiatry in Chicago at what 

was then an incredible psychoanalytic training center and the guy who ran it was trained by Freud.     

In those days that was psychoanalytic psychotherapy - we actually talked to people and helped 

them deal with their stuff and then I went into practice at age 30 and started working with people 

in and out of the hospital – adolescents, geriatric patients with all sorts of psychiatric illnesses - 

psychosis, depressions, and then at the age of 36 I started, while I was practicing, a psychoanalytic 

training program concomitant with my practice and became a psychoanalyst at the age of 40 or 41. 

That involved seeing patients on the couch for about five days/week. That went on until I was about 

50 but in my mid40s - and actually in my 30s - I started a healing path, which started on the 

outside and got deeper and deeper, with seminars and experience-based learning from colleagues 

who were very much smarter than me.                                            

                                             

At the age of 50, I started a holistic practice. I shifted out of the psychoanalytic work 

into holistic practice, just functional medicine, functional bloodwork, kinesiology for 

testing for supplements. At that point, also, I started working spiritually; first with one 

colleague and then in the last 20-25 years with a native American tribe who have 3 or 4 

reservations here in the States and a presence in Tibet, and I did the holistic work until 

2012, retired, and then I'm still doing the spiritual work and working with friends and 

people close to me to use the kinesiology to help heal physical stuff with 

supplementation.                                              

                                             

When I test anything and likewise when I test a supplement for a patient, or when I test 

whether somebody should marry someone or whether they should get a job or whether they 

should hire someone, the baseline test is 100%. Right? 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100%. 

Or if I test a supplement, if anything tests lower than 70%, I don’t want to use it. If I test a food, 

a coffee, anything else, I hold it against my body in a certain way that we test, and if it doesn’t 

test well, we don’t do it.                                              

                                             

So, when I tested Metadichol in the ways that I can test it, it tested – and I have confirmed this with  

colleagues who were at it as long as I – it tested a trillion percent positive, which is pretty  
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 phenomenal. At times it’s tested higher in different venues. I do not doubt the quality and the 

frequency of this is so, so high that, whatever it’s doing, whether it’s Raghu’s explanation about the   

Godfather, or it’s mine or anyone else’s, it has an incredibly high frequency.                                            

                                             

Here’s what I’m finding – using years of kinesiology experience and Metadichol as a filter or door 

opener, I’m finding that it unlocks/makes visible to the body’s consciousness deeply hidden 

chemicals – pesticides, i.e. Kepone, and heavy metals adveraryneuronal tissue – i.e. thyroid, alveoli, 

bronchioles, spleen, renal tubules, liver, small intestine – it opens the door for the bodymind to 

recognize the toxins – and once recognized – i.e. not hidden, the body dumps/detoxes it, thus 

allowing mitochondria to function more effectively with full energetic expression.                              

                                             

But I have seen over 30 or 40 years and have done what I can to get rid of a whole host of 

polioviruses that were grown in chimpanzees.  What I’m about to say to you is, since I’ve been using    

Metadichol, they have in the last month to 2 months, have gone from the                 

RNA protein or the DNA protein or mutated – those are the 3 forms – into now dead viruses. And it’s 

not just that, it’s old, mutated stuff – Hemolytic B, it is smallpox, it is varicella first starting to 

outlive, then mutated, then dead, so it does do that.                                              

                                             

It’s not the Godfather that tells the cells to shape up their asses; the cells have an enormous 

consciousness. I think what it does is it shines the light on all the shit.  And I’m finding it’s not just 

viral or bacterial, it’s every single toxin, including radioactive Strontium 90, which I got a huge dose 

of as a kid in New York and it’s including all sorts of heavy metals and it’s including all sorts of 

pesticides. I think what it does is it shines the light, opens the door to the cell seeing them, and then 

the cell knows already because they’re all conscious, to get rid of it and sweep it out. That’s my take.  

I could be wrong but that’s my take on it. It makes the crap visible.                                             

                                             

Let me give you one example. I have a massive menu, but the menu has histological points, 

Gamma 2 which are called neurological points, and all sorts of other body points. Over 

many years but especially over the last few months there’s been a huge amount of stuff 

clearing out of my liver as other places clear, and I’m working two days ago and suddenly 

the word sinusoid comes up. What it is, it’s not even a capillary. It’s tinier than a capillary 

and it’s in the liver, it’s in the adrenals, it’s in the bone marrow and all sorts of sinusoids 

start showing up. But, importantly, all sorts of toxic crap of the same sort that I’ve found 

shows up there, and the way I do it is, when it’s recognized by me, through the menu, I write 

it down on a paper, I hold the paper with the writing facing out, I tap the body and the body 

is going to start dumping it like crazy. How do I know that? I know it but I have an incredible 
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physical therapist who, when I’m working, and she works she’ll see all sorts of either toxins 

or infections pouring out.                                              

                                             

But here’s the other interesting piece. The body hides things so that it can seal around and protect 

them until it’s ready to let them go. And if it lets it go in one place, it lets it go in other places. So, 

Strontium 90 now is coming out from all over.                                              

                                             

But the fascinating thing about Metadichol – Raghu speaks about five sprays and I don’t doubt the 

science of his genius, but I have variously tested anywhere from five sprays once/day when  I 

started; now I’m at a point where I can be testing at times 50 sprays five times/day and now  75 

once/day; yesterday and the day before, 65 twice/day, and I trust my testing and something is going 

on where the body is saying that’s what I need to get rid of whatever this shit is. So, I’m putting this 

out there, not to dispute him but to suggest to you is that it really could be a lot different, depending 

on the day, the    moment, and what’s being dealt with.         

Now, this could just be my vehicle that needs, whatever it needs to do what it does.                               

                                             

And I said this to you when I met you; I’ve been at this with supplements, and this is the best thing 

that will fix anything in the world. All the supplements I’ve taken are target specific, and there’s a 

company called SpectraCell that I use for the consult for over 30 years, the least amount of 

supplements with the most effect; you can’t easily, palpably see what a supplement does. You can’t 

say, “Oh, my God, it’s like the movie “Paul” – he touches her in the eye and her eye heals instantly.”      

                                             

And most people, when they have this; I can see it in a way that other people really can’t see it. I can 

see what it’s doing, I can see what’s happened to my energy, my runs are better, I’m calmer in many 

ways. I mean there’s a lot of things that it does. I can see what it does inside in terms of helping stuff, 

clearing stuff out. Mostly it’s my intent but this is the helper.                                             

Beyond amazing – after years of bullshit, this is something beyond real.                                    

                               

Howard, March 2020.       

*******************************************************************       

  

I just want to say thanks again. I am hooked. I have been using NANO SOMA for only nine days and my hands 

are looking a lot younger. 99% of my age spots have disappeared. My son says I look younger. Yes, I have had 

the odd ache, but I reread the insert and saw that is normal.   
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UPDATE: 

I’ve been on NANO SOMA for three weeks now. 95% of my aches are gone, and for the last three days, I’ve no 

longer needed reading glasses. Even my smoker’s cough is virtually a thing of the past. I’m so hooked on NANO 

SOMA that I am gifting a bottle of mine to someone who has been in my life as a handyman and was diagnosed 

with cancer. I know that it will assist immensely.   

Love and blessings,  

Wendy, May 2023 

*******************************************************************       

 

Dear Dr. Hillermann, 

I have now used only five bottles of NANO SOMA and would like to continue taking it. I am 78 years old, and 

like many older people, I suffer from some aches and pains, such as slightly increased blood pressure, 

deteriorating vision, osteoarthritis in the finger joints, persistent ringing in the ears, etc. In October 2022, I had 

a (mild) coronavirus infection.  

 

After the first five bottles, I can report the following: the aches and pains described above have not yet 

disappeared, but I have the impression that NANO SOMA gives me a little more energy for every-day work, 

which mainly consists of physical work around the house and garden. Fatigue sets in later now than it used to, 

and my recovery from physical exertion is also happening faster than before. The "brain fog" that I was feeling 

again and again has disappeared, and my clarity of thought is returning. 

 

These are already very pleasing results. In any case, I will continue to use NANO SOMA and hope that I will be 

able to report on further successes in due course. 

 

With best regards, 

Anonymous, May 2023 

*******************************************************************       

 

I use METASOMER Topical Gel on vaginal herpes eruptions. It is the only product I have ever found – in over 30 

years – that immediately stops the irritation and itchy sensations within a day. Usually, a herpes eruption with 

irritation lasts for a week. Now, the irritation is gone on the first day, and the bumps dry up quickly over a few 

more days. I just apply a very small amount of METASOMER Topical Gel directly on the eruption, and repeat the 

application a few times during the day and into the next, if necessary. I am so grateful for this relief.  

 

Shema, May 2023  
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*******************************************************************       

As a naturopath of 37 years, I have seen a marked and alarming increase of serious heart and immune related 

issues in young patients over the past "COVID-19” years. Never before have we needed a remedy like NANO 

SOMA more than we do now. In my opinion, NANO SOMA is like "Light" in a bottle; it brings the body back to 

balance. I have seen people heal and their immune system function improve using this wonderful product. It 

has been instrumental in keeping me well during the past few years. NANO SOMA truly is one of those 

cornerstone, fundamental products.  

 

KH, May 2023 

*******************************************************************       

 

My 68-year-old mother-in-law had her oxygen level suddenly drop to 75% with a blood pressure level of 

185/95. We immediately gave her 10 sprays of NANO SOMA. After 15 minutes, her blood pressure was 140/80 

and her oxygen level reached 96%. We monitored her levels the whole day and found that her oxygen level 

remained at 96-97% and her blood pressure remained at 135/80.  

 

MS, May 2023 

*******************************************************************       

To watch a video testimonial of an 89-year-old woman in India discussing her experience with NANO SOMA and 

COVID-19 recovery, click here. Read below for an excerpt: 

 

…In the month of March, I went to Bombay for two days and came back with the latest variant of COVID-19. It 

made me so weak [that] for three weeks, I did not get up from bed except to go to the bathroom, have a bath, 

and come back. I was so weak, limp, and totally lacking energy. All of my children were taking care of me in 

turns. They made sure I was eating sufficient foods, which I could hardly eat…  

 

[Then, my daughter] gave me five squirts of this liquid called NANO SOMA…She gave it to me for five days. One 

day I took it twice; all the other days I took it only once. And on the sixth day, when I got out of bed and put my 

feet down on the floor, I couldn’t believe it. They were feeling so strong and not wobbly, and I had inner 

strength. [I didn’t have to] hold on to anything; I could walk freely in the middle of the room. I walked straight to 

[my daughter] and said, ‘This is really working’…  

 

And ever since I’ve had it, I’ve regained a lot of strength. My voice is also getting clearer. [Before] my speech 

was not clear; it was slurred. I couldn’t even talk much. I was mostly silent. Now I am recommending this NANO 

SOMA… it is really nice and helpful. 

 

http://magicdichol.com/Brochures/COVID%20video%20testimonial.mp4
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SN, May 2023 

*******************************************************************       

 

I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Raghavan, the inventor of NANO SOMA, for introducing this product 

to the world to help reduce the suffering of humanity. Thank you, Dr. Presser, for being a great advocate. 

 

My husband went from being a healthy person – very cheerful, working full-time, doing yoga, meditation, 

walking daily, and helping me with the housework – to not being able to do anything. All activities came to a 

complete halt in July 2022. He was feeling unusual fatigue, losing energy and weight, and was unable to walk or 

talk for even a few minutes. His blood pressure was very high, and he was struggling emotionally with very little 

sleep. All of his medical tests were showing negative, so nothing was prescribed. In the meantime, his health 

was deteriorating. He used Chinese treatment for four and a half months with very little improvement. They 

also identified a lump when the MRI was done, which came out as benign, so again there was no treatment. I 

would like to mention that he had his third vaccine in January 2022. 

 

One of our relations introduced us to NANO SOMA, as he saw how my husband’s health was deteriorating. In 

four to five weeks of use, we saw some improvement in his energy and appetite. In the meantime, he was 

referred to an endocrinologist and got blood work done. The results showed low sodium levels. The second 

blood work was to be done in six weeks. To our surprise, his sodium levels increased from 113 to 136 in just a 

few weeks. No further tests or medications were required. Amazing results.  

 

In addition, his sleep improved, his muscle spasms stopped, and he was able to walk for 20-30 minutes and do 

some yoga exercises. I could see his energy levels on the rise and he was able to do some work around the 

house. He still needs more improvement, but I’m very positive that he will be back to normal and that his 

tumor will vanish. NANO SOMA is working at a really deep level. I am sure I could continue to write as things 

continue to heal or improve. 

 

We introduced NANO SOMA to so many family members and friends, including my mother who is 90 years old 

and suffering from chronic arthritic pain. They are seeing some improvement; I will keep you posted.  

 

VR, April 2023 

*******************************************************************       

 

I’ve been battling what my doctor calls a yeast infection rash on different areas of my body. For over a year, I 

tried using a medication my doctor recommended, and the rash would either just about disappear or disappear 
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altogether. However, after two months, the rash would return to the same exact areas, worse than before. The 

itching is enough to drive me insane, never mind hiding the rash in public out of embarrassment.   

  

Martin sent me an email about NANO SOMA. After reading what it prompts the body to heal, I decided to buy 

three bottles of it. I’m taking it orally as directed for the first month and for the second month after that.   

I also sprayed NANO SOMA directly on the yeast rash areas. After spraying them with NANO SOMA just three 

times, I noticed a sizable decrease in the rashes and the itching stopped! I’ve continued spraying the rashes 

directly, and they’ve now disappeared and haven’t come back, except for one area on the back of my right 

hand where the rash initially started. I decided to order the METASOMER Topical Gel and it arrived this last 

Saturday. I’ve been using that on my rashes and any wounds since. Remarkable! That’s for another review. 

GREAT products! Highly recommend!  

  

Michael, April 2023  

*******************************************************************       

I have used NANO SOMA daily on a number of issues: facial skin cancers (which are fading away); frequent cuts 

on my hands, which are getting quite stiff; and recently, cold sores, which were promptly nipped in the bud.   

  

Over two years ago, my walker shot out in front of me and I landed face down, sprawled out on the edge of the 

road, unable to get up. “Turn her over”, suggested one young man from the crowd gathering around.  

  

Well, I survived, but in the months that ensued I found that my two front teeth were becoming loose. I was 

taking NANO SOMA twice a day, but I wondered if spraying NANO SOMA directly on the teeth and surrounding 

gum area might delay having to get my teeth replaced. That was almost two years ago now – and through 

COVID-19, when I certainly didn’t want to go to a dentist. I am sure I was doubly protected during that time. I 

must now have a thorough check-up, but I am glad of the reprieve I’ve had so far.  

  

I’ve been maintaining NANO SOMA on the right breast, which has two small marble-sized lumps. I spray them 

with three sprays daily and feel it may help. It looks like it’s going to be a wild 2023.  

  

Love and blessings,  

Anonymous, April 2023   

*******************************************************************       

My 80-year-old mother was complaining about a dry mouth at night. She did not want to drink while lying 

down. So, I bought her a spray bottle of NANO SOMA, and within a few days, the problem was gone. Now she 

takes five sprays of NANO SOMA in her mouth before she goes to bed. Thank you, NANO SOMA.  
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Emma, April 2023  

*******************************************************************       

Here are some of my experiences with the METASOMER Topical Gel.  

  

For several years I have had a rash that spreads from my left thumb to about a third of my palm. Despite using 

various creams and ointments prescribed by the dermatologist, the rash kept getting bigger. Now, after about 

three months of using the METASOMER Topical Gel (once in the evening and once or twice during the day), my 

palm is healed and my thumb is constantly improving.  

  

The METASOMER Topical Gel also successfully removed age spots on my hands and face, and it quickly resolved 

a sunburn on my nose. I also had a red dot (approximately three millimeters in diameter), which a 

dermatologist diagnosed as a basal cell carcinoma, successfully vanish after several weeks of using the 

METASOMER Topical Gel.  

  

I’ve treated cold sores on my lips with the METASOMER Topical Gel two or three times a day at the first sign of 

their appearance. Before the METASOMER Topical Gel, it usually took up to 10 days for them to disappear. 

Now, the cold sores are usually gone after two or three days. I also had an inflammation on my lower eyelid 

remedied within two or three days with the METASOMER Topical Gel.   

  

The METASOMER Topical Gel is used again and again throughout my family for similar symptoms; we are 

pleased with its uncomplicated application and effectiveness.  

  

Anonymous, April 2023  

*******************************************************************       

  

This is just to inform you that my husband’s recent blood report test on the 27th of March showed an increase 

in sodium levels from 113 (January 2023) to 136. We met with an endocrinologist two days ago who said that 

there is no need for any medication or further tests.      

      

I delayed the blood test by three weeks to see the results of NANO SOMA. I was very positive it would work. My 

husband started taking NANO SOMA on March 2nd. In three weeks, he saw amazing results. Amazing to see the 

results of NANO SOMA intake.      

      

May God Bless You.      

      

Anonymous, April 2023.      
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*******************************************************************       

Hi Richard,    

    

My right eye was irritated for a couple of days. Saline drops didn't seem to work, so I sprayed my eye with 

NANO SOMA. It stung for a few seconds, but my eye has felt absolutely fine ever since. Thanks Richard and 

NANO SOMA!    

    

Blessings,    

    

Nancy G., April 2023    

*******************************************************************       

I put my hand on the hot plate yesterday very briefly. It was definitely intense! I sprayed ONE spray of NANO 

SOMA on it (I'm still waiting for the METASOMER Topical Gel to arrive), and instantly, there was ZERO pain. It 

felt tingly and briefly cold, but it wasn’t painful at all. I washed my hands a while later and the burning 

sensation returned about five minutes later. So, I did one more spray of NANO SOMA. Again, there was 

instantly zero pain and then I forgot about it. I had a hot shower today and didn’t notice any sensation in my 

hand. It wasn't until my partner asked about it that I remembered the burn even happened! Wow!  I’m so 

excited!    

    

Kindest,    

Lucie, April 2023    

*******************************************************************       

This week I found a baby opossum who must have fallen out of her mother’s pouch during the night. She was 

barely breathing and was presumably suffering from the cold and shock. Many who saw me that morning said 

that they had walked past her earlier in the day and thought she was dead!    

    

I immediately sprayed some NANO SOMA on her tail and ears, and I was shocked by how quickly she revived. 

She began to breathe more fully, move around, and crawl (shakily) within minutes. I continued to give her 

NANO SOMA and warmth for a few hours, and she fully recovered her strength. It really felt like a miracle, and I 

doubt she would have made it without NANO SOMA.     

    

I highly recommend carrying your NANO SOMA with you; you never know when you’re going to need it, 

whether for yourself or for others. This is especially true for those of us in the middle of spring!    

    

Erin, April 2023    

*******************************************************************       
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I’m a 30-year-old, first-time mom who is five-months postpartum and has been suffering from severe fatigue 

and back pain. In the initial days of breastfeeding, I was extremely tired due to a lack of sleep. Since that was 

expected, I didn’t give it much thought. I was taking it one day at a time. Once my baby turned five months’ old, 

my sleep improved, but my fatigue lasted.    

    

One morning, I struggled to make it out of bed and couldn’t even turn around in bed to feed my baby. My 

husband suggested that I try NANO SOMA to see if it would help, as I was already taking the necessary 

multivitamins. I was shocked to see that within just two weeks my energy levels drastically improved, though 

there was still some fatigue.     

    

I spoke to one of the members of the team, who suggested that I increase my dosage. NANO SOMA has made a 

world of a difference and has helped me be more present for my baby.     

I cannot recommend this product enough for any other new mom! This is THE secret for healthy moms!    

    

Apoorva S., April 2023    

*******************************************************************       

    

Dear Richard,       

      

When I first read about NANO SOMA over two years ago, I purchased 60 bottles in hopes of helping my 

vaccinated friends. They were not interested.       

      

I was around 66 years old when I started taking NANO SOMA two times per day for around a year, which was 

two and a half years ago. The second day, my shoulder – which kept me from lifting weights above my head 

due to the pain – shifted, and I lifted a weight without pain. I had knee surgery in 2019 and had many loose 

bodies and arthritic spurs removed from my knee, including a massive spur on my patella which the surgeon cut 

off. I was unable to lift my leg for six months. After a week at the gym in the beginning of my NANO SOMA 

intake, I was increasing the weights on the leg press machine to 75lbs. My trainer was amazed.       

      

After about eight months, all of a sudden, I had something appear on the bottom of my foot. When I was 10 

years old, I had a plantar wart in that area that was burned and cut out. This marble-like ball, which I felt only 

when I walked on a wooden floor, was there for three days and then disappeared.       

      

I was also diagnosed with osteoporosis about five years ago. I used to feel the weakness in my back when I got 

up every morning. Then, I realized I wasn’t having that pain anymore. I also had an almost fused disc at the 
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L5/S1 spinal motion segment. A few months after my knee surgery, my back flared up and my lack of a disc was 

compressing both my nerve roots in that area. I don’t notice the disc or nerve root issue much anymore. I do 

have regular chiropractic appointments, but I would say that also has improved.      

      

Now let me tell you about my friends and how they have improved. Over a year ago at Christmas, I had a friend 

fall down her stairs, fracture her posterior malleolus (ankle) into her ankle joint, and dislocate her thumb. She 

wanted to beef up her NANO SOMA and has continually bought three bottles from me. She had to completely 

stay off her foot, and after four or five months with NANO SOMA, she was hiking on Sundays again. This was 

over a year ago. She said as long as she doesn't wear flip flops, she doesn’t notice anything in her ankle. She 

doesn't talk about her thumb either, so I’m guessing that is better also.      

      

My massage therapist would regularly get canker sores in his mouth. I gave him NANO SOMA for Christmas and 

he told me that all of a sudden, his mouth was filled with canker sores, and then they were just gone 

completely. He has lupus also and says he that forgets to keep taking it when he feels better and that he has 

not had an episode in quite some time. I always remind him that he needs to get everything out, but he is 

young and doesn’t feel the aging process like us older folks.      

NANO SOMA is an amazing product and I always share information about it with anyone who wants to listen. 

And by the way, I foster many dogs, and it is amazing how NANO SOMA works on them. If they cough, you 

spray NANO SOMA on them and the cough is gone. Also, my dog had a collapsed trachea and I know this 

extended his life. I have seen NANO SOMA get rid of fungus on the skin where their skin appears black. After 

three weeks of spraying NANO SOMA on my dog’s skin and in her mouth, her skin started to turn pink again.    

Like I said, NANO SOMA is an amazing product!!!      

      

Gale, April 2023.      

*******************************************************************       

      

NANO SOMA is the most amazing product I've ever come across in my 24 years as a natural health researcher. 

I've never seen anything that does what NANO SOMA can do. I wanted to wait to send you a testimonial as it's 

only been seven weeks, but I can tell you that it's working at a really deep level.       

      

I have had a severe pain in my left kidney/lung which started from being around a group of vaccinated people 

at the beginning of the vaccinations. I initially thought it was a clot as I am prone to clotting issues. Tests 

showed blood in my urine and the doctor said I'd need to see a specialist and an oncologist. I refused and had 

been treating it for the last 12 months with every natural cancer cure I knew of. The bleeding shifted from 

microscopic to significant which I believe is serious. Apricot kernels stopped this bleeding so I knew it was more 

than likely cancer as this is what apricot kernels are known for. While the wheatgrass juice, Hydrogen Peroxide, 
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Artemisinin, MMS, apricot kernels, black seed oil, and so much more all helped with the pain, it never left.  The 

pain reduced in my first few weeks of taking NANO SOMA, and I have since started drinking and using hydrogen 

water as a steam inhalant. Now the pain is all but completely gone. It was like nothing worked until I started 

NANO SOMA, and I think this may have been because NANO SOMA activated my nutrient absorption gene. I 

have tried others on just the hydrogen gas/steam and they're not getting the same results I am, so NANO 

SOMA definitely has something to do with it.       

      

In addition, I have really bad Mast Cell Activation Syndrome and I have had to stay on six 1800mg PEA (a natural 

mast cell stabilizer) a day as I was so reactive to foods and environmental toxins, especially wireless frequencies 

which caused blood clotting and Hypoxia (oxygen deficiency) due to mould toxicity. Since being on NANO 

SOMA, I am down to 300mg of PEA a day now and I'm eating foods high in histamine like fermented sauerkraut, 

which I'd had to stop some time ago. I also sat right next to a mobile phone two days ago for 30 minutes and 

had very minor EHS (electrical hypersensitivity) and no Fibromyalgia. This is unprecedented for me. I finally feel 

like I'm healing.      

      

I spoke to my friend Fran who ordered NANO SOMA. The first day, she worked a nine-hour day, and instead of 

coming home exhausted, she came home and cleaned the entire house. Her partner was so impressed, he 

started NANO SOMA. He was in a truck accident months ago and injured his arm. He's had surgery and has 

severe nerve pain and the pain killers weren't helping. He hasn't slept in months due to the pain. He took NANO 

SOMA, got a really sharp pain in his shoulder and braced himself for it. Within seconds, the pain was gone and 

it hasn't returned. He's now able to sleep again.       

      

I read a testimonial yesterday about someone with a trigger thumb. My granddaughter has this and has just 

been booked in for surgery. She's 14 months old, but they have to wait until she's two for the operation. I've 

told my daughter to try NANO SOMA.      

      

UPDATE:      

I've had a mould allergy now for some time, and with the recent flooding in New South Wales, I ended up with 

severe mould issues again, as it was not only flaring up inside my partner’s and my homes, but on brickwork 

and buildings everywhere, too. We both got pretty sick. Summer really helped, as the UV kills off a lot of 

outside mould and we get out in the sun a lot. I stayed at my partner’s last night and just out of curiosity, I took 

a look with a fluorescent light to see if there was any mould in the room that I sleep in. Sure enough, the old 

wardrobe my partner has there showed green. I immediately got the Ammonia out and put gloves on, but I 

didn't use a mask or a cap, silly me. I got another mould flare up which triggered a really bad headache and a 

few pains down my shoulders and neck. It affected my partner, too, but he's not taking NANO SOMA yet so I 

didn't dose him as he was off to do a gig.       
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I took an extra three sprays of NANO SOMA on the drive home, and all of the headache and pain went away.  

NANO SOMA is incredible. It turned off the mast cell reaction to the mould allergy.       

      

Please feel free to use anything I've told you; people need to know how good this stuff is. I'm sure there will be 

more I can write as things continue to heal.       

      

Debra, March 2023.      

*******************************************************************       

My son got ringworm, and I absolutely could not get it to disappear. After numerous doctor visits and 

trying several different types of creams, nothing was working. In fact, it was only getting worse.  After 

about nine months, my friend suggested I try NANO SOMA. I was willing to try just about anything at 

this point. I was told to spray all the spots twice a day and to spray NANO SOMA under his tongue as 

well. He wasn’t a huge fan of the taste, so I sprayed it into a little cup and added some water.     

After less than two weeks, the ringworm was gone! We are both so relieved! I love that it’s natural and I 

felt good about using the product.     

    

Anja Haastrup, March 2023    

*******************************************************************       

    

Hi Richard,       

Towards the end of last year, our doctor suggested that my wife (age 73) and I (age 74) start using NANO SOMA 

to keep our health in good shape.       

I’ve had a lower back problem for many years. My L3 and L4 vertebrae are partially disintegrated. I have been 

experiencing lower back pain after about one hour of using an edge cutter in the garden on level ground for 

years.       

      

A few days ago, however, I used the edge cutter on sloping ground to cut grass for more than two hours. It was 

only after my wife asked if my back was painful that I realised I was pain-free. Absolutely incredible. I’m 

convinced that this was because I’ve been taking NANO SOMA, and I’ve only been taking it for about three 

months.       

      

Thanks for producing this incredible product.       

      

Franz Kaimeier, March 2023.      

*******************************************************************       
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With the NANO SOMA Oral Spray, I have noticed little things such as a bit more energy. I have also used the 

METASOMER Topical Gel on some irregular spots on the skin and these have gotten a bit softer, though they have 

not yet disappeared.       

       

Irma, March 2023.       

*******************************************************************       

       

Dear Roland and Richard,       

In December 2022 I discovered an unsightly spot on my face where a pea-sized thickening had formed along with 

inflammation in the surrounding tissue. I had not noticed it at first because it was so close to the upper bridge of 

my nose that it was hardly visible in the mirror.       

       

I then treated this spot with the METASOMER Topical Gel several times a day. At the same time, I was taking three 

to five sprays of the NANO SOMA Oral Spray in the nostril affected by the infection throughout the day.       

       

By January, the inflammation and the bump had receded considerably, but I was still not completely satisfied with 

the progress. I then increased the number of external applications of the METASOMER Topical Gel from two times 

a day, to four or five times daily, and lo and behold, the healing process picked up speed.       

       

Today, the spot has receded so much that it is not even detected by my computer’s camera. I am very grateful for 

the mysterious ways of healing brought to us by the METASOMER Topical Gel.       

       

Thank you to the blessed inventor of these products, Dr. Raghavan, and all the others involved in this 

extraordinary service to humanity.       

       

With very best regards, Kle, March 

2023.       

*******************************************************************       

       

The following image shows one user’s successful healing of a dog-bite wound in the presence of the METASOMER 

Topical Gel.       
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If you put the METASOMER Topical Gel on a wound or scratch, it prompts the body to clear any pathological 

agents that may produce infection and also activates the production of pluripotent stem cells in the wound. This 

combination can allow for the body to produce amazingly rapid healings of the skin.       

    
Anonymous, March 2023.       

*******************************************************************       

The METASOMER Topical Gel is great for connective tissues!         

I have had hip impingement/hip dysplasia issues for seven years. The doctor suggested that I do a 

total hip replacement. I decided to start using nutritional healing and physical therapy instead…and I 

was able to return to Colorado mountain hiking, climbing stairs, and snow skiing!        

        

Now, fast forward another five years of a very active lifestyle, and in the process of moving to the 

mountains, I have done MORE tearing/fraying of my hip’s labral tissue to the point that every day I 

would have a sharp pain in my hip from the tissue impingement. The issue was to the point that I fell 
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and really tore up my knee. Once more, it was a call to Life Enthusiast for suggestions regarding what 

might help the healing process.         

        

Martin suggested giving the METASOMER Topical Gel a try. So, I applied the gel twice a day to both 

my hip and my knee. I will tell you that my knee issue is almost resolved!! My hip continues to have a 

sharp pain, but not every day. I will continue to take this product for sure.        

        

Prairie W., March 2023.        

*******************************************************************            

        

NANO SOMA is amazing. It's been over a year and my blood numbers have all improved. My doctors 

were surprised. Thank you for being a great advocate of this terrific product.        

Richard, March 2023.        

        

I believe that NANO SOMA has been a huge help to my bone restoration. Also, even at 72 years old, 

my hair is slowly changing back to my natural color. In addition, my varicose veins seem to have 

slightly improved, as has the swelling in my lower extremities. I take NANO SOMA every day and am 

truly a believer in NANO SOMA. I tell many people about it and can’t wait until I can market it on my 

forthcoming website.         

         

God Bless Us All,         

         

Andy Katz, March 2023.         

*******************************************************************            

         

This is a testimonial regarding the heart condition of my mother-in-law, who is 75 years old. She had 

an aortic stenosis condition, which means that her heart valve had calcification with an aortic valve 

area of .44 cm2 and a peak gradient of 42/26. These values mean that she had a severe heart 

condition requiring surgery on the valve. After Siddharth’s treatment, her values have significantly 

improved to an aortic valve area of 1.1 cm2 and the peak gradient has reduced to 37/22.          

        

Besides this, her symptoms have also disappeared and her cardiologist has given her a clean chit. No 

surgery is needed anymore. Other than her heart condition, her constipation also improved, as did her 

energy levels. NANO SOMA played a significant role in this.         

         

Anonymous, March 2023.          

*******************************************************************            
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On the June 17th, 2022, our 10-year-old Pyrenean Mountain dog couldn’t get up easily and was limited 

in her actions. Her hips were getting locked and movement was painful. Walking was limited to twice 

a week for only half an hour. We thought that she wouldn’t live very long because we didn’t want to 

see her suffer. After six months of NANO SOMA, we have a puppy back. The improvement began after 

the first month and continued. She is now 11 years old, taking daily walks for an hour, and just had 

her yearly vet review: “in brilliant shape for her breed and age.”         

         

Jen Bravery, February 2023.         

*******************************************************************            

Recently I have been having issues with inflammation in my head. My ears – which are always a little 

bit itchy – were inflamed, with the right one being worse. I started to spray NANO SOMA inside of my 

ear three to five times per day, which quickly revealed a pain under the ear channel area. Then, the 

upper part of my ear got completely blocked. I continued spraying NANO SOMA into my mouth three 

to four times daily, and, after about three days, the condition showed improvement.           

          

Now, I am sure that I won't have to see a doctor, which would have meant antibiotics and maybe 

surgery. Natural doctors are very expensive here and not paid by the obligatory insurance. Today, I 

started hearing better again, and the pain in the upper ear channel is almost gone. While the itching is 

still there in some parts, my overall energy recovers. I will continue taking NANO SOMA very often. If I 

could, I would take a bath in it and stay there for days!          

          

Christine K., March 2023.          

*******************************************************************            

          

I have had two recent successes with the METASOMER Topical Gel. First, after “expertly” touching a 

pan out of the 375F/190C oven, I applied the METASOMER Topical Gel immediately onto the burn. It 

stung for a moment, and then the pain was gone. No sign of any burn or even sensitivity in the area 

for the rest of the evening or the following day. Having had experience with these burns, I know that’s 

a consequence of applying the gel.          

          

Secondly, my left ear piercing has always been irritated by anything other than gold or silver. I began 

covering the earing’s post, and my earlobe, with the METASOMER Topical Gel and for the first time in 

my life I can wear my cheap earrings without irritation!           
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Erin, March 2023.         

*******************************************************************            

I just wanted to share that NANO SOMA worked again! This time it helped me with my son’s rash 

(molluscum contagiosum). He has had a rash for around one year, and after a month of NANO SOMA –  

taken both orally and sprayed directly onto the rash – it has almost disappeared. We will continue until it is 

fully gone.             

            

The “traditional doctors” told me it would never heal by itself (because it was very spread out and it     had 

been too long… rashes typically last from six to nine months in healthy individuals) and the only way to heal 

it would’ve been through applying a cream to “burn” it off or cryotherapy. The cream has so much inside 

that is potentially carcinogenic so I refused it and used NANO SOMA instead. I’m so happy!            

            

JJ, February 2023.             

*******************************************************************            

          

Richard,            

            

I had my nose fixed after 65 years. NANO SOMA to the rescue!            

            

I put the METASOMER Topical Gel in my nose for two days before. There was no black and blue, no 

pain medications, and I’m carrying on the best I can.            

You are five steps in front, teacher.            

            

This 73-year-old myopic American (a private joke) has normal blood pressure, no clogged arteries, 

and takes no medication. Others are flabbergasted by my condition.            

Thank you.            

            

Charlie, February 2023.           

*******************************************************************            
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Hi Richard,            

            

I’m continuing on my fourth year with the NANO SOMA Oral Spray, and I’m doing great! I also am 

using the METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream and the METASOMER Topical Gel for my skin.   

I started using much more NANO SOMA due to a horrible pain around my gall bladder/ liver area. I 

couldn’t bend over without pain! Well, the pain disappeared after several days of increased sprays 

(sometimes up to 10 sprays per day).             

            

Also, the METASOMER Topical Gel has removed what looked like skin cancer on my arm!         All this 

to say that I listen to my body and adjust my sprays accordingly and, “magically,” all kinds of 

negative issues disappear.             

            

Love and light,             

Martha B., February 2023.            

            

*******************************************************************            

            

I drank coffee yesterday and had some dark chocolate homemade candy. My heart felt like it was 

going to jump out of my chest. I took five extra sprays of NANO SOMA and within minutes my 

heartbeat regulated. That was a good test right there of how NANO SOMA brings the body back into 

balance.             

             

Anonymous, February 2023.              

             

*******************************************************************                         

Hello Richard / Dr. Presser,             

             

I have been using NANO SOMA consistently since you first came on with Kim and Tank. I wish I had 

taken pictures beforehand, because the most noticeable results have presented on my skin. And even 

if those few skin issues were all that I had to share, they would weigh in favor of the cost in my 

opinion… I would say in anyone’s opinion!              

             

Just to give you an idea, before NANO SOMA, I had started to develop skin tags underneath my eyes  

(I’ll be 63 years old in May). After my first week of using NANO SOMA, the tags never returned!             

NANO SOMA start:             
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For the first week of usage, I was spraying NANO SOMA on my face a few times a day – concentrating 

mostly on where I had the skin tags, then expanding outwards. I was also doing five or more sprays 

into my mouth every day. I used the product rather liberally or as I felt was necessary. I have always 

had issues with sensitive facial skin; using anything on my face was an issue for me, especially with 

the dry skin at my hairline and the outside corners of my nose. Anyway, your product has performed 

exceptionally well.             

Also, there was a carcinoma on my nose that I watched disappear under magnification. I could see 

the pores of my skin gradually turn from brown to clear or normal in about a half-inch square 

consisting of 10 pores or so.             

             

Bob, February 2023.             

             

Editor’s Note: The METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream is an excellent option for those 

seeking to prompt healing for issues manifesting on the face. It contains the same active ingredient as 

NANO SOMA but in an oil-free, moisturizing cream that is safe for sensitive skin.              

             

*******************************************************************                         

My sleep has been better since my use of NANO SOMA. I feel my energy level has been better, too! My 

wife recently had knee surgery and has been using the METASOMER Topical Gel and NANO SOMA Oral 

Spray and it has helped clear up bruising and relieve the pain somewhat. We have been using it two 

to three times daily as we are in our early 60s. God Bless from Ohio!             

Reginald, February 2023.        

*******************************************************************        

             

Dr. Raghavan,              

              

My name is Mark and I live in southeast Wisconsin, USA. I wanted to send you a quick email 

outlining my experience with NANO SOMA and how it has helped me heal my body.     I am about to 

turn 55 years old and, due to COVID-19 workplace mandates, I was vaccinated with    

PfizerBioNTech Dose 1 (April 2021) and Dose 2 (May 2021) to help    “safeguard” my workplace. It 

didn’t take very long for me to start feeling the effects of those vaccines. I went from being a 

healthy, five-time Ironman Triathlete with multiple marathon finishes to not being able to complete 

a short bicycle ride without gasping for air and feeling unusual fatigue. I knew nothing about the 

sideeffects of the COVID-19 vaccines. I had put blind trust in the vaccines and was now worried 

about what I had done to my body. My initial thought was to just “health” the vaccines out of my 
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body with diet and exercise. I found very little improvement with this approach – the same approach 

that had sent me across many finish lines.               

              

Jump to October 2022 and the introduction of NANO SOMA into my daily routine. Within a few days of 

taking NANO SOMA, I noticed that I felt more energetic, my skin looked better and my eyes were 

brighter. Encouraged, I continued to use NANO SOMA and found that my energy levels were on the 

rise. My fitness and exercise program was starting to show improvement and           

I felt like I had the strength to complete bigger workouts. More importantly, my lungs felt great!             

              

I have been using NANO SOMA daily and I have started to notice more benefits. My nails are 

growing fast and I find myself having to trim them about every seven or eight days. My hair! My 

hair is growing fast, too. I find myself needing a haircut sooner. I am getting better sleep as 

well. I almost feel like everything is getting stronger and more efficient. Now, I wouldn’t say I’m 

ready to tackle another Ironman (just yet), but I know my body is working like it should be 

working.              

              

Please feel free to reach out to me and I thank you for helping me get my body back from the 

vaccines!!!!              

              

Mark, February 2023.              

*******************************************************************                         

              

The METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream is beautiful and the scent is the most 

natural I have enjoyed in any skin product I have used. My skin does well with it and it has 

helped with reducing fine lines around the eyes and with making the area under my 

eyebrows more supple…I like the fine texture of the cream and the container which keeps the 

air out and prevents contamination.              

              

Thanks for creating this wonderful product.               

              

Anonymous, February 2023.              

*******************************************************************                         
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I became aware of NANO SOMA through the Lazarus Initiative (an online community run by Sacha 

Stone) when it was first introduced to the members in December of 2021.               

               

In September of that year, I purchased a product that was also introduced to the members. I asked 

my pendulum how much I should buy and it said to buy two months’ worth. I was prepared to 

purchase more, but I held to the two-month supply.               

               

When December rolled around, I was running out of that supplement and thought, 'Okay, what now?'. 

In that month’s show, NANO SOMA was introduced. I did not bother to consult my pendulum and,   

before the show ended, I purchased a year’s worth of the NANO SOMA Oral spray. I am now into my 

second year, and while I started NANO SOMA without any major health issues, my body continues to 

get healthier and healthier.                

  

               

Every now and then I will consult my pendulum about my body and whether or not it might be 

lacking any vitamins, minerals, etc., that it needs. Basically, I ask for guidance on where I need to 

place my    

nutritional efforts. The message I get back is to continue with NANO SOMA every day.  My body is 

now  

telling me that it is ready to move towards a rawer/ more sprouted diet, consuming foods with the 

true living essence that we all need. It does not get better than that! I am 63 feeling like I am    

40.               

               

Connie, February 2023.                 

*******************************************************************                         

NANO SOMA and the METASOMER Topical Gel — My Two True Friends               

               

I have been purchasing and steadily taking NANO SOMA for over a year and a half and have been using 

the METASOMER Topical Gel for approximately half a year. I began taking five sprays of the  NANO 

SOMA  
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Oral   

Spray three times daily, as recommended, but I quickly increased the individual   amounts and frequency.    

               

Why would I do such a thing, especially considering the cost of such a decision? I began taking more 

NANO SOMA because that is what my Heart/Source/Higher Self guided me to do. I could also say that 

I began more and more to simply follow my intuition, using these two wondrous products as supportive 

friends for what I WAS CHOOSING FOR MY SELF. For example, after taking Carbamazepine for 

unexplained seizures for over 20 years, I stopped. I gave my physical/energetic/spiritual being the clear 

message: ‘No more of this drug needed – NANO SOMA will help support the body to accomplish this!’. 

Similarly, NANO SOMA has supported my body with hay fever, my eyesight, aching joints, headaches, 

migraines, and more. Currently I am working on Tendinosis Calcarea.                 

                

Now, can I PROVE that NANO SOMA or the METASOMER Topical Gel has healed anything? No. Can I      

say that my inner feeling of the rightness and the gifts of these products remains unhindered? Yes. I  

place no limits on how often or how bountifully I use these two  friends. I follow the guidance within.  

Now, someone might say: ‘Hey, in any case, that is a LOT of money!’. Yes, it is true. And no, we 

(my little family grouping of friends) are not ‘rich’ in the conventional sense, but we do choose to 

allocate our funds where it is important to us.       

               

So, the only thing that I can testify to with gratitude is that both NANO SOMA and the METASOMER 

Topical Gel function for me as true friends — guiding, supporting, and loving.               

And is there anything more important and precious than this?               

               

With love,               

Nancy, February 2023.                

               

*******************************************************************                         

Hello Roland,               

               

Here are my experiences with NANO SOMA.               
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I have two dogs: a two-year-old German Shepherd named Odin and a 12-year-old Chihuahua/Jack 

Russel mix named Lui.               

               

About six months ago, Odin had conjunctivitis. The eye was quite red. After spraying NANO SOMA 

directly in his eye, it was better. The next day, it was a bit worse – but not as bad as the beginning – 

so I sprayed NANO SOMA in his eye again. Then, I went one day without spraying and it slightly 

worsened, so I sprayed NANO SOMA in his eye for two days (once per day). After these two days, 

Odin’s conjunctivitis was cured and remains so to this day.               

               

Recently, my other dog, Lui, had this same problem – even worse than with Odin. Now that I had so 

much experience with the issue, I immediately sprayed NANO SOMA in Lui’s eye twice. This helped 

immediately and there have been no additional issues so far.                

               

NANO SOMA also has an almost immediate effect on abscesses in dogs.               

               

NANO SOMA works very quickly in dogs, and you can see a response almost immediately. With us 

humans, in my opinion, it is not always as fast – but it is effective, and you just have to stick with it.      

I have personally taken NANO SOMA for one year.               

               

What I can report is that I now have a clear nasal passage and don't need nasal drops anymore. I 

used to wake up a few times in the night due to a lack of oxygen, however, since taking NANO SOMA, 

this has become much better.               

               

Regards,                

BS, February 2023.                

Translated from German by deep.com.              

*******************************************************************                         

I have been taking NANO SOMA for 10 months. The first change I noticed was being able to do things 

above my head, such as putting clothes away on a high rack, without tiring. Now, I don't get the 

backaches. I still have scoliosis and kyphosis, but not having pain has made a huge difference. I have 

been able to do miles of hoeing on our property, which I would have never been able to do before 

NANO SOMA.                

               

I had a checkup for new glasses at the optician, and the optician described my eyes as having 

improved two and a half steps. I think it must be more, as I picked up the glasses yesterday – one 

month after the check up – and the new ones are way too strong. So, I’ll have to go back again and 
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get rechecked. I haven't been able to wear my former prescription glasses for some time, but I pulled 

out a pair of glasses from some years back, and they are fine.                

               

I have had my hair 'blonded' for a few years with foils. I have grown the colour out.  There is still grey 

hair across the front, but at the crown area, my hair is gradually appearing to return to the natural 

colour I had years ago. I am 69 years old. I am so grateful for this product.               

               

Anne Dawe, January 2023.                

               

*******************************************************************                         

I have been using NANO SOMA for over a year. As a cancer patient, I am confident that it is helping 

my immunity to function above par, especially after chemotherapy. I am also impressed with the 

customer service. I once had a situation that Martin (an affiliate) quickly resolved for me. Excellent 

product and company!               

               

Sandy, January 2023.                

               

*******************************************************************                         

The METASOMER Topical Gel is my "go-to" gel for any mishaps to the skin on myself or my dog. It 

heals up wounds so quickly. It even took the sting away from a bad steam-burn to my hand and there 

were no blisters afterwards! I don't ever want to be without this product. I love it!               

               

Sue, December 2022.               

               

*******************************************************************                         

I am sending my experience with NANO SOMA. I have been using the NANO SOMA Oral Spray now for 

years and have experienced many benefits to my health. I am 78 years old and I feel well – I don’t 

suffer any major ills.                 

                

Back four years ago, I had heart bypass surgery and have been on medications for blood pressure, 

diabetes, and cholesterol at the Doctor’s requests. I have been using NANO SOMA with these 

medications and recording my blood pressure and sugar levels.                

Over a week ago I thought I would give a trial and stopped using all prescription medications. I 

increased my NANO SOMA to five sprays every four hours for seven days. I know that was overkill, but 

I wanted to be sure.                 
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I have been checking my blood pressure and sugar daily and they have stayed the same as before 

while taking the drugs.                 

                

My wife was diagnosed with dementia several years ago. I put the NANO SOMA spray on the sink for 

her to take every day as she may not remember to take it otherwise. I believe it has slowed the 

dementia – not cured, but slowed its progress.                 

                

I have used the METASOMER Topical Gel on all sorts of skin problems with success and have found it 

is good on mosquito bites.                

I used Efudix on my leg twice daily for four weeks to treat skin cancer from too much exposure to the 

sun when I was young. The result was so bad I had to stop using it short of four days. Now, I am using 

the METASOMER Topical Gel and the skin is much improved.                 

                

I have included two photos: one of my leg at its worst, and the second of my leg since using the 

METASOMER Topical Gel.                 
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I have also been using the METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream on my face for some time. I 

love the smell and texture – it is so smooth. My skin feels soft and healthy, but I think it will take a 

long time to make me look 45 years old, after 70-odd years of living mostly in the Australian sun.           

Thank you, Richard, for these wonderful products. I am grateful and will keep on using them.                 

               

Love and Light,                

Bill Sternbeck, January 2023.                

*******************************************************************                         

My Broken Heart                 

I recently arranged to meet my new friend, Mike, who I met at the Truth Be Told Rally – a gathering 

to honor those injured or who sadly died as a result of the COVID-19 vaccine. We had a lovely time 

talking things through. My girlfriend joined us and explained in great detail about how NANO SOMA 

saved her life on many occasions and continues to help her to this day.                 

                

Strangely, however, I felt very uneasy around my heart and chest area that day. On our way home, I 

felt really strange – I was hot and cold and anxious. My heart felt fluttered and I wasn't acting     

 normal.   I was beginning to panic.  

                

  

When I got home, I jumped out of the car and ran upstairs to a quantum device that I used against my 

heart. I felt sick for days and wasn't getting better. I was even throwing up water. Dr. Raghu offered 

to send me a few bottles of NANO SOMA.                 

                

During this time, it felt like the left side of my heart could not fully pump blood around my body. I felt   

sick, dizzy, and so scared. I was advised by Dr. Raghu to use a protocol that involved more frequent   

use of the five-spray dose. I used NANO SOMA every three hours and sometimes more.                 

                

I have a scanner machine that told me I had left ventricular heart disease, which apparently usually 

results in surgery or the use of technology fitted to the heart.                 
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However, after three days of using NANO SOMA, my results cleared and the issues in the left ventricle 

of my heart were fixed.                

                

I've been talking and sharing stories about NANO SOMA – I never thought I would become one of        

those amazing testimonials!                

                

Thank you, NANO SOMA, for healing my broken heart.                

               

Love and light X                

Anon., January 2023.                

*******************************************************************                         

On January 3rd, I was admitted to Warwick Hospital with chest pain and wheezing. I hadn’t eaten for 

five days and was very weak. My D-dimer results came back positive and I had a pulse of 140 bpm.  

The doctors felt strongly that blood clots had returned to my lungs, so I remained in the hospital for 

two days while I waited for a CT scan.                 

                

I refused the injections of their blood thinners and I started taking NANO SOMA, which I had taken 

with me in my hospital bag. I started getting stronger and began to eat and drink. I started feeling 

like myself again and like the life was coming back to me. By the time I had the CT scan, there were 

no signs of clots and I was able to go home. NANO SOMA is an absolute miracle and my partner and I 

feel very blessed to have found it. We are so unbelievably grateful to Dr. Raghavan for creating it. It 

has saved both of our lives on more than one occasion. We are both living proof of the power of this 

absolute miracle product.                 

                

Anon., January 2023.                

*******************************************************************                         

I used to have a lot of floaters in my eyes. After three or four months of using NANO SOMA, these went 

away. I only sprayed it in my eyes about four times; the rest of the time I ingested NANO SOMA orally, 

taking five sprays daily.                 

                

Karen, January 2023.                

*******************************************************************                         

I wanted to send you my testimonial. I am 70 years old and have been using NANO SOMA for about 

two years now. I wouldn't go a day without it. I use all three products. I started with the NANO SOMA 
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spray. At first, the taste was metallic, but very soon after there was no taste at all. I am surprised 

occasionally when the metallic taste returns, however, that is how I know that an imbalance is being  

corrected.                  

                 

I have received the designation of Certified Natural Health Practitioner and have seen clients for 

about 12 years. When I research a product for my clients, I use it first to be able to give them 

information from my first-hand experience.                  

                 

First Hand Experience:                 

                

The NANO SOMA Oral Spray: People are surprised when I tell them that I am 70. They immediately 

look at my license to verify my age. I giggle to myself. I take this as the ultimate compliment. My 

energy is high and consistent. I start my day at five in the morning and end it at 10 at night. I do not 

take any prescribed medications; my blood sugar runs between 90-105; my blood pressure is 126/86; 

my pulse is 86 beats per minute; and my Vitamin D level is around 60-65 consistently – I have it 

checked twice a year. I was immunized as a child but not vaccinated as an adult. In January of 2020, 

before COVID-19 had a name, I was sick but it never developed into anything but a fatigue which 

lasted 17 days. I am thankful that I had NANO SOMA in my corner.                  

                 

The METASOMER Topical Gel: I use it for scars on my legs and age spots on my hands. I have scars 

from an accident ten years ago. The scars were impeding the surface return of the blood and making 

my ankle swell. The dermatologist wouldn't listen to me and didn't do anything to help. I ordered the 

gel and have been applying it to the scars. I can see that they are softening, fading, and the blood 

return is much better. Also, the age spots are fading. Nothing tells your age better than your hands 

and neck.                  

                 

The METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream: I ordered the skin cream because I was about to 

run out of my usual. I love it! It smells wonderful, absorbs great, and I feel that it protects my face 

throughout the day.                  

                 

My suggestion: Start with the NANO SOMA spray, follow the instructions, and use it consistently for 

about two months. Then, stop for a week and notice any differences. Your test will convince you that 

NANO SOMA is the best.                  

                 

When you consider the cost of skin care, doctor's visits, and supplements, the cost of NANO SOMA is a 

real deal!                 
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Joanne Roland, January 2023.                 

*******************************************************************                         

Good morning, Roland.                  

                  

I sent you a very detailed and long report about half a year ago on all my many, various, and in truth, 

puzzling diagnoses. Since then, all these medically inexplicable symptoms without a credible, 

orthodox medical diagnosis have continued to improve overall.                  

                  

Generally speaking, it is safe to say that I feel more vital and rejuvenated, and my brain, which is 

really already in a pre-dementia state, continues to "clean up" as well. Even if only in very small 

steps. That's understandable, because after all, I slid into this state in equally small steps, barely 

noticing it for decades. My memory, especially the ultra-short-term memory, continues to improve 

noticeably, as does my ability to concentrate. Only the word-finding problems remain an issue.                  

                  

The nocturnal nerve pain in my right leg has improved most noticeably – although also quite slowly.  

Every few months, however, I notice that the improvements continue to increase, without going into  

all the strange problems again. Some things simply need more time – for example, my inexplicable 

attacks of tiredness and burning feet after eating. They are also weaker, but still there. Just like the 

rosacea, which just won't go away.                  

                  

But all in all: I am very happy about all the progress I am still making since I have been taking NANO 

SOMA daily for about a year and a half now. I have not been sick at any time during this period, 

though I have avoided any kind of COVID-19 measures.                   

                  

My life has become much more livable! Before NANO SOMA, I was a mass of strange, unexplainable 

symptoms that considerably affected my daily life. Taking five sprays of NANO SOMA right after 

getting up will be a part of my daily routine for the rest of my life! I can no longer imagine life without 

it. Some of my relatives and friends, who I familiarized with the products, feel the same. I sometimes 

order for them at the same time to benefit from the biggest possible discount.                  

                  

I remain very grateful to have discovered NANO SOMA.                  

                  

Warmest regards,                  

Hanna Willimann, January 2023.                  

                  

(Translated to American English by Deepl.com)                  

http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
http://deepl.com/
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*******************************************************************                         

My knee is fantastic, thank you. I have just started going to the gym again after many years being 

absent, and whilst my trainer is being careful just in case, it is feeling great and not a problem at all! I 

am so happy with that – but most of all, I feel constantly 'protected' taking NANO SOMA. I know my 

body loves it for so many reasons.                  

                  

Doreen Morel Sneath, January 2023.                  

                  

*******************************************************************                            

I love NANO SOMA. In just two weeks of using the METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin cream, it 

reduced a mole on my face significantly. I also have uveitis (a form of eye inflammation) that flares 

up in my eye from my autoimmune issues. I started NANO SOMA, and it cleared in two days. I’m 

usually on eye-drop steroids for weeks.                  

                  

I am on NANO SOMA for life now and keep promoting it to family and friends.                  

                  

Kind regards,                  

Alexina Graham, January 2023.                  

*******************************************************************                            

Happy New Year, everyone! I would like to share a short NANO SOMA Testimonial.                    

                   

My husband and I have been taking NANO SOMA for 17 months now. He takes five sprays daily, while 

I’ve been taking nine or more sprays a day. I have had some annoying toothaches on both the upper 

and lower right side of my mouth. I sprayed some NANO SOMA right on the teeth and swished it around 

my mouth for a few minutes. In just minutes, there was no more pain.                    

                   

My husband, who is 67 years old, has had "ED" (Erectile Disfunction) for 20 years. It is now gone.  In 

addition, I have had a small eczema scab on the outside of my knee for years. Now, it has finally 

fallen off.                    

                   

We visited family for Christmas. I have metabolic syndrome. I over-indulged on sugar, wheat, and 

dairy after being on a keto diet and doing intermittent fasting for about six months. I gained 13 

pounds in one week. After being home for just five days, I’ve already lost nine pounds. NANO SOMA 

really does assist your body to correct itself, but it can do so even faster when you follow a healthier 

dietary approach.                    
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I just love this stuff and am so grateful to Dr. Raghavan.                    

Oh, and my feet no longer swell when I eat carbohydrates, which tells me that my Type 2 Diabetes 

is correcting.                                  

Looking forward to more symptom corrections.                    

                   

Anon, January 2023.                   

*******************************************************************                            

                   

After just two days of using NANO SOMA, my knee pain has gone and my shoulder pain has gone... 

and I was only using five sprays a day. I’m also currently using the METASOMER Topical Gel for my 

skin issues, though I’m yet to confirm any responses. My brother has also started using NANO SOMA 

and his Parkinson-like shakes have diminished. I’m very excited about this product.                   

                   

Anon, December 2022.                    

*******************************************************************                            

                   

Hi, I live in Europe – Vilnius, Lithuania – and I’ve been using the NANO SOMA Oral Spray for a while 

(over two years now). I am a 57-year-old male but feel closer to 35 years old.                   

                   

Anon, December 2022.                    

*******************************************************************                            

From a 70-year-old customer:                    

                    

I am having a quiet and remarkable revolution in my body. I have been quite healthy throughout my 

life with only sinus issues when I was pregnant with my first child.                    

In 2012, while using superglue without gloves, it suddenly spilled on my right hand, wrist, up my 

elbow, around my neck, and down to my left hand. My right hand was particularly black. It was 

impossible to remove, though I discovered Aloe Vera, which helped to a degree. To compound it, I fell 

while changing a bulb from the dining table. This almost yanked my left leg from my hip, leaving me 

with very poor balance and a feeling of breathlessness. I used to play badminton quite frequently but 

found myself toppling over.                     

                    

I started taking NANO SOMA regularly from October 2021, and I can say today with confidence that 

my physical life has moved positively by leaps and bounds. I can truly say that this improvement from   
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 a chronic state to health has lifted my optimistic spirit to greater heights, as I can see and     

feel a relief of my symptoms – slowly, but 

surely.      

Thanks, Raghu, for this incredible discovery. ‘Thanks’ is too tepid a word to describe how I feel.              

                    

Anon, December 2022.                   

*******************************************************************                            

Dear Doctor Raghavan,                    

                    

I am 75 years old and had pterygiums (growth of the conjunctiva or mucous membrane that covers 

the white part of the eye over the cornea. It is a benign or noncancerous growth often shaped like a 

wedge) in both eyes that bothered me terribly. They were not ready for surgery, but they bothered me 

tremendously as my vision was impaired and the itching was continuous. The left eye had the 

pterygium covering the cornea, as is evident in the MGH/HARVARD medical records in 2019 (I will mail 

them soon). The pterygium in the right eye was about to reach the cornea; it was yellow and not 

translucent. In 2020 and 2021, due to COVID-19, I did not have my eye exams.                     

                    

The surgery is complicated as is the recuperation, but I was ready to have it after my eye exam this 

year in Florida.                    

                    

In mid-May of this year, however, I began to apply the NANO SOMA spray to both of my eyes.  Within 

a month and a half, the pterygiums receded in both eyes; I could see clearly and there was no longer 

any discomfort. I feel that I no longer require surgery. I feel fine and my vision is clear. I will send the 

detailed pictures of my eyes as well as the medical report in the first week of January.                     

                    

Sincerely,                    

Jorge Gonzalez, December 2022.                 

*******************************************************************                            

The following image shows the translated medical results of a woman in Germany with osteoporosis. 

After one year of taking five sprays of NANO SOMA daily, she reports that her osteoporosis has 

stabilized and has even seen improvement in her lower back.                   

This is most strongly shown in the first chart image, where her BMD (Bone Mineral Density) improved  

5% in her lumbar spine from her last test in 2020. This is considered a significant change. Equally, after 

just one year of taking NANO SOMA, the osteoporosis in her left femur shows signs of stabilizing.            
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To read a published scientific article by Dr PR Raghavan regarding Metadichol (NANO SOMA’s key 

ingredient) and osteoporosis, click here.                    

                                                    

Anon, December 2022.                   

*******************************************************************                          Merry 

Christmas to you. My boys are little experts. They tell their friends about NANO SOMA, essential oils, healthy 

  

https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
https://thenanosoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Metadichol-RA.pdf
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eating, etc. They know when to take it and how much to take. We simply keep all three varieties on the 

counter (the NANO SOMA Nutritional Spray, The METASOMER Topical Gel, and the METASOMER    

Telomerase Natural Skin Cream), and they help themselves. I love it! I think about the future of their health 

and the impact they'll have on all their friends and family.                     

                     

Anon, December 2022.                      

*******************************************************************                            

I started putting the METASOMER Topical Gel on a couple of bumps around my eyes which my dermatologist 

had been wanting me to treat with stuff that I found way too harsh. They’ve been there for a couple of years 

now. After a couple of days using the METASOMER Topical Gel, one of the spots is basically gone and the 

others seems to be on their way!                      

                     

Ana S., December 2022.                     

*******************************************************************                            

My sister-in-law’s husband went nearly totally blind and was told there was no cure. I implored her to use     

NANO SOMA. He did. He got his sight back even better than before. I asked her for a testimonial for you.          

She said that in January her husband will have his clinical tests and she will compile everything, including 

photos, for you. They are so grateful and I told them you have a special place in my heart. Congratulations,       

Dr. Raghu.                        

                     

Anon, December 2022.                     

*******************************************************************                        

  

 Hello John and Richard,                     
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I’ve been using NANO SOMA for just over a year now. I found it helped my body clear up some longstanding  

chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) symptoms. Soon after I started using it earlier this year, my family     

(unvaccinated) were all exposed to COVID-19 and one member in particular became quite ill. My experience 

was only mild thanks to having already started on NANO SOMA.                      

                     

Some months later, I was again exposed to COVID-19 through another family with whom I was closely 

associated. I had another bout which ultimately turned into ‘Long Covid’ (or a resurgence of CFS, the 

symptoms are apparently identical). I soon increased my dosage to twice and then three to four times daily.    

That was the turning point, and I felt my body beginning to improve. At the same time, I began some spiritual   

healing, which – from a different perspective – had the same aim that NANO SOMA does: to bring about    

healing from within. The two appear to be working very harmoniously together.                       

                      

Several months ago, I decided to also try the METASOMER Topical Gel, which I now use in several ways.    

Applying a small amount inside each nostril before bed seems to minimise any inflammation and ease       

snoring. Applying it to my neck has eased pain and stiffness from an old whiplash injury, and applying even a 

small amount to the base of my spine has greatly relieved chronic back pain and associated sciatic pain. I tried 

many natural and pharmaceutical remedies but only the METASOMER Topical Gel worked.                     

                     

I am sold on both products.                     

                     

I also recently used the METASOMER Topical Gel on a badly bruised toe after a fall. After a few days, all the 

very dark bruising had disappeared! I also used it on my grandson’s knee which had a very large scrape from a 
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fall; there was no pain, no bleeding, no scabbing, and it was almost completely healed within a few days. Even 

an 8-year-old was very impressed!                     

                     

Best wishes to you both,                     

                     

Pam W., December 2022.                      

*******************************************************************                            

                     

This video illustrates NANO SOMA under a microscope. From the video:                      

‘Look at how vibrant and vital this product is…They are just full of energy and vitality… I just wanted to share 

this with you because I get to look at a lot of products under a microscope and I have to say, NANO SOMA is 

just one of the most energetic and vibrant products that I’ve looked at’                      

                      

     

The above bright white lights are NANO SOMA particles under the microscope.          

                      

Caroline Mansfield, Naturopath, December 2022.                     
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*******************************************************************                            

My two sons have been taking the NANO SOMA Nutritional Spray for over a year – each taking five sprays daily – 

and they have not been sick once. My older son took the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine and, since 

taking NANO SOMA, he has not been sick. He was even with his girlfriend, who had COVID-19, for two 

weeks and didn’t get sick. You are heaven-sent! Now, if I can only convince my 24-year-old daughter  

  

(who has  had type one diabetes since she was ten years old) to take it.                       

                       

I want to thank you so much for inventing NANO SOMA – “Life in a bottle”. I love it! My 84-year-old Mom 

is taking care of a household of five. She has been using NANO SOMA for one year, taking five sprays daily.   

She has energy, looks young, and takes no medications. The doctor told her that she has the heart of a         

22 yearold. No kidding… She is happy, flexible, and everyone is always asking what supplements she is 

taking!    

                       

Thank you so much, and may the grace of God be with you always, Dr. Raghu.                       

                       

Anon, December 2022.                        

*******************************************************************                                       

Hello John,                       
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I started using NANO SOMA in July 2021 after I watched an interview with Richard. I felt instinctively 

that this was a very important and timely product to be taking during these times of great 

challenges.   I mainly took it for protection from the spike proteins from those who took the jab and 

to keep my         

immune system strong. I felt all along that this was an almost 'magical' product that knew exactly  

where to go in my body, so I also put my family and some friends on it.      

                       

I have always felt protected wherever I went, and I intuitively took more if I was exposed to large 

groups.    However, after following the initial start-up protocol, I generally only took the recommended 

maintenance dose of five sprays daily.                       

                       

After a few months of being on NANO SOMA, I was very pleased to discover that my right knee – 

which, after an injury, had been giving me problems with pain, tightness, and scarring for a few years  

– suddenly loosened up and got better! This was never my intention, so I was both surprised and 

grateful!                                          

Thank you, NANO SOMA! My family and I thank you.                        

                       

Kind regards,                       

Doreen Sneath, December 2022.                      

*******************************************************************                       

   Looking forward to receiving our bottle of light!                       

                       

After my first few uses of NANO SOMA, I had an experience that was like a light being switched on. I was 

downstairs in a room that looks out at a valley/small escarpment, and it looked like the sun had come out 

from behind the clouds. Everything brightened and lightened up. The only issue was that the skies were 

cloudless…Hmmm.                       

                       

All the best to you and your loved ones, family, and friends.                       
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Kind regards,                        

Debra Barber, December 2022.                      

*******************************************************************                         

 Good  day, Dr. Hillermann,                         

                        

The METASOMER Topical Gel arrived at just the right moment. Thank you again for this support.               

I recently overstrained my knees by squatting for too long. As a result, fluid leaked from my tissues causing 

pain and swelling. I then applied the METASOMER Topical Gel several times a day. After a few   

days, the swelling went       down.                         

                        

Unfortunately, I made another awkward movement and the pain came back. So, I continued the treatment 

for several more days, first treating it three or four times a day, and then only twice a day.                         

My knees have almost completely recovered. I don't feel any pain in everyday life, as long as I don't do 

anything strenuous. I can't squat or sit cross-legged, but otherwise I'm fine.                        

The NANO SOMA Nutritional Spray enables me to cope with my everyday life relatively stress-free. In the case 

of occasional heart-rhythm disturbances, I spray my chest one or two times and feel a prompt relief of my 

symptoms.                         

                        

NANO SOMA is a very special blessing. In my eyes, it helps to bring about the harmony that one achieves 

through spiritual discipline to the body, so that a greater integrity arises. Of course, this process is a gradual 

one, as anyone who is concerned with developmental issues understands. But it seems to me as if an extra 

protection is established on a higher level. Perhaps others have made similar statements.                        

Thank you very much for this product. I wish more people would understand the quality of this very special 

health promoter.                        

                        

Best regards,                        
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Klementine Wemmje, December 2022.                        

*******************************************************************                                      

Dear Richard,                        

                        

My spouse is receiving chemotherapy injections in his stomach for Leukemia. The injection sites are 

very painful; they burn and last for two weeks. The topical creams that the doctor recommended did 

not provide relief. I ordered the METASOMER Topical Gel to apply to the site, and it relieved the 

burning and healed the area within a week!                         

                        

Below you can see the site before and after using the METASOMER Topical Gel.                

                  

    
     

He has to get these shots for seven days in a row, recover for three weeks, and then begin the 

injections again.                         

                        

In addition, we both take the NANO SOMA Nutritional Spray orally every day. I’ve been taking it for 

two years and he began after his diagnosis. While we limit our exposure to crowds, we have not had 

any colds or viruses since taking NANO SOMA. In my heart, I know that NANO SOMA is helping our  

immune systems stay strong.                         

                        

Blessings to you and Raghu for your commitment to healing and wellness. You are mighty Healing         

Earth Angels!                         

                        

Joy Pellegrino, December 2022.                        
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Editors’ comment – It is good to remember that the body heals itself of almost everything that does 

not represent ideal health in the presence of NANO SOMA. Customer reports indicate that Leukemia is 

just another such condition that the body can heal for itself, though we make no such claim. Again, it 

is a journey in understanding to move from looking at health issues of all types as a disease, not 

simply a dis ease of the body – an alert that something needs to be corrected.                      

*******************************************************************                                      

I’m a long-haul COVID patient. I lost my sense of taste and smell in August 2020. I ran across the name NANO 

SOMA on a website search in late 2021 and bought a three-pack of the NANO SOMA Spray. I tried the first 

bottle under my tongue, as directed. Nothing happened. I then took the second bottle, poured it in a nasal 

applicator and took one spray through each nostril twice daily. In three weeks, I got my sense of taste and 

smell back – just short of two years after it went away.  A miracle.                         

                         

Thank you,                         

Cindi Stacey, December 2022.                        

*******************************************************************                                      

Hi Richard,                         

This is Yana and I wanted to thank you so much for all that you are doing. My friends Rosanne and Carla have 

their business up and running. We are promoting NANO SOMA at our groups here in Avalon and keeping a 

record of testimonials. Some wonderful results even in this short time.                          

I started taking the NANO SOMA Spray about a month ago when it arrived at 11:11 – just after our beautiful 

conversation! I decided to go straight for it and take it four times a day, as I was getting over a "virus" thing     

at the time! Now, I feel great and have been continuing with just five sprays daily. I’ve stopped taking   other 

supplements as I feel so good. My daughter is also taking it. So, thanks again for bringing such an amazing       

product to the marketplace. I know that NANO SOMA is a great healing product that can help counteract all 

the other crazy things our bodies have been subjected to!     Many blessings from Avalon and may our paths 

cross one day!                         

                         

With much Love and Light,               

 Yana, November 2022.                         
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*******************************************************************                              

Hi John,                         

Thanks for the call. I continue to enjoy good results using NANO SOMA. I must have been taking it for nearly a 

year now.                         

1. My blood pressure has stabilized. It’s down from around 160 over 86 to 144 over 82.                         

2. My PSA (Prostate-Specific Antigen) count has dropped 12 points.                         

3. My nosebleeds have virtually ceased (I use the spray only in the mouth).                         

4. My mental acuity has improved (I am 80 next February, so I need all the help I can get!).                         

5. Other irritating aches and pains have also reduced.                         

Thanks for the contact, much appreciated.                         

Kind regards,                         

Alistair Welch, November 2022.                        

*******************************************************************                                      

Hi Richard,                          

More than ever before, I am compelled to simply continue to eat healthy foods to sustain my body’s health  
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and immunity and to let my “human body” do the work it does so miraculously… with NANO SOMA.               

Actually, I find that I am naturally craving less food. It’s like my body/life is becoming more in line with my       

body’s ability for optimization. I know this sounds out there, but it’s true.                          

In addition, before, I was taking more than five squirts of NANO SOMA a day… thinking more was better!        

Well, I can tell you that taking more NANO SOMA is not necessarily better (unless you have a malady).              

Taking the suggested five squirts of NANO SOMA a day for maintenance has my body operating optimally. I     

feel calm and balanced.                          

Much Respect,                         

Stacey Gaiga, November 2022.                         

*******************************************************************                                      

This is Benson, a distributor in Malaysia who works with Dr Tang.                            

                           

There have been a few cases where diabetic patients with kidney disorders and blurry vision improved 

greatly by using Metadichol (the key ingredient in the NANO SOMA spray).                            

There was one case where the patient was already blind for a few years. After using NANO SOMA for 

two weeks, he began to see color and light coming from the television while at home.                            

                       

I am now trying this product on a patient who has been blind for more than 10 years. I hope there is a 

miracle.                           
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Benson, November 2022.                          

*******************************************************************                     

Hi Richard,                             

Just giving a short, to-the-point summary of my NANO SOMA usage over the past several years. I have  used it   

for earaches, toothaches, sinus congestion, cold sores, hair growth, possible gout in the big toe    (it worked like 

magic), burns, eye floaters, COVID-19 prevention, cold and flu relief, and athlete’s foot.       

I also squirt a couple of sprays into my mouth every now and then for internal repairs.                              

                             

To sum up, I was born in 1950 and I run and lift weights on a regular basis. I’ve been exercising most of      

my life, but NANO SOMA keeps me repaired. And, when I do break down, it shortens the recovery time.       

This             

NANO SOMA is no joke. It works just as advertised. Thanks.                              

                             

Gregory Hood, October 2022.                           
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*******************************************************************                                      

I have used the METASOMER Topical Gel with positive results for a number of things, but sometimes it's the    

little things that most blow my mind with this product. I was trimming a number of branches with hand        

shears  recently, and I was doing too many in a short space of time (typical of a 76-year-old Aries!).   My  

partner came out and said, ‘What have you done to your hand?’. Blood was dripping down my fingers.    I  had   

incurred a large blister in the web of my hand between the thumb and forefinger. Having ignored it to     that      

stage, I then tore off the skin from the blister and kept chewing layers off. I actually had a deep  depression    

there.                   

                               

I bandaged it and when I checked the next morning, there was no infection but a deep hole. That same day,        

I read your testimonial about the guy who had knee surgery who explained that the METASOMER Topical            

Gel took away the pain in less than a minute. I thought ‘Heck, if it can do that, I will put it on my injury’.               
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I put the METASOMER Topical gel on the depression on my hand that afternoon and once again before bed   –   

no bandage, just the gel. When I awoke in the morning, the hole was filled in, and it was almost healed!              

Two days later, there was no sign of ever having hurt my skin. I am amazed and humbled.                               

                               

Dr. Joseph, October 2022.                              

*******************************************************************                                      

                               

I think the METASOMER Topical Gel and the NANO SOMA spray work well for me. I’ve been using the 

METASOMER Topical Gel for a few weeks now, and my age spots seem to be decreasing. I got rid of a 

mole in a few days using the METASOMER Topical Gel. I’m 72 and am in excellent health due to products 

like NANO SOMA. I have not been to a doctor in 30 years.                                

                          

                 
Randy Now, October 2022.                               

*******************************************************************                                      
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Brilliant stuff. The first time I bought a bottle of this, I used it for about a week, and then my kids 

came home with a cold right before a weekend away during COVID. Hotels aren’t keen on snotty kids  

of late so I probably went through a whole bottle spraying it down everyone’s throat six times a day 

(we’re a family of five). But I have to say, when it came time to wake up, pack, and get on the road, 

not a single one of us was sick any longer after 24 hours of use.                                 

                                 

I’ve used it on bug bites, sunburns, and skin irritations, but mostly to help modulate my immune 

system (I have Hashimoto’s, which is an autoimmune disease that attacks my thyroid). I use it in 

conjunction with a very clean diet and a regular detox, and lately, it has been one of the main things     

that has kept me healthy after moving into a house with mold. I spray it up my nose for that. Not fun,   

but super effective. I can’t recommend it enough.                                  

                                 

I would say that you have to be consistent, as the results get better over time – kind of like with        

adaptogens. But I don’t have the kind of joint pain or frequency of illness that I had post-contracting          

      

COVID since using NANO SOMA regularly. Well worth it.                                  

                                 

Anonymous, October 2022.                                

*******************************************************************                                        

Exquisite product. It’s rare that you find something that transcends your experience of medicine.   NANO SOMA  

is way ahead of its time. As a naturopathic physician, I suggest it to my patients and call it an intelligent   

molecule. It addresses most of your acute and chronic physical, mental,  emotional, and microbial  

disturbances.     
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I have never seen anything more exquisite than this product.         

                                 

Anonymous, October 2022.                             

*******************************************************************                                  

    We’ve used this daily for the last three months. We’ve dodged some serious and not-so-serious      

 colds   and flu bugs. I mix it with my two youngest daughters’ beverages in the morning (just a few sprays a      

day). It’s a miracle worker. For onset symptoms like a sore throat from allergies, or ear aches, we use as   

needed in addition to daily intake. My husband has recently started using it in his nose for snoring and it has  

already made a difference. Won’t run out of this spray if I can help it. It’s my cureall goto.        
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 We also use this for rashes, hives, eczema and more. It’s our go-to on a daily basis with three kids. We keep a 

bottle in the car, the baby’s room, both first-aid kits, and our medicine cabinet for a quick goto.                          

                                 

Analiese Goforth, October 2022.                                 

*******************************************************************                                        

                                 

The patient is a 19-year-old Arabian mare. On the first day, the mare woke up with a very teary eye, 

which was due to a clogged lacrimal nasal duct.                               

                   

                      

April 29, 2022 – First Exam: The mare presents symptoms of photophobia and edema in the ventral 

commissure of the cornea, with a white point (abscess). Her owner orders the application of NANO 

SOMA in the eye three times per day.                                  

     
May 12, 2022 – Second Exam: The edema has disappeared, and the tearing has reduced by at least 

50%. I recommend continuing with the treatment.                  
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June 6, 2022 – Third Exam: The edema has completely disappeared, and the white point of the 

abscess is almost imperceptible.                                  

                 
July 6, 2022 – Fourth Exam: The appearance of the cornea is normal, and I prescribe continuing the 

treatment for one more week. At present, the mare does not have any abnormality in the cornea.          
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Dr. Jaime Plata Alvarez, (renowned Colombian veterinarian), October 2022.                                  

*******************************************************************                                     

                                 

NANO SOMA is everything and more, as claimed by the manufacturer. I am thoroughly convinced that 

NANO SOMA has changed my life in a most positive manner. Before I was introduced to this 

wondrous and miraculous substance, I was plagued with kidney stones, which necessitated multiple 

surgical procedures. The recovery period was long and arduous.                                 

                                 

An after-effect of the procedures was a loss of memory commonly known as anesthesia amnesia. 

Once I introduced NANO SOMA into my daily routine, the effects were completely alleviated and I 

returned to normal after a few weeks.                                 

I was also pleasantly surprised to find that my dietary intake was drastically reduced, as the days 

progressed and hunger pangs disappeared. Eating less and still increasing my strength and ability to 

function at an above-level mode was in and of itself miraculous!                                 

I will continue to maintain the use of this great product and enjoy a wonderful feeling of wellbeing.       

                                 

Anonymous, September 2022.                                 

*******************************************************************                                 

   Feeling run down? This is my go-to immune defense in my home. With my family constantly on the        go 

and working in healthcare, I’m exposed to many viruses. NANO SOMA keeps me going and helps    me fight 

those colds, sinusitis, or just not feeling well. I take this stuff everywhere. We love this           product.     
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It’s a staple in our home.                                           

Renee, September 2022.                                

*******************************************************************                                  
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Godsend! I have been using NANO SOMA for about six months now. And I have to say that I am blown  

away. I use it every day on the skin of my face after shaving, and people always wonder   what I do with my    

skin. It is honestly nothing more than NANO SOMA and honey as my facewash.                  

 I had a mark on my thumb that wouldn’t go away. I used NANO SOMA, and in two weeks it was       gone!           

My sister-in-law had a keloid she could never get rid of, and within a week and a half of using NANO SOMA it  

was gone as well. I spray it on any cut, burn, canker sore, or any skin-related issue and this has yet to fail me!     

   Thank you, NANO SOMA, for such an amazing product!                   
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Ricardo, September 2022.                                 

*******************************************************************                                        

                                 

We love NANO SOMA for the skin. Over the years of using this product, we have seen vast improvements in our  

eczema – from cracking and bleeding to just a small dry patch. It doesn’t stop     

there. Recently, we used NANO SOMA in the healing of a spider bite instead of the prescribed steroid cream 

provided by our primary care physician. I have used this for the occasional rash, hormonal breakouts, mosquito 

bites, you name it. This stuff works, and I’m happy to be using a clean, safe product on myself and my kids. I 

highly recommend NANO SOMA.                                  

                                 

Renee, September 2022.                                 

*******************************************************************                                        

Product worked wonders! It helped with a severe eczema condition. Definitely recommend for all conditions.        

Jon, September 2022.                                 

*******************************************************************                                        

Dear Dr. Hillermann,                                    

Again, I send my heartfelt thanks for your support with the NANO SOMA spray.                                     

In 2021, I was diagnosed with both prostate cancer and a brain tumor (a benign cerebellar bridge angle tumor, 

specifically). Right after my treatment in Heidelberg, I kindly received your NANO SOMA spray, and I am happy to 

inform you that my cancer has stabilized and I only need active monitoring. The tumor growth has also stopped 

completely.                                     

      

Thank you very much and all the best!                                 

                            

With kind regards,                                    

                          

George Berger, September 2022.                                    

*******************************************************************                                            
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My name is Catherine. I 

am 42 years old and 

reside in the UK. I was 

born in China and I am 

also a qualified 

acupuncturist and well-

versed in the concept of 

Chinese natural 

medicine.                                    

                          

I have a daughter who is eight years old. Ever since she was born, it was our plan to have another child  – hopefully, a 

son. Unfortunately, over the last eight years, I wasn’t blessed with pregnancy.                                  

I have also suffered with herpes for many years. At least once a month I would experience outbreaks of             

cold sores around my mouth and lips.                                    

Approximately eight months ago, my work colleague introduced me to NANO SOMA as he was concerned      about me 

having had three COVID-19 vaccinations. After taking NANO SOMA for a few months (I didn’t    record the time span), I 

found my skin a lot healthier and with far fewer outbreaks.                                     

Now, approximately two months ago, I found out that I am pregnant again. I have been blessed with a baby boy who is 

due to be introduced to the world in early spring.                                    

                                    

These are the facts that I would like to share with you, as I personally feel that NANO SOMA has played a definite part.    

I will continue to take NANO SOMA and hope it will help others as it has helped me.                                     

                                                    

    

     

                                             

Hello,                                    

                                             

April 21, 2023.                                
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Catherine, September 2022.                                

*******************************************************************                               

                          

I've been waiting for some real, concrete, undeniable proof for myself that NANO SOMA               'works'. An 

emergency situation would seem to provide the most undeniable evidence.                              

So, here's the emergency:                                     

                             

Two nights ago, I was up unusually late on the computer. It was about 10 p.m., when, for some 

reason, I brushed my fingers over the top of my head. There was no sensation there, except for the 

weirdest, large, protruding, smooth bump. Without thinking, I scratched at it until it came off. An 

extremely sharp pain ensued, which spread quickly all over the top of my scalp. And, almost equally 

quickly, there was a furious itching under my armpits.                                     

                                      

Then, it dawned on me that this bump may have been one of those coastal shellback ticks – big and fat 

after a good feed. I had been on a long forest walk that afternoon and had even thought about ticks at one 

point. The last thing to do is to pick off a tick.                                

If you do so, they release their poison instantly.                                

                

                                      

Too late. Furious itching spread to the glands of my groin, torso, neck, and then half of my 

bottom lip became numb and swollen – all super quickly. I wondered if I was experiencing 

anaphylactic shock, and if my breathing would become impaired. I grabbed the NANO SOMA 

bottle, which was right there on the table next to me, and gave five sprays to the top of my 

head and five sprays into my mouth. I also squirted a dropperful of Wild Oregano          Oil onto 

the spot, to disinfect it, if nothing else.                                      

                                      

Suddenly, I was experiencing so much dizziness that I had to lie down. I wanted to unlock the front 

door, just in case, but I couldn't get that far anymore. A bit panicked to be so isolated in this situation, 

I remembered Sadhguru once saying that in India, when someone gets bitten by a snake     

(cobra), the most important thing is not to let that person, or oneself, become unconscious.                       

                                      

I could see the potential of passing out beginning to happen, and I had no way to get to any caffeine. 

So, I stayed propped up on one elbow writing messages to my sisterinlaw, which detailed what was 

happening, and another message to a friend who lived not so far away. I knew that after 10 p.m. they 

would likely have their phones turned off, but typing on the phone was a way  for me to try to stay 

conscious. It was quite difficult to text (and very scrambled, as I saw in the morning).                          
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In between my messaging, I was continuing to take NANO SOMA – about four or five more shots of five 

sprays into my mouth.                                       

                                      

Feeling awake enough at some point, I laid back and just watched the incredibly wild surface madness going 

on. My pulse seemed normal, and, after a while, I could tell that my situation wasn't getting any worse. So, I 

just laid there until I realised that if I was thinking about brushing my teeth before bed, things must have 

stabilised enough to stand up.                  

Indeed, my dizziness was gone. It was 11 p.m. Good ol’ NANO SOMA, methinks!!!                                      

                                      

It took me a very long time to fall asleep, as I felt super alert, and I woke up before 5 a.m. I got up very happily, 

dressed, and walked all the way through the wonderful early                morning birdsong to the ocean.                     

                                      

Strangely, the next evening, I had a strong itching and somewhat 'painful' sensation on the left side of my head 

which lasted until I went to bed and slept it off. I had more NANO SOMA, of course!         

And there was nothing the next day.                                       

                                      

So, there it is – my very own testimonial to the magic of NANO SOMA. I have no idea where such a strong 

reaction to a tick bite might have gone without it.                                      

                                      

A big, big thank you to Raghu!!!                                       

                          

With love,                                      

Nirda, August 2022.                                     

*******************************************************************                                        

                              

Good morning, Roland.                                      

                                     

I am 75 years old and have been taking NANO SOMA for about a year now. For the first few months, I took 

NANO SOMA several times a day because, even if they are not lifethreatening, there are many problems in my 

body – many of which have been resistant to everything I’ve previously tried.                   

                                     

I'll start with the official diagnoses: thrombophilia (Factor V disease – hereditary);                        

ADS (attention deficit syndrome) in adulthood; onset of dementia; Epstein-Barr virus     

(protracted mononucleosis at 16); toxoplasmosis; excessive intraocular pressure on the left eye / cataract on the 

left eye; operated-on MSC (multiple chemical sensitivity); rosacea (first at 30 years old, now chronic); 

hypercholesterolemia; and leaky gut syndrome after decades of undetected food intolerances, especially of 

gluten, lactose and soya. This eventually led to two intestinal operations, which of course didn't help   (or, they 

only helped for as long as I had to fast afterwards because of them).                                      
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After giving up gluten, I also suffered from chronic collagen colitis for two full years.                                  

Even before NANO SOMA, 95% of it had improved after longer, specific cortisone doses.                           

It only came back sporadically for a short period of time.                                      

                                     

Using bioresonance, a Klinghardt therapist also diagnosed me with retroviruses and neuroborrelia. These 

caused the craziest symptoms, which were given the most illustrious Latin names. I could live with it, but life as 

a whole was tedious. It felt like I was being controlled by others – especially as my body reacted to any 

chemical medication with sometimes severe side effects.                                     

                                     

Through four years of very expensive Klinghardt therapy, I was able to clean up my brain quite a bit – even if 

only by about 40-50%. For example, with a lot of mental effort, I was able to buy one or two things at the store 

without a cheat sheet. Before that, I would have to read just one thing off of my shopping list several times 

over, even if I was already in the shop.             

Sometimes I would have to do it again in front of the shelf to remind myself!                                      

                                     

So, what can I tell you about my experience with NANO SOMA? In general, I already felt more vital after the first 

few months of taking NANO SOMA several times a day.                                    

That alone is worth it.                                      

                                    

Now, here are some details about the things that have improved so far – or still are, or have not at all – because I 

am certainly sticking to it!                              

                                 

1. My memory has further improved. I spray NANO SOMA (in addition to the daily fivespray dose in my mouth) 

into both nostrils once or twice a day, as close as possible to the blood-brain barrier.  Today, I can keep two, 

sometimes even three things in my head when shopping – though I still keep the cheat sheet with me.                 

2. My ability to remember, find words, and concentrate are all noticeably better, although this can       

still fluctuate.                                     

3. The decades-old nocturnal nerve pain in my right leg has improved by 50%.                                     
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4. Regarding my ADS, I have ‘slowed down’ a lot and can concentrate for much longer.                              

5. The intraocular pressure is at the upper limit of normal, so it is manageable for me.                               

                                     

I haven't had my cholesterol measured yet, as I don't need a doctor anymore. Next month, however, I have to go 

for my obligatory motor vehicle driving test. I'm looking forward to it.                                  

                                     

Unfortunately, my disturbed digestion is still the same. My intestines seem to be defective after many, 

many decades of the wrong diet. I also still have some rosacea that has not yet gone away. In addition, I 

still experience great fatigue about 30 minutes after eating (hence why I eat only once a day) which is 

accompanied by burning, swollen feet and lower legs.    

Although this is a little better, it is still present.                                     

                                     

I often tell my friends that I am the only old woman who gets healthier with advancing age. I will be eternally 

grateful for the discovery of NANO SOMA! Or rather, that NANO SOMA has found me! I am often giving away a 

bottle to friends, and several of my friends are already enthusiastic NANO SOMA consumers.                                    

                                     

Thank you for listening.                                                                        

Kind regards,                                                                 

Hanna Willimann Fürstensteinerstr, August 2022.                                     

*******************************************************************                                       

Hello Richard,                                      

I wanted to share that I had three black spots on my teeth, which were the beginning of cavities. I use NANO 

SOMA regularly, and one day, I noticed that the black spots were just gone.        

There was nothing else that I could attribute this to other than NANO SOMA.                                      

                              

Sondra, August 2022.                                       

*******************************************************************                                        
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I am so happy with NANO SOMA. I have been using it for ten months now. After the death of my parents in 

January, I was under a lot of stress. I was also having a lot of heart palpitations – especially when trying to fall 

asleep. I was worried about them, but they disappeared after a few weeks, as did the stress in my body.    

NANO SOMA still tastes bitter, so I know that the recovery is still going on. It is a beautiful journey…                                   

Sonja, August 2022.                                     

*******************************************************************                                        

                                   

I was working as a carer when the whole COVID-19 thing kicked off. I believed it all and went along with the 

testing and masks, etc. I was called up early and took the AstraZeneca vaccine on January 21st, 2021. Around 

this time, I went into an alcoholic relapse after eight years of sobriety and started to become physically 

unwell.                                        

                                        

In February, I became very wheezy and breathless and felt generally very unwell. By        March, I was 

struggling to get up the stairs and would have to stop to catch my breath. I began being taken by the 

ambulance to the hospital. They would take chest     X-rays and run blood tests, but no one detected 

the clots as they weren’t giving out Ddimers (I didn’t know what a Ddimer was at the time). I was 

diagnosed with multiple infections.                 The ambulance trips to the hospital became very 

regular.                                        

                                      

I was diagnosed with tachycardia in early April. On April 16th, I had a kidney failure which I was told was 

caused by a urinary tract infection that was so bad it attacked the kidney. I do not believe that this was the 

case.                                        

                                       

On April 23rd, the blood clots were detected at City Hospital in Birmingham. They started injecting me in 

the stomach with blood thinners and told me to come back the next morning for a CT scan. The CT scan 

revealed blood clots in all zones of both lungs.  I was put on             Rivaroxaban.                                         

                                       

I went to Exeter to stay with a friend. I had bruises all over my legs and felt unwell. On   April   30 th, I went 

to the GP who said they detected an infection in my urine and gave me antibiotics. For about a week, I was 

suffering bad heartburn, which is something I never usually had. By late afternoon, my stomach started to 

become very hard and large. I looked six months pregnant. I felt very dizzy and found it hard to walk.                                                                          

After a while, I felt sick and started throwing up massive amounts of pure coffee-grain blood into a bucket. My 

friend called an ambulance that took me to Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital. Not long after I arrived, I suffered 

a second massive hemorrhage – this time of pure, bright red, fresh blood. I was raced into the resuscitation room 

and worked on throughout the night to save my life. A camera test on the following day showed no alcohol 
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damage and a onecentimeter esophageal ulcer with a clot in the base which had ruptured. I spent a week in a 

critical care ward before coming home to            

Birmingham.                                        

                                       

At this time, I grew close to Daniel who had been a childhood friend. He knew all about the vaccine and what was 

in it. I told him about my near-death experience and my blood clots. He started researching nonstop for a cure, 

and it was during that time that a man told him about NANO SOMA. We ordered it and I started taking it. I 

started getting better. I eventually stopped taking      

Rivaroxaban without the doctor’s knowledge and we went fully organic with everything. I stopped all 

pharmaceutical medications, including Propranolol and            

Mirtazapine. We began to enjoy life and started going camping and socialising with friends.                     

                                       

In November 2021, to the doctor’s astonishment, a D-dimer test result showed negative. The doctor said it must 

mean that the Rivaroxaban is doing its job. I hadn’t told him I’d stopped taking that        

months ago.                                        

                                       

In January 2022, a CT scan revealed that my lungs were clear and my D-dimer had remained negative.         

                                       

We have come so far thanks to the miracle of NANO SOMA. I would have lost my life without it, and now I have 

another chance to be a mum to my two beautiful children.                                        

We can’t thank you enough, Dr Raghavan, for creating this life-saving miracle. We are trying to   encourage our 

family to take it, as we know it gets rid of the vaccine and the vaccine damage. My mum has started to use it 
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and my eldest daughter, as well. We will continue to tell people about how incredible it is. We will always be 

forever grateful to you.                   

Thank you.                                        

                                       

     Holly, 

July 2022.                                       

*******************************************************************                                         

                               

After chemotherapy, this product has helped me to bring my energy level back up. I am also using  it on an 

infected gum area and it is keeping the infection down.                                  

                               

Cheryl Gibbons, July 2022.                                

*******************************************************************                                       

              

On Friday I had my second knee replaced. Sunday, today, the heat and pain were unbearable.                             

Knowing this, I preordered the METASOMER Topical Gel. Tonight, I applied it all over the leg.                               
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Like a Reiki Master removing the trauma, the METASOMER Topical Gel did it in one minute.                                 

Wow. That’s it.                                                                        

Charlie Zev, July 2022.                                         

*******************************************************************                                           

Hello Richard,                                         

I have been taking NANO SOMA for about three years now. I would not like to be without it. I keep it on  my bedside 

table and it’s the first thing I reach for in the morning. I think it’s best to have it on an empty stomach.                 I 

would like to say that I am unvaccinated and I have recently returned from seven weeks out of           

Australia. I have been unaffected from any flus or colds that some people were affected by on my travels. I can’t say 

definitely if my years of taking NANO SOMA protected me, but I do believe it helped a great deal.                    

Thanks, Richard, for providing it to us. I am very grateful to you for that.                                   

                                 

Blessings,                                  

Christine Chaston, July 2022.                                       

*******************************************************************                                           

Hello Richard and John,                                        

                                        

I just watched the video for new users. It was a great reminder, and it has prompted me to write about my 

experience, which I have intended to do for ages! Life is busy!                                        
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I have been using NANO SOMA since about August 2021. Raghu talks about NANO SOMA and its spiritual 

connection. My very first five-spray dose…WOW…! I remember it very clearly, although it isn't easy to explain. I 

felt as though I instantly travelled to another realm and back again. The peace and harmony I felt in that 

moment were undeniable and truly    amazing! It was a quick but incredible journey of positivity and proof. I 

believe I was being   told that this product is powerful and absolutely meant for me! A few months later, my son 

also started taking NANO       

SOMA. He called me and described a very similar experience! More confirmation                          

(if I had needed any!).                                        

                                        

When I first started taking NANO SOMA, it was not due to the Virus-Crazy Jab-World we are now living in. I had been 

on cancer immunotherapy for nearly five years and had not been expected to live more than three  months (back in 

October 2017). I had a severe reaction to being told to get my affairs in order and decided that  

the medical profession did not get to make that  determination for me and that I WOULD LIVE, thank you very 

much! (I changed many of my       

lifestyle choices, but to go there would require a novel, so, we won't go there!). I thought NANO   SOMA would be 

perfect for helping my body clear the toxic waste of medication, radiation,     scans, and contrasts from my body. I 

was declared NED (no evidence of disease) in November             

2021.                                          

                                        

Now, I am not saying that a few months of NANO SOMA created this outcome, but maybe it did? Maybe it was what 

tipped the balance in my striving for wellness? Regardless, I do believe that the 100% perfect blood tests and scans I 

have had since then are a result of this wonderful product assisting me on my healing journey! I worked really hard 

for my health and wellness   and finding NANO SOMA was such a gift – a blessing that I felt was saying,    

"Hey, you don't have        

to do this alone anymore. Let me help you!". No, I am not crazy, but I do now see things quite differently to the "old me"!  

                                        

I also want to add that when our bodies have been so out of balance for so long, instant results          
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are not always a realistic expectation. I still have sinus issues and I still feel a bit wrung out  and lethargic a lot of 

the time, but my body, mind, and soul were hauled back and forth through a ringer for five years (much longer if 

you count all the years of being a smoker, eating crap food, etc.). NANO SOMA sprays still taste bitter to me most 

days – even after all this time – so I know my body is still clearing, and NANO SOMA is still working with me on 

this journey.                               

My split, ugly fungus toenails are healed, however!                                         

                                        

I do believe in miracles and I believe that NANO SOMA is my miracle; but I also believe that our lessons are shown in 

good time – not always OUR time! I absolutely believe in this product! My only real challenge with NANO SOMA is 

actually dropping all of the supplements (as you suggest) that I have taken as part of my healing journey. I have not 

had a common cold or the flu in years, nor have I had THAT virus. So, I will continue working to drop my supplements 

in   good time.                                         

                                        

I thank you, and I thank Raghu. I am incredibly grateful for NANO SOMA. It is truly a GIFT!                                    

Blessings, and much gratitude to you all.                                        

                                        

UPDATE:                                        

My son and I are about to re-order. He likes to get 24 at a time and we will share them again. He had to be jabbed for 

work, and despite all the vaccinated people he mixes with (pretty much everyone, except for me!) who were coming   

down with the virus, he has NOT!                                 

Just another plus of our amazing NANO SOMA!                                         



 

 

Do you remember when we spoke on the phone a while back? That chat was very inspiring to  me and I was so 

grateful for your time. A company with a personal touch is pretty hard to find      nowadays! At that time, I was 

giving NANO SOMA to my cat and dog but stopped as I didn't          

want to run out of product. When we get our next order, I want to give NANO SOMA to my cat                       

again, as he is 21 years old and has some renal issues now. This is something I will monitor and               

keep you posted on. Animal testimonials are important, too.                                         

                                        

Abbey Meier, July 2022.                                       

*******************************************************************                   

 I took the AstraZeneca vaccine January 21st, 2021. On April 23rd, 2021, I was diagnosed with multiple acute 

pulmonary embolisms. I was then put onto blood thinners, which held the clots in place but could not get rid of 

them. Just six days after this, I was fighting for my life in the resuscitation room  following a  huge internal bleed 

that caused me to lose nearly all of the blood in my body. Knowing           

that time was not on our side, my partner Daniel started desperately searching for a cure for the          
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blood clots and a      way to get this vaccine out of my body. He came across a number of incredible        

organic alternatives,    one of them being NANO SOMA. I started using NANO SOMA on a regular      

basis and I started to get                             

        

We trusted in nature and I came off of my blood thinners. A few months later – to the astonishment of the 

doctors – I had a negative D-dimer result. Finally, in November, a CT scan proved that the clots had been 

completely eradicated from my body. I am living a normal and happy life now, and we hope  that this brief 

story will encourage others to trust in this product. As stated on the NANO SOMA       website, this product isn’t 

used to treat any illness. It is used to activate your body’s own immune        

system to heal itself.  This was my journey. Have faith, everyone.                                           

       

                          

     

                            

Daniel Knowles (sent on behalf of his partner), July 2022.                                    
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*******************************************************************                                   

         - 66 –     

Nearly 12 hours after taking the daily dose of five sprays of NANO SOMA, I can feel the ongoing action both 

physically and energetically. Physically: in the right ear and as a heightened sensory acuity generally. 

Energetically: as a silent awareness beyond   (really, around) consciousness. The  molecule itself signals its 

presence and beingness.  When insights arrive in consciousness, the Total          
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Being acknowledges this and signals congruent alignment… Really: no concepts…                                  Rick  

Mogul, July 2022.                                     

*******************************************************************                             Hi Richard, 

I am using NANO SOMA for a half year and it’s really a God Sent miracle worker. My hay fever is almost gone    

now. I can also breathe easier.                                          

Harry, June 2022.                                      

*******************************************************************                           

          

 A family member of mine recently attended a conference. After the conference, a number of people tested 

positive to COVID-19. My family member took some NANO SOMA and was only sick for 3 days.      

Others were very sick and were not taking NANO SOMA.                              

                                                          

11 months ago, my friend picked up an awful flu and developed very bad headaches on the left half     of her  

head. She could not lie on her head. I met her for a catch up on 24th March this year and gave her a              

couple of bottles of NANO SOMA. During our time together (a couple of hours), my friend had no     symptoms 

of COVID-19, but during the night, came down with COVID-19, which was confirmed by    a COVID-19 test. She 

had immediately started taking the NANO SOMA. She overcame COVID-19 in a matter of days. After a couple 

of weeks, she also noticed that the headaches that she had suffered for 9 months had completely disappeared 

and have not returned.                               

                              

She has been able to lie on the left side of her head again without any problems. Recently, she visited a  health 

practitioner who has a scientific frequency machine that is able to identify contaminates, bacteria,   and 

viruses, among many other things. The machine revealed no presence of          
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COVID19 at all. It is such a delight to be able to have such a wonderful tool to help people.                           

                                            

       

I have suffered from back problems all of my life including kyphosis and some scoliosis. I started taking  NANO 

SOMA near the end of February this year. Recently I had to do around 1.5 km of furrowing up and downhill on 

our family property. Although this exercise was tiring as I was not used to it, I had    no backache afterwards.     

This is a first for me. I have always had aching arms when lifting them above my head.           

     

 Now I can  put away clothes (the wardrobe rod is well above my head) and I don’t have any                 

problems.       

     

Anne D., Adelaide, Australia, June 2022.                                            

     

*****************************************************************                                      

                          

     

I wanted to extend my gratitude for this product (NANO SOMA).                               

        

I have a testimonial from one of my best friends who has forced by his employer to get two COVID   

vaccines.  

He had an immediate reaction and was sick for several days. Recently, he fell ill again with   even worse 

symptoms.                                        

          

Thankfully, I had already sent him a bottle and after him following your protocol (5 sprays every 4 hours for 

3 days), he fully recovered within a week and feels even better than he did previously.                 

                               

Anon, June 2022.                                                       
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My 9.5-year-old Labrador had warts and an ear infection which were being treated.                                  

One day we saw that his face had swollen up almost overnight.                                                    

The doctors suspected a tumor and gave up completely saying that he was too old to be operated on even if it 

was not cancer and was just an ear infection that had spread.                                     

They gave antibiotics but without any hope.                                     

                                        

I gave him NANO SOMA three times a day, 5 sprays each, and also applied it all over his face.        

Within two days the swelling reduced and on the third day, the swelling was gone.                               

                                             

Doctors were shocked and pleasantly surprised at the same time about this progress within such a short span.   

  

They agreed to operate on his ear and his eye which had an overgrowth.                                                     

The operation was done successfully. We gave him NANO SOMA for almost a month after that.                 

He looked absolutely fresh and like a child at 9.5 years!!!                                             

                                

Anon, June 2022.      

*******************************************************************                                   

                                                

In late July 2019, I noticed this big kind of wart thing growing on the back of my hand.   The various things 

people do to stem the growth of warts weren’t working.  It grew rapidly and my hair began to     

                         

fall out in gobs! A friend of mine noticed the fibers in the growth on the back of my hand.  She thought it 

looked  

like Morgellons, so she looked it up on the internet and it looked exactly like what    was shown there.  I never 

had it diagnosed by a doctor.  Some of them refuse to acknowledge the existence of       Morgellons so   

technically I suppose I can't say that's what it was but it sure looked like it and behaved       like it.  Another 

friend of mine was so worried about me that she tried to take me to her doctor and  told him about my hand in  

my absence.             

                            

By the summer of 2020 that thing took up about half of the back of my hand and about half of        my  hair  
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was still falling out.  By then I was starting to be tired and dragged out all the time too.                 

I may have been one of the first people in the US to order NANO SOMA.  I ordered it in     January of    2021 

as   

soon as I heard it was available.  I used the starter protocol and took     it twice a day for a   long time after   
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that.  First, the thing on my hand stopped growing.  Then chunks of it started to come off.  My hand would  

bleed when that happened but   it        stayed gone.  My hair stopped falling out   so much.  Then it stopped 

falling out altogether.    Then it started to grow back in thick and full.  My energy level improved and 

something else very interesting happened.  I started to feel more like     myself somehow.                        

                           

It's hard to describe that but at times I could remember how I felt when I was young.  It seemed to     

    

come back to me like a long-lost friend.  It's subtle but definite.                                             

           

I haven't been sick for even 1 day since I started taking NANO SOMA.  I still have skin issues and       

inflammation issues but those are decades old and since I'm planning to keep taking           
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NANO SOMA, they'll probably go away when it gets to that place.  I'm 68 and it's        
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                                                        nice to know 

that my age will slowly roll backward.                    

I have no trouble believing this can happen as I've already experienced some miraculous things.                

          

 Lorie, June 2022.             

*******************************************************************                       

Hi             

Richard, a client of mine sent these to me and I thought you would like to see this. Pretty amazing!          

In this case, she used the NANO SOMA spray, as she didn’t yet have the METASOMER Topical Gel.           

When I saw her a couple of days later, any evidence of the bite was completely gone.                               

                               

                  

The effect of NANO SOMA on a tick bite after only 2 hours. The top photo is before applying the     NANO   

SOMA and the bottom is after.                                                  

            

  .              
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  All the best,                                 

Terri, June 2020.                                           

************************************************************************                                     

My daughter was so sick! Aches and stabbing pains all over her body!!! After 10 sprays of NANO SOMA over 

two days, they were gone!                                 

I’ve been taking five sprays for three days. I always had a sharp pain in my left leg since my daughter was born      

– for 19 years. It is gone!!!                                   

                                         

My husband just came down with something – cold, aches (maybe from my daughter). He took NANO            

      



 

 

SOMA tonight!! Thank God!!                                             
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Rose F., May 2022.                                        

***************************************************************************                               

Dr. Presser,                                   

                   

I am a faithful user of NANO SOMA and am very pleased with what it has done for the improvement in my 

ability to think and use my brain so easily, short term memory has also been affected - my thoughts and 

ideas being recalled with very little effort. I am spreading the word of NANO SOMA’s effectiveness and have 

several family members and friends also enjoying the benefits.                  

Sincerely, Kendall R. May 2022.                                          

*********************************************************************                             We 

have    

been using NANO SOMA for six months now and have had incredible results.                                

My father no longer has arthritis and I feel 20 years younger!                                             

Thank you for your consideration and for all that you have done to help humanity.                                 

                                       

 Jeremy Y, May 2022.              

*********************************************************************                            I 

have been very ill from stress and have developed low metabolism. One of the many unpleasant symptoms 

has been brain fog – an uncomfortable feeling of sitting in a cheese bell and not being   able to concentrate 

enough to put two thoughts together. Within a maximum of two minutes after I took NANO SOMA for the 

first time, the brain fog disappeared and has not been there since. I get medication for metabolism and an 

unpleasant side effect is severe pain in muscles and joints. After   one or two days with NANO SOMA, the 

pain is largely gone. I do not know what I would have done without it.              

                                       

Helena, April 2022.                                         

********************************************************************                                 
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I am a 17-year-old girl who often goes into town and drinks alcohol, and, like so many others, I’ve struggled 

with hangovers the next day. At one point, I heard that NANO SOMA was supposed to work on hangovers, so I 

chose to test it. And NANO SOMA has helped   me not to have a hangover and   headache the next day! All I do 

is take five sprays of NANO SOMA before going to bed after a city         

trip.                                                                        

Anne Mette, April 2022.                                          

********************************************************************                                 

I have for several years been plagued by rashes and blisters when consuming gluten. I can now for the first 

time in many years eat some gluten without getting a red rash on my fingers. I have only used the NANO SOMA 

spray for approximately one month and a half.                                         

                                         

Inge Meineche, April 2022.                  

********************************************************************                                 

                               

My dog has on several occasions struggled with what is called a ‘hot spot’ – an inflammatory condition in her 

skin that can cause large wounds and severe itching. I was visiting my sister and brother-in-law when he asked 

if  

he could try spraying NANO SOMA on the wound. Granted, I thought:     

‘Yeah, yeah, I guess’, but after a few days, the wound was gone. So, thanks for that; it got   rid of the  

unpleasant walk to the vet for my dog, and there was no penicillin cure or expensive bill.                       

Definitely not the last time we will use it.                                         

Jannie M. B. Bak, April 2022.                                          

********************************************************************                                   

                  

I tried NANO SOMA for the first time last Saturday, when my mom had a bottle in her bag and recommended    
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that I try it for my bad headaches. I have been suffering from nasty chronic  headaches      for 

exactly 10 years today.                                

In 2011, I was involved in an accident that, among other things, gave me a head trauma with bad late 

effects. Today, I suffer from four different forms of headache. I have tried all kinds of alternative   treatments 

and all of the treatment plans from the headache clinic without success.                   

                               

After trying so many different things to get rid of the headaches, I tried NANO SOMA with a lack of faith and 

hope that it could help me, as nothing else had been able to. BUT!                               

Today I can tell you that I have been free of headaches for almost four days!                                

                               

I have never had a break from my headaches, which has led to sleep problems (among other things), but the 

last few days I have been allowed to feel tired with the possibility of actually sleeping – and   sleeping through.  

After the first sprays of NANO SOMA, it took about an hour before I started to feel  how the pain subsided. 

Since then, I have taken NANO SOMA every morning.    Yesterday, I had to            take NANO SOMA again in 

the evening as I could feel the migraine creeping in, but it was never allowed to break  through! I do not 

understand it, but how happy and grateful I am to have been  introduced to NANO SOMA!      

    

                                         

Dyveke, April 2022.                                         

********************************************************************                                  

Hi John,                                             

                                           

We are heading down to our property. I will put the order in at the end of next week after we return, so     

I avoid having to go to the post office when I get back.  So far: I started on the NANO SOMA on 21st February.  

Fluid has gone from the top of my legs.  I have had years of bowel problems - I have had to take (brand name)    

laxatives quite often for the past couple of years.  Now I don’t need them.       

Herpes on my lips is coming out.  Skin cancers are   surfacing on my face - some are going, and more are coming 

out. I have had aching bones as I feel the healing.  I have much more energy most days.  I      

can lift heavier weights with my arms.                                   
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Kind Regards,                                              

Anne, April 2022.                                           

********************************************************************                                 

                                             

A short series of notes:                                              

I received my first order on Thursday, July 1, and started using it right away. I was expecting maybe a bitter 

taste in my mouth as you had said others experienced but the taste I am detecting is that    of spoiled milk! 

How odd. I don't see any immediate difference but, then again, it's only 1 week today since I started using it.                  

Judy, July 2021.                                       

                                   

As you can see from my previous email, I started taking NANO SOMA on July 1, 2021.                                 

                               

It has been a little over 9 months since I first began and within the past few days, I’ve noticed the taste has 

changed dramatically!! I’m thrilled!!! There is barely any taste at all!! I have no idea what kind of healing has 

been going on in my body, but I take this dramatic change as a wonderful sign of healing!!! Also, my husband 

was having some skin issues on his face. I suggested he use the skin     

cream that I was using (METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream).  He was a little hesitant at first, but he  

was really impressed with the correction in his skin that happened so quickly!                          

                                   

Thank you for continuing to educate us in the ways of the MagicDichol!!                                           

                               

Judy, April 2022.                                        

**************************************************************************                                    

I have been spraying NANO SOMA on my face and today I noticed a difference after about    3 weeks (YAY!). I 

am so grateful as I am feeling so much better. I've been taking NANO  SOMA for 2 ½ months now; my 

headaches have stopped, my hormones balanced and lots  of womb healing has happened. My rheumatoid 

arthritis is healing and the pain is only in my spine now with scoliosis, but I can feel it working through my body. 

I had herpes on my right foot in little blisters for 13 years. Nothing that I tried in the past worked, and this is 

now nearly completely healed.  I also applied it directly onto my foot. I am so excited and so grateful. I can't 

wait for 6 months! I eat better, have fewer cravings, feel better, feel in a great mood most days and have a 

spring in my step!  My mind is clear and business is improving as it's just easier with a great attitude.                                             

                                             

My cat got food poisoning last week. She nearly died but I gave her NANO SOMA every 4 hours, and she has 

healed in 4 days and is so peaceful now; better than before.                                      

What a relief!                                                                  

It is such a blessing for all of us and gives me great hope for mankind going forward.  Thank you so much, Dr.   
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Raghavan, I bless you and your team with so much love and happiness.                                     

                                             

Cheryse, April 2022.                                            

*************************************************************************                                      

                                             

I started the METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream about one week ago. As you can see from my photos, 

my face turned a bright red and was slightly swollen. I became alarmed by my reaction, so I emailed   

Richard to ask him what was happening. I emailed him at 6:30 AM on a Sunday and he emailed me back by 

8:30 AM. In addition, he had Dr. Raghu call me to assure me that the redness was a normal cleansing 

response, initially, due to bacteria on the surface of my face.  He assured me if I stuck with the cream that the 

redness would go away within a few days to a week and that I would be happy with the results.                             

                                         

After about 3-4 days of redness and then flaking and peeling, my skin became smooth and looked beautiful. I 

cannot praise the Customer Service at MagicDichol enough!!   In addition, I also have been taking the NANO    

SOMA spray for almost a year and I have never been healthier. I am excited about the results of the 

METASOMER Telomerase  Natural Skin Cream.                                        

                                        

I just would like to add that if I had not panicked and contacted Richard right away, I would have found the 

reaction information in the HEALING CRISIS section of the NANO                 SOMA USAGE PROTOCOL. This proves 

what a professional, comprehensive company                             

MagicDichol turns out to be.                  
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 Nancy, April 2022.                         

***************************************************************************                          
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Blessings, dear Dr. Richard,                                             

Since sharing NANO SOMA with a senior friend...                                             

I have a senior friend who has everything: diabetes, fibromyalgia, COPD+++.  Since I massage her back 

almost every 2 days with essential oils and cannabinoid creams, I noticed a red spot developing under a 

fatty cyst that she’d had for 20+ years.  I kept watching this red spot get bigger and bigger, and then saw 

that there was pus there.     With hot compresses, sprays of NANO SOMA (she has been taking it internally 

for the past 5 months), and gentle pressure, the boil has matured.  The cyst she’s had for all these years 

releasing these past few days. That cyst is now flattening and can be pressed into it to facilitate the 

expulsion. I sprayed on the boil, also.  She is feeling so much better. The pus still keeps coming out. Is it 

possible this site is acting as a vent for perhaps somewhere else in the body?  Can you think of anything 

that could be done to facilitate its completion?                                             

          

Also, a younger friend who has colitis has been taking it for 2 months.  She has lost 29 lbs and       sleeps better.   

Wish it would do that for me!! Haha.           

I hope to get some gel to put on eczema.                                               

Sean sent me 2 replacement bottles for the empty ones.  Wonderful man.                                             

Thank you for all you do.                                             

          

Zosia, April 2022.                                          

*********************************************************************                               

Ann-Cathrin, a customer in Scandinavia; Translated from Danish;                                              

I have had pain all over my body for many years. Osteoporosis, vertebral compressions, and  osteoarthritis were 

probably the main causes. It became almost unbearable because it took over my life completely. After taking 

NANO SOMA for about a month, the pain was gone!!! I thought it'd probably come back... Today I have been 

taking                              

NANO SOMA for 5 months and it has not come back. It feels like a great miracle...                                      

I can imagine that the root causes of the pain remain, but I think it will heal slowly but surely. I continue to take 

NANO SOMA 1 time/day and will never stop. I am so grateful for this miracle cure.             

Ann-Cathrin, April 2022.                                         

*********************************************************************                                

Great spray!                                           

I have tried NANO SOMA for bad breath and rashes on my legs. I thought it worked well. However, it did not taste 

too good at first… 🙂                                           
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Jens, March 23, 2022.                         

*********************************************************************                    My sister had a 

tragic accident on Diwali day (5 Nov 2021). She lives in Carson City,                       

Nevada.                                      

                                      

Her back caught fire from a lamp that was lit for Diwali. 40% of her body got thirddegree burns. She was 

airlifted to the UC Davis Hospital burn center where she went through 5 skin graft surgeries during the 2 

months that she was a patient.   When she was discharged, there were open wounds on her buttocks and 

thighs which made it difficult for her to cope. The doctor said they would take at least 6 months to close.                                   

                                   

We could not use NANO SOMA in the hospital, because her whole body was bandaged and they had strict 

protocols not to use anything unlisted.                                             

When she got home, she started spraying NANO SOMA on the open wounds every 3 hours on       her thighs and 

buttocks, and to our amazement, the wounds closed within 3 weeks.           

Quite a difference from the doctor's estimate of 6 months!                                             

We are so grateful as a family as it's so difficult to cope with such trauma but being able to heal it with this   

miracle solution is a blessing. Thanks to Dr. Raghavan for having spent his years of research in discovering it.       

In our family, not having NANO SOMA is not an option anymore.                                             

                              

Sushma Ribeiro, Distributor of NANO SOMA, India, March 2022.                                           

*********************************************************************                            
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  Hi Richard,  I received the METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream and just wanted to let you know that I  

think it is divine.  Personally, I love the vanilla smell and the cream is sort of like a caviar cream.  Well done!  

Obviously, I haven't used it long enough to say what it does for my skin, but I have high hopes, and I thought you 

might like to hear that I LOVE the smell!  I also love vanilla! LOL.                                And by the way, the product 

was delivered efficiently and in a very short timeframe so huge thanks - great logistics!                                             

Brooke, March 2022.                                         

*********************************************************************                               

Dear Sean and Richard!                                             

I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE THIS PRODUCT!!!!                                             

I love the smell, I love the viscosity, I love the instant effects - both the smoothing of my skin and instant relief 

from a couple of skin ailments (stye in my eye from using old mascara – my bad)!  I love it – I want to 

purchase more!                               

                                             

Anyway, I just LOVE this METASOMER Telomerase Natural Skin Cream!! I wish I could take a bath in it,     

LOL!!                                                                   Love, Blessings, and Laughter,                                    Stacey, 

March 2022.           

*******************************************************************                                   

                               

Hi! Quick update—my daughter hasn’t had a seizure for 4 months. Between NANO      SOMA and a Keto diet, 

a few supplements, and her seizure meds, she is feeling more confident and working on building her healthy 

bakery business to expand to farmer’s markets once she updates her website to her liking!                                    

                                       

My update: My nerves around my knee replacements (TKR + reconstructive surgery to reattach my quad and 

patellar tendons continue to heal after 6 months of NANO SOMA and 4 years after surgery. Each month, I can 

feel more of my knee and am grateful. One more thing, I haven’t had any migraines as I used to do so I think 

it’s healing something there.                 

✨                                             

                               

C.M. USA. March 2022.                                           

********************************************************************                         

   Photo           

March 2022 – vaccination adverse reaction improving from NANO SOMA.                                        

*******************************************************************                                   

Dear Dr. Presser,                                             
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I was so excited when I received my jar of skin cream yesterday. I love everything about it - the jar, the way it 

dispenses the cream, the silky smoothness of how the cream goes on my skin and absorbs almost 

instantaneously, and the wonderfully light fragrance of the cream.                           

Blessings!!                                   

                                         

Judy V., March 2022.                                          

********************************************************************                     

    Is NANO SOMA safe for teens concerning their libidos? Grandpa and I (Grandma VaVa) found our libidos going 

wild about the 3rd week into NANO SOMA usage.                

              

Great for us! But I'm afraid to give it to our grandkids because of that.  Can you alleviate my fears of giving it to   

our teen and young adult grandchildren? This is not a joke! - although go ahead and laugh - at least smile about   

Sven and VaVa's 'health'!                                         

Thank you!!  We love you and NANO SOMA!                                             

Grandpa Sven and Grandma VaVa, March 2022.                                            
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 >>>My reply to “Grandma Vava” was it just restores our hormonal balance. It doesn’t create extremes if the balance is 

already as it needs to be.                                            

*********************************************************************                            

  I don’t normally do email because I have advanced Rheumatoid Arthritis... I couldn't place an order for my   

NANO SOMA as I couldn't get into my account… It was continuing to say “wrong password…”; however, thank 

God Dr. Roland phoned me and sorted the problem in 2mins... My order is on its way        

THANK GOODNESS!! I didn't realise how much it was helping me until I didn't have any! This NANO SOMA is 

a    

Godsend to me...                             

                         

Thank you for helping so many people with this product. I will always be eternally grateful for your work...              

Thanks again. June, March 2022.                                          

*********************************************************************                               

Dr. Raghavan,                                              

The transformation of my cat 'Joey' has shaken my world.  Joey is 15 years old and has been in              declining 

health for the last few years. He had been eating and drinking much less, walking at a slow pace,  

and sleeping most of the day. Ten days ago, Joey appeared to have what might be considered a stroke or was 

in a coma.         - 78 –     

                            

He was in an upstairs bedroom in a frozen state, lying on his stomach with his head                between his paws. 

He was immobile for two hours. I moved him to a couch in the middle of the night where I gave him spine 

massages until the morning. I decided to give him  two shots of NANO SOMA and nothing changed. Noon, I gave 

him two more shots and by 3:00 PM, he started to move and walk. He started eating and   

drinking small amounts and continually improved during the day. In the next few days, he transformed into a  

normal older cat; walking quickly, alert, hungry, and roaming the neighborhood for the first time in a year.              
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Based on Joey, I have come to be a lover of the product and, along with my children and grandchildren, we thank 

you for bringing this ancient healing product to the world.                                     

                            

Blessings and Best Regards, Jerry                                   

                                        

Here is a photo of Joey two weeks after his 'coma'.                                             
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********************************************************************                                 

Hello Doctor Raghavan,                                             

I want to thank you for giving me the chance to heal my father who suffered many years from severe senile 

dementia. So much so that the doctors had written that the situation was stationary  2 years earlier, which is not 

possible for degenerative disease.                                              

Before starting 5 NANO SOMA sprays 3 times a day, my father could not get out of bed, dress, or even eat alone. 

After only a year of the spray, we did a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance                 

(NMR) spectroscopy and the brain areas that were in necrosis were largely regenerated.                       He also 

had several cataracts in his eyes that did not allow him to see even the television if it was over a meter away. 

After another year with NANO SOMA, my father can read the  instructions on medicines, is totally self-sufficient 

and every two weeks he comes to my house for lunch.                      Anyone who witnessed the change has never 

seen a recovery like that. My father is fine today and continues to be self-sufficient. Thank you again for 

inventing this product that has allowed me and all our family to avoid great suffering and expense.                         

Dr. Giovanni, Italy                                             

*********************************************************************                             

Dear amazing Richard, Roland, and Raghu (the “Rs”),                                              

                                             

- 80 –     

I started taking NANO SOMA a few months ago. I was suffering from symptoms of        fibromyalgia, caused by 

what I believe was a long (18 months) case of Epstein-Barr    and cytomegalovirus that I got at university. 

Having just turned 60, I am focusing on my   health          and well-being and working to feel energetic, fit, and 
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healthy. Over the past       year, I was really  struggling with fibromyalgia, problems falling asleep, staying 

asleep,    deep body pain (muscle      and joints) daily headaches, awaking in the morning with a deep burning 

sensation in my eyes, heavy and sleepy, and would lie in bed for a few hours wishing to get more sleep but 

generally     unable to. I’d  finally get out of bed late morning, have a strong coffee, and have a few good 

hours of  productivity,     a gym    in-home spin bike session or walk, before getting a bad headache or a 

deep feeling   exhaustion and then would go to bed late afternoon for a nap, which I would doze for maybe 30 

or 40 minutes if at       all, bu would just lay quietly and hope my headache or migraine or fatigue would clear.     

                                                     

I am now on my 5th bottle of NANO SOMA. I now fall asleep within an hour of bedtime, and although      

I wake up every few hours, I generally get back to sleep within an hour. I awake early, between 6 and 8 AM 

instead of 10 AM -12 PM like I used to. I no longer awake with that deep burning in my     eyes, even    if I just   

manage 5- or 6hours sleep...and my body doesn’t need hours to get moving and   get out of bed each morning. 

I sit up, have a coffee in bed (thank you dear husband), read the latest     on my  phone, and then within an 

hour, I’m up and about. I generally mostly have enough strength and energy for a   

productive day, and only get back in bed in the afternoon if a migraine or bad headache sets in (not as often 

as  

before NANO SOMA). I go to the gym and rowing machine for 45      minutes, spin bike for 10-20, and some   

machine weights or ride my gym spin bike I have in my “home office” for      

30-45 minutes, 4 or 5 days per week. I think the exercise helps with my overall feelgood      factor now too.          

                                             

I had a very bad flu in December with all the typical symptoms. I was so ill; I was just lying in a dark room   
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suffering for a week. I did not think to take NANO SOMA during this time, as I just didn’t want anything. But by 

day 8 it occurred to me it might help. My symptoms  were still as bad after a full week, including the fibromyalgia 

getting intense as well as the    giant swollen glands, bad sore throat, difficulty breathing (like fluid in my lungs) 

bad headache, etc.             

 just all ongoing. I took 5 sprays 3 times across day 8, awoke day 9 breathing much more easily and decided to do 

5 sprays every 3 or 4 hours that day. I still wasn’t eating and just drank water, apple juice, or tea. And slept and 

slept some more. I awoke on day 10 so very much better it was amazing.  Incrementally it was like a 3- or          

4day improvement.                                              

                                             

Another fascinating story I’d like to share is about the first miraculous thing I witnessed with NANO SOMA. My 

husband got his COVID vaccination, his second one. I began noticing his face broke out in a rash, with very red 

angry looking bumps in patches in a few different places across his face. I        suspected it was a result of the 

spike protein reaction to the serum, etc. I asked him if I could try the  NANO SOMA on his face. (Note: He was not   

taking it internally very often yet. I gave him a bottle but most days he’d “forget” it was there.) So, I sprayed  

about 5 half pumps on those rashylooking areas.       

                              

And guess what! (Are you sitting down because you’re going to be blown away…I was!!!) after that ONE 

application - the next morning his face was COMPLETELY cleared up! Not a sign of anything but lovely skin. It 

was truly miraculous to me.                                             

A couple of months later, this came back on his face, but not as bad. I did not have any NANO SOMA in the 

house and was awaiting my order. When it arrived, he’d had the rash for maybe a week, or 5 days,  can’t 

remember…. but it wasn’t going away. It looked identical to the one he had a few months earlier,  which went 

away within 12 hours of 5 sprays directly on the face and air-dried, not taken internally. But it showed me that 

if we’d not intervened with NANO SOMA treatment last time, it probably would have lingered and gotten worse, 

rather than cleared up. So again, I repeated what I did with the previous rash, but this time it was morning when I 

sprayed it on, so I did a second                 

application in the evening. And yet again…COMPLETELY GONE the next morning. We now still both use it as 

instructed by NANO SOMA on the bottle. And if I’m feeling a bit poorly will take it every few hours. But what I also 

do now, is use the spray externally on any skin issues.                                              

                                             

Here are my other positive results I can report using the spray externally. I had what looked like a fungal growth 

spot on my shin, looking like ringworm but in a spot, not a ring.              
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I used a small amount of spray on it, and it was greatly reduced in 4 days.                                              

                                             

I have an issue on the bottoms of my feet with not just hard skin on my heels, but I get these very painful splits in 

the skin that look like I’ve been sliced open with the tip of a small knife. They are deep and very painful to walk 

on until I put on layers of brand-name blister patches. I finally have come to realise that these appear after I use 

a specific product on my skin after a shower. I looked up the ingredients and believe it is my body responding to 

one of these toxic chemicals. (I stopped using this product...and I stopped getting these fissures in the heels of my  

feet…and one day I used a small amount and then reminded myself that I    stopped using it due to the suspected 

reaction and sure enough the next day I got a painful split    in the skin…This has gone in the trash by now                

... But my point is that not only does spraying the NANO SOMA on this painful skin injury close up     

the fissures and heal them in days but the rough and tough skin on my heals is       also gone, 

replaced with baby soft skin, until I stop using the precious spray externally as       I need it  

internally. But it does work miraculously quickly.                                             

                                             

I also had a big toenail that split in half down the middle and finally, half the nail was pulled off while I was in 

bed...so it was just raw nail bed exposed...the NANO SOMA spray        helped noticeably to turn this diseased 

nailbed that caused the initial split, to heal, and now I have a beautiful healthy big toenail.                                        

                                             

I had an irritating start of what looked like a mole and sprayed it till it flattened out and got lighter and faded 

and was no longer uncomfortable.                                              

                                             

So, my friends, those are the testimonials I can share at this point. I’m sure there have been a few more  random 

things that this miraculous little bottle of magic healed on this old body of mine, both inside and out….                     

I just wanted to share.                                             
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Also, I want to give a MASSIVE, HEARTFELT hug of appreciation and gratitude to Richard and Roland.       

They both have personally corresponded with me and answered my queries.                                  

                                   

You and NANO SOMA are a GODSEND for humanity. Thank you both and of course, Dr. Raghu. The      

planet and humanity are so very blessed for your determination and hard  work and persistence to get your 

product out, production issues sorted in not   just USA, but Europe, Australia, and now the UK              

   Love   and Light.                                                                

Energies of Healing Humanity ONE body at a time.                                             

                                             

Energies of Peace on Earth.                                             

                                             

Energies of Love and Divine Light for Nova Gaia...EARTH 2.O.                                             

                                             

ENERGIES of pure heartfelt gratitude and soul felt appreciation for your work helping beautiful humans. I hope 

you understand the Joy people feel as each one suffers less and less in the physical body thanks    to your effort, 

your work, your pure good energies, and pure positive intent to manifest healing at an    affordable price and    

accessibility to as many people as you can.                                              

      

So, from my heart to yours: Love and Light and endless gratitude                                                 
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Pamela L,    Here I am on my 60th birthday.                                       

- 84 –     

********************************************************************                      

         It’s a long story. I’ve been riddled with an inflammatory issue in both my inner shins area for well             

over 6-7 years. Saw every specialist known to man, which always resulted in “you have to have    surgery so we 

can scrape the fascia back”. This issue was the reason why I gave up football because I physically could not run 

anymore without pain. I’ve always played high-level football and have had 3 shoulder reconstructions and a left 

knee reconstruction so there was no way I was going through another surgery process for my shins.                         

                                       

I knew deep down there was a way to fix this naturally. Might sound odd but the way I see it I got myself into 

this situation there must be a way to get myself out of it.                                             

So yeah, over 2 years ago I had a massive spiritual awakening and from then I started my journey.          

Unlearning everything I’ve been taught. Then about a year in I came across your video.                          

                               

I believe I also had fibromyalgia for years. Constant pain due to a lot of things.                                           
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Football injuries. But the main one was toxic relationships that I held on to internally.                            One 

thing that has fixed that for me is the daily Wim Hoff breathing technique. But also NANO SOMA  I believe has 

contributed to this healing as well.                                  

                                          

I’m so appreciative of the videos you put out.  So, thank you very much.                                              

Also, my mother has very bad rheumatoid arthritis which has completely turned around.                            

No swelling on her fingers, no pain when lifting things.                                             

The one thing I’m very interested to see is she had stagnant leukaemia, I don’t understand it fully but  

apparently, it isn’t active. It comes on with stress. But she has a checkup in a few months and will be   tested 

so will see if the NANO SOMA has helped with that issue.                                            

                               

Jake K, February 2022.                                           

*********************************************************************                               

                               

Hi Richard!                                    

                                        

I have had Relapsing-Remitting Multiple Sclerosis (MS) since late 2000 and have been managing it  to varying 

degrees of success with diet and lifestyle, meditation, supplements and          

generally elevating consciousness and healing which I believe helps with chronic illnesses. Except for the first two 

years after diagnosis, I have never taken traditional medications such              

as immunosuppressants.                                             

The last few years I have really been feeling the impact of MS, affecting my walking, it making it cumbersome 

and awkward, due to many factors - spasticity and balance largely...or so I thought. It was actually the 

damaged nerves in my left leg that I had forgotten about...but NANO SOMA obviously identified as needing the 

most healing and went to work!  I had tried some things -     

Zeolite helped a little - naturally, any heavy metal detox helps with MS but    nothing till  NANO SOMA has had 

remotely the same impact. I realized that as the product         team points out - it goes to work on what is most 

injured and acute first. With the function in that left leg mostly restored (it's only been since late October        

2021!) the spasticity and balance are not nearly as problematic and it's probably healing that as well.       
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It has had such an impact I can actually jog and even sprint comfortably and my next goal is to be up and 

skiing next winter! I could not be more grateful or recommend this more wholeheartedly to   anyone!                    

                                             

Joanne, January 2022.                                        

*********************************************************************                               

We received this message from one of our customers:                                              

My name is Jørgen, I am 84 years old and therefore retired. I have been using NANO SOMA since            

September 2021.                                

                                            

I was inspired by some of the testimonials I read and sprayed directly on my right shoulder.               

My pain in my shoulder disappeared so now I use it every day.    I started with 5 sprays of NANO      SOMA in 

the morning, 5 sprays in my mouth, and a round of spray on my right shoulder, which is a painful area. I find 

that the 5 mouth sprays stimulate my morning mood and that my shoulder sprays  alleviate the pain    

considerably over 3 - 6   hours, so they must be supplemented during the day.            

                                   

Jørgen, January 2022.                                           

*********************************************************************                               

    

Dear Richard,                                             

                                              

Karoline, who is 16 years old, is very happy. After only 3 days (from 13 January to 17 January), she has already 

seen much improvement in her eczema. She will keep us       updated. Below are              

some photos.          

                                              

Kind regards,                                

Ianke, January 2022.                                            

*********************************************************************                               
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Hi Richard,                                            

                               

I just listened to Lorraine - Love her info - it ties in with galactic info now coming in regarding the   human    

species. Elena Danaan says the “seeders” are back to see how the kids are doing at this most        important 

point in our human evolution! The inner     strength Lorraine speaks of is what I felt first and still feel and was 

EXACTLY what I needed.                      

                                             

From 19 February 2021, I felt as if my Life Energy or Vital Force was draining away and that I was slowly 

dying, and that 19 November would be the day my body died.                             

19 July was also a significant date to me last year.                               

                               

Part of me was going along with this slow death but I didn’t want to leave my two sons and      I really want 

to see what happens to us Humans here on Planet Earth or Terra, but until NANO SOMA      

I        

    

had no way to stop this draining of my Life Force. From the first five sprays under my tongue MI was back to 

being Me but more so. I now felt free and still feel an inner strength and solidity to my BEING       

that I had not experienced before.                           
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And my words cannot adequately describe either. Lorraine’s description of                               

NANO SOMA on our DNA repairing does explain my inner physical strength though.                                   

                                             

I began painful symptoms of cystitis on 19 July but just yesterday I read that Peeing a lot and    multiple      

waking to Pee is part of what our human biology is doing now.            

Actually, Peeing and Pooing multiple times is what our bodies are doing at this time!!!                                

                                             

I will try NANO SOMA into my nose to benefit my pineal gland as Lorraine says.  I am one of the     

children in the 1950’s who went to the dentist every 6 months and the protocol at that time was dental 

amalgam!!!                                                                                     

Amazing that human beings have survived the onslaught isn’t it!!!                                             

                                             

Grateful Thanks to Dr. Raghu and to you Richard                                      

                       

Sincerely,                               

                               

Barbara, January 2022.                                 

*********************************************************************                            

   Two weeks ago, we were called for some urgent guidance for a sudden deteriorating  situation of severe blood 

poisoning.  After suggesting the immediate use of NANO SOMA, we   received the following message today:            

"Remember the phone call about my neighbor going into septic shock? I offered him NANO SOMA parallel to his   

prescribed antibiotics. The first day he was a little afraid of taking it...but then he really went into shock, and so 

he started using it in the morning, only 4 sprays under the tongue.               
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Before taking it, his blood pressure was so low that the drip would no longer work, and they had to  squeeze the 

bottle. His liver and kidney expanded, and water formed on his lung. The doctors couldn't find any reason and 

prepared his wife that he would probably die. He started with the spray and the  next morning his heartbeat had 

almost returned to normal.                     The swelling on the liver and kidney was retracting and the water on his 

lungs started to disappear.                   

                                             

The next day his heartbeat was back to normal again and the doctors were flashed and told him that he was an   

"enigma "...they had given up on him. Another day later he was discharged from the hospital and is doing well in 

recovery at home! What an unbelievable recovery story! Since he is out   of    the hospital, he is now happily 

taking it 3 times a day.                                        

Thank you for supplying me with your advice and wishing you a super weekend!"                                    

Regards,                                

Volker Windhoek, Namibia – December 2021.                                    

*********************************************************************                               

                                 

I would like to talk about my experiences with the corona vaccine, and its side effects.                              

Currently, I am studying “social-og Sundhedsassistent”, which is in the healthcare field.                            

Because of that, I chose to get vaccinated to protect the elderly citizens I assist.                                

I’ve always been healthy and rarely been sick.                                             
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On February 23rd in 2021 I got my first shot of the vaccine made by AstraZeneca. Shortly after, I     experienced  

major dizziness and became sick with fever, shortness of breath, muscle pains, pain in     the lungs, chills, and  

general pain – at this time I was sick for about a week and a half. Afterward,          

I             

got my second and third shots where I became sick again, though not quite as bad.                

                              

I got my third shot on November 21st, 2021. In the period between my shots, my natural immune        system 

was weakened. As of this writing, I have been sick about 4 times over the last 3 months and     

have begun taking NANO SOMA, because of my weakened   immune system. NANO SOMA began   working   

already the first day after. Now, a week after, I feel healthy and don’t feel any sickness.              

More updates are to come after I have taken NANO SOMA for some time.                                             

                                             

Elvah, December 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                          I have 

noticed a huge difference in taking 5 sprays of NANO SOMA for just over two months. I no  longer suffer from bad 
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mood swings in association with perimenopause. To feel         normal again and balanced within myself is the 

best  

feeling.                                              

                                             

Warm regards and thank you!                                             

Tania Chumbley, December 2021.                                          

*********************************************************************                              

                                                               

*********************************************************************                               

                                             

Personal results from treating my own Covid 19 with NANO SOMA:                                             
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I am 65, 5'11", and 305 lbs. Being unvaccinated and recently diagnosed with diabetes,                         

I tested positive for COVID-19.  My doc placed me in a high-risk category of course.                                   

However, he was completely surprised on a follow-up visit 4 weeks later.                                             

                                             

Upon testing positive for COVID, I began oral AND nasal self-treatment with NANO SOMA, giving myself a dose of 

5 sprays, 6-10 times per day by mouth, and several sprays per day intranasally.              

                                             

My persistent and frequent cough throughout the day and night began to subside in about three days. My 

constant sharp headache did persist, however, with no relief from OTC headache treatments such as ibuprofen 

and my sinuses remained clogged for several more days.  A feeling of deep exhaustion also persisted for several 

days, but I could feel a definite positive change occurring. My sense of smell and taste was still lacking.                   

                                             

Definite improvements on all fronts became noticeable by week three of this regimen, with my unusually sharp 

headache at last gone, and my energy returning to normal levels. The sense of smell/taste did take a few weeks 

longer to return.  The striking event however was that my personal physician was quite surprised that his patient 

recovered quickly and without incident given the dangerous risk factors present.  It is now time for me to lose a 

substantial amount of weight, and I will continue to use                                      

NANO SOMA on a regular basis to continue my effort to improve my overall health.                                     

NANO SOMA has passed a hugely important use test: my own.                                             

                              

  Regards,                                  

JM, Rochester NY, USA, December 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                               
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Recovered from COVID injection adverse reaction in 30 minutes.                                            

   
Thursday 12/2/2021, I received a Moderna booster at about noon. By dinner time, I was   chilling, I           

was hot, having a bad headache, and ready to vomit. I lay down at about                      

7:55 PM. Just like what I have been doing for about a year, I took 5 sprays of NANO                         SOMA in the   

mouth, 1 spray in each eye, nose, & ear. I thought I was down for the night. I     didn’t quite fall asleep so that I 

felt the process of feeling lousy, more      comfortable, back to   kind of  normal, then suddenly feeling good,  

ready to get up. And I did. I looked at the clock, it was 8:22 PM.        

In about 30 minutes, I experienced totally opposite feelings of      health. I’m even more convinced         

about NANO SOMA’s simple yet profound ability to bring the body back to its optimal health.                    

                                         

Helen D., December 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                              

I buy it for my dear friend in South Africa who runs a charity dear to my heart. She has little money,   so      

I bought NANO SOMA for her as she had sleep apnoea (apnea) for over 10 years. After a few days,  she started   

sleeping again.                                              I got 

this last week:                                              
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Sandy, only God would know how grateful I am for meeting you many years ago. I'm thanking Him     

every day. I’m sleeping again, after 11 years, due to the best gift ever I received.                                        

                   

 Sandy G, December 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                  

     

Treated my mum successfully with NANO SOMA after she came home from the hospital.                

(COVID/pneumonia.)  Her recovery has been phenomenal, we did 5 sprays 4 times a day   for 1 week,  then 5 

sprays 3 times a day for three days, then to maintenance. It also   cleared out the experimental COVID drugs 

she was injected with without her consent.                 

Artificial antibodies!! I watched her life force return, healing, recovery right in front of my eyes in the ten days I 

was with her supporting her. She has been through the mill!                           

Need to fill my cup up now...                                  

                                         

Susan F. who has been a fantastic friend, healer, and warrior of the light to me this past 6 months,      also 

helped me with distant energy work.                                               

Together with NANO SOMA, my mum has had a speedy recovery and was on the mend in no time at all!               
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Catherine, December 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                           

    You suggested that I ramp up the NANO SOMA from one dose/day to the schedule of 4x/day and so  on for the 

whole purification program. Prior to that, I’d used it 1x/day, the only thing I ever noticed          

besides it feeling very friendly was that an issue on my skin which had been on my back for several years  

cleared up completely shortly after I began using it.              

                                           

The first week of the 4x/day I didn’t notice much other than a slight headache one day. The following week I 

stopped using it after a few days because I managed to irritate a nerve in a tooth in my mouth, which 

happens every few years randomly. When it gets irritated the pain can be extreme, and this time was 

actually worse than usual. None of my usual go-to remedies made much difference, other than sipping cool  

water which only calmed it down for a few    minutes. I was reluctant to use NANO SOMA at that point  

because everything except water had caused greater pain. After nine hours I finally relented and swished 

some NANO SOMA in my mouth, fearfully.                        Within about 30 seconds I noticed the pain softening 

and reducing and within maybe 10 minutes was barely there. I continued to use NANO SOMA whenever the 

pain started to increase again, but from  the start, the periods between flareups  kept lengthening and the 

pain was gradually less. Within about 1 1/2 days it was 95% gone, and I had actually been able to sleep during 

the night. After three days it was gone entirely. Typically, in the past, (and this has repeated itself about every 

four years since 2004), the sensitivity might take as much as two weeks to recede, so this was genuinely 

miraculous by comparison.                       I doubt that the   

flareup had anything to do with using more NANO SOMA the previous week because I’m sure the vulnerability 

came from some acidic grapefruit I ate too much of. I’ve never found it to be irritating in the slightest. Nerve 

pain is horrible, so just          

knowing that I now have a real answer to it should this happen again has lifted my spirits. Feeling at risk for   

pain even if it rarely happens is still like a shadow over your life.                                         

           

  I’m very grateful to you both, thank you!                                      

            

With love,                                             

H.F.  – December 2021.                              
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*********************************************************************                              

                               

Hi Dr. Raghavan,                                             

                              

This is Seyed Mohamed. Today on December 15th I am writing this Testimonial to you.     I was affected by    

COVID-19 on January 14, 2021. I was not able to breathe. My oxygen level went to 80. I was in the hospital for 

6 days. They sent me home with an electric oxygen machine. I was using the oxygen machine all the time. I did 

not use any steroid    medicine.                                     

                                       

After a lot of searching on the internet, I happened to see NANO SOMA. I bought NANO SOMA in April.  I 

sprayed it 5 times in my mouth 4 times a day.  I had a CAT scan in May after 5 weeks of NANO SOMA use.  My 

lung doctor told me I am getting better on my own and there was no need for the oxygen machine in May.           

                                          

I started NANO SOMA as a Nasal Spray in October. I had a CAT scan and breathing test on        December 

10.  On December 14, my lung doctor told me (after looking at the scan and breathing est)   that I DO NOT 

need ANY medicine.                                             

My lung function is back to normal as it was before the COVID-19 attack.  My oxygen level is 98-99 now. This 

is a GODSEND REMEDY - NO SIDE EFFECTS.                               

Our thanks to Dr. Raghavan. God Bless him.                                             

          

Seyed, December 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                               

Using it in my clinic each day and the results are incredible.                                             

Prostate issues of 20 plus years – resolved.                                            

Hormonal imbalances.                                             

COVID-19 vaccine cleared.  So much more!!                                             

Works well on nearly all viruses and bacteria. It could put me out of business                       

(just kidding).                                                  

Jen H.  Holistic Health Practitioner – December 2021.                                 

*********************************************************************                               

Dear Doctor Raghavan,                                             

I want to thank you for the BLESSING✨ of NANO SOMA firstly.                                             

                                             

Dr., some time ago on the Telegram group you requested further information about brain and mental activity, I 

started a draft mail to you but am only getting to it now.   Dr., I am a 57-year-old South African female. I have 

gone through an inordinate amount of trauma since 2007 until now trying to survive financially, it was part of 

my journey, and I am finally on to a path of recovery. I was not happy with having had to come back to South   
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Africa after living abroad for some time, but I realize now I was brought back           

to heal on spiritual, energetic, and physical levels. I am filled with appreciation now for  being able to see the 

bigger picture.                                    

                                       

I realise I was in a depression as about two weeks after taking 5 sprays once a day (I was told the wrong starting 

protocol) I realised I was far happier and of elevated spirit.                                        

                                             

I was hoping for my diabetes to be dealt with but still feel this will come. The first thing that              

I noticed was no more eye floaters (week one).  I started 5 months ago. You have asked about the brain and 

mental news, however, I digress. I feel that I was actually in   a depressed state and am now out of it! I feel 

positive and find myself uplifting others, WHAT A GIFT YOU HAVE        

GIVEN ME, I Thank you.                                             

                                             

NANO SOMA treats depression.                                             

May you be so Blessed for your work.                                             

With Thanks and Kind Regards,                                       

Karen                                 

*********************************************************************                               

Dear Dr. Raghavan,                                             

Starting in early August 2021:  I have had energy issues due to Fibromyalgia for the past 30+ years and sustained 

energy has been a struggle. I became an Ayurveda Practitioner looking for healing personally for myself back in 

2008. And have been maintaining quite well for the past 25+ years with Yoga Meditation, Nutritional diet, and    

Herbal protocols.                                             

                                             

When NANO SOMA came to my hands very mystically, I must add as it found me, I was very humbled by its 

creative process and wanted to try it out. It has been 3 months since I have been on the NANO SOMA protocol 

and the energy levels are improved drastically which I noticed in the first month.                   

The first day I took early morning my meditation was deep, and I had a euphoric feeling of prana flow during my 

Pranayama class. Did not pay too much attention as I wanted to make sure it is not my imagination and wanted    

to see something good happen. So, I have waited to write this testimonial. My chronic problems would take time I 

knew, and so waited. But the energy change is very consistent, and my bowels are performing much better. My 

absorption in the Gastrointestinal tract has improved.                
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I have used it on insect bites; mountain mosquito-like black flies which are nasty, and it could take numerous 

episodes of rash and Itching on the site of bites. I tried NANO SOMA Spray on one of them and the redness was 

gone in 3 hours and itching went away within 24 hours and never returned. The scar healed in 2 days totally.            

                            

My walking on inclines has improved as we live in the Andes mountains and I have been advocating getting 

NANO SOMA to people who are struggling with various health issues and word is really getting around and to be 

part of this process is very humbling and gratifying to find such a simply solution to deep-seated conditions 

regardless of age, conditions and duration.                       

I am witnessing its positive effects at a deeper level of psyche and recommend freely to all who are       willing  

to be open-minded and ready for healing at the cellular DNA level.                                

                            

I have now ordered the METASOMER Topical Gel for my shoulder tear which happened due to a nasty fall I took 

in early February of this year. I have just started using METASOMER Topical Gel on the area of the tear will 

follow up on healing in the next testimonial as I just started a week ago.  Week two:    I  am applying the   

METASOMER Topical Gel twice a day and feel good.                                    I am very thankful and grateful to Dr. 

Raghavan for discovering this nothing short of a miracle - a “Cure All Remedy” in the simplest bioavailable  

forms.                                             

                                             

Grateful to Dr. Richard Presser for taking NANO SOMA to worldwide exposure and I will do all I can to promote 

it in my practice. I have 20 people on it already…. In Canada, USA, and India so far.                I wish the whole  
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staff of NANO SOMA USA especially Sean McDonald who has been kind and patient    processing all my 

requests in the order to process them diligently getting to people who await its healing.                                         

                                             

With the deepest Gratitude!                                             

                                             

Renu C., Registered Ayurveda Practitioner RNP, Toronto, Canada                                

*********************************************************************                               

                                        

Chaullabamba, Azuay – Ecuador, South America.                                         

                            

Richard,                                              

I'm writing with this little story of the results of my knee replacement. From October     20th, 5 days before  the 

surgery, I sprayed 5 times almost every 4 hours until the bottle was exhausted. The surgery went well. After the 

surgery, I sprayed NANO SOMA two or three times a day, five sprays under the      tongue as the protocol goes.                                              

In one week, after the bandages were removed, I sprayed NANO SOMA three or four times a day on the wound. I 

sprayed it also around my muscle tissue in the swollen areas. PT (physical therapy) was  advancing well. Two 

weeks after home care I went to the PT facility. The owner of the facility did not know me, but I told the 

therapist about  NANO SOMA. He was amazed. The following Monday, he brought the owner over, (who did not 

know me personally) to look at the wound and they asked him how old he   thought it was. He said it was a 

five to six-month-old wound healing and when we      told him it was only 3 weeks old, he thought my results 

were   

fantastic.                                              

                                             

After 4 weeks, I saw the surgeon and he looked at the wound and saw the progress - he didn't know what to 

say. I did not say to him what I did at that time - 30 days after the surgery which would take it to November 

30th which is right around now. I'm able to get a 121° bend at my knee, the stitches have all healed, there's a 

line where the swelling is going down, and during the PT I'm walking without a cane or any aids whatsoever.         

                            

Last Wednesday, when I saw the surgeon, he could not understand how I was healing so fast. I told him about 

NANO SOMA. He immediately went online, found it with me, and he started looking at it. I said do your 

homework and get back to me. I guess this may be a big plus for pre-surgery and     
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surgeries of all kinds of cases. He's very much interested, and he could not believe that I have advanced so far in  

such a short time.                  Today, November 30th, at PT, they told me that I was advanced with a 6-month 

age of recovery. I can go up and down the stairs, I can do all these things. I get fatigued. It's still healing but they 

must understand the power of NANO SOMA.                                      

                                            

I am speaking to people in New Hampshire, where I reside. People are awakening rapidly, and they see through 

this crap.                                                                

Please pass this to Raghu and share.                                     

Yours truly,                        

Charlie.                               

***************************************************************                                    

                            

Richard,                             

                            

Part of the "trouble" with NANO SOMA is that I just don’t have much that seems to need fixing, so the most 

dramatic issue — my thirty-year bout with Candida, which, thank God, cleared up in a week — has left me with 

little to note, other than my hair quit falling out and the several lipomas I’ve had for 20+ years have all but 

vanished. My friends and clients have been getting some stunning results, too — tinnitus vanishing, fungal 

infections of the feet secondary to Type II diabetes clearing up, eczema vanishing, joint pain relief, angry, defiant 

behavior in a child reduced significantly, taste and smell from long-haul Covid returning after a year post-Covid, 

etc.                                             

                            

Tim S. November 2021.                               

********************************************************************                                 

                              

I am a 43-year-old male based in Mumbai, India. I was diagnosed with Brain TB                 

(Tuberculosis) and also HIV-AIDS in February 2021. I was on TB medication, and suddenly in              

March 2021 I suffered a paralysis attack and was admitted to KEM, a government hospital in        

Mumbai. My situation was very bad. My right side was very weak with no movement. Even after        

8 days I still had no movement. The doctors told us recovery would be very difficult due to my        

TB.                                                                              

One of our relatives, after seeing my condition, discussed this with their family physician. That doctor 

also said it would be very difficult to recover but he suggested my relatives try a product called 

NANO  SOMA. My relatives immediately contacted Mr. Murali, a supplier of        NANO SOMA, and 

purchased 3 bottles.                              

                                                         

I remember that same day around 8:30 pm they had given me NANO SOMA twice over a gap of 3 hours 

and after that, I slept. The next day around 11:30 am, I started walking with the support of my son. The 
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doctors were surprised and after 5 days I was discharged from the hospital. I continued NANO SOMA and I 

was improving, which I could see in my      

body.                                     

                                       

In September 2021 I went for a blood test. It was unbelievable. My TB and HIV all came negative. My weight, 

which had been 42kg had increased to 54 kg. All of my disease has now gone. I have no words to describe NANO 

SOMA and its Inventor, who brought NANO SOMA to this Earth for the wellbeing of humanity. Many thanks for 

saving my life.                               

Because of NANO SOMA, I am alive.                                             

Mukund, Mumbai, November 21st, 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************                               

                            

Dear Dr. Presser,                             

Thank you, thank you, thank you for this incredible information!!  You have just cleared                            

my mind of horrible thoughts creating fear in me this past week. I was in close contact,                           

in a very small room (my laundry room) for approximately 20 minutes with an electrician who I  found out later 

was double “vaccinated” last week.                                             

                                             

This past week I developed a rash on my left breast around the areola. Photos I found eliminated issues that 

cause similar rashes, like breastfeeding and other maladies, so             when I found articles on IBC    

(Inflammatory Breast Cancer) I became VERY concerned.                               

Breast Cancer, specifically “in the left breast” runs in my family…  So, then my right breast started getting the 

same rash around the areola and both breasts started to become tender. Fearing the worst, of course, I 

immediately made an appointment with my doctor, but the waiting list is so long, the earliest I can see her is late 

next week!                                              
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The good news is, now that NANO SOMA has been in my life since May this year, I naturally started applying 

METASOMER Topical Gel and I started taking more NANO SOMA orally, and of course, true to its function, I have 

felt some relief.                                                                                       

Even though I was experiencing some healing externally on my breasts, I continued to try to determine what this 

rash could be from, other than IBC because NANO SOMA was helping my body heal so quickly...  I thought how 

could this be IBC? Also, based on my research, most women only have IBC in ONE breast, not both, so I tried to 

determine what other causes this reaction could be            

from.                          

                                           

I changed laundry detergents recently to ARM & Hammer for “Sensitive Skin” thinking perhaps it was a healthier 

detergent. After checking reviews on this product (after the purchasing, which is senseless to do after the fact) I 

learned other people had skin reactions, so I looked for full disclosure on the           

ingredients and found that some are toxic! Although I have had high susceptibility to skin contagions     

since childhood, I have never had a reaction from a laundry detergent before, so I was still a bit        puzzled but 

got rid of it just in case.                                              

                       

NOW that I received your email, I realize, the skin rash I am experiencing is most likely from being in    close 

contact with my double-jabbed electrician!!! I thought if I did not have “skin” contact and       remained a few 

feet apart that the shedding wouldn’t affect me – BUT I WAS WRONG!  I had NO IDEA  about the skin rashes from 

shedding… I am so relieved but at the same time alarmed the shedding can  do this!                                      I bet 

my doctor would have sent me to get a biopsy or a mammogram and put my body through   unnecessary trauma.  

Mind over matter- I can almost see a difference in my rash simply from the relief of knowing about the shedding 

cause… since I started writing this to you today.                                 

                                             

I hope you share this experience I had so other women who may experience rashes around their   areola, who 

have been in contact with the jabbed, understand that it may not be something as devastating as the thought 

of having cancer…. I had NO IDEA.                  
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Thank you, thank you, thank you from the bottom of my heart, Dr. Presser, for all you     do.                        

                                             

Kindest Regards,                                             

Stacey G, USA. 30 October 2021.                                         

*********************************************************************                               

Hi Sean,                               

I'd like to share something with you but I don't know how you would classify it. About two months after I started 

taking NANO SOMA, I started getting an image in my head of an x-ray of my pelvic bones.  They were standing  

straighter than I have been my entire life. So, I pushed in my pelvic bones and thrust them out the way I "saw" 

them in the x-ray, and lo and behold, my stomach flattened out, my chest thrust out and my shoulders went 

down.  So, I started standing like that whenever I thought about it.                                             

                              

My lower back has been hurting me for YEARS. And changing my posture like that caused my lower back to hurt even 

more ... for about three weeks. But I just knew it was something I needed to do.  I have been getting weekly adjustments 

for my lower back for years also and they never held.                                             

                                             

After about three weeks, the pain went away, and again lo and behold my hips started no longer needing to be adjusted 

because they were no longer "out" when I went to the chiropractor.                                            

                              

As I became accustomed to standing with my pelvis held straight and my posture straight, I     am walking around 

painfree now and it's a trip.                                             

                                             

I think the NANO SOMA somehow sent a message to my brain about my posture.  I don't know how, but I just think that's 

what happened.                                             

Is there a place in the "Testimonials" book for stories such as this?                                  

November 2021.                            
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*********************************************************************                        

 In late August 2021, I had my first vaccine (Pfizer) at a Newtown location in Sydney. That same day I  felt fine.  

The following day, I struggled to get out of bed, with a headache and suffering aches and pains and severe chills 

and not able to get warm, leaving me in this condition for two days.  On the third day, I     

- 104 –     

felt some recovery. I’ve not suffered from any other conditions and/or felt   this way ever before. On hearing     

about NANO SOMA and its ability to trigger a healthy response           

in the body, I was interested to try this product and look for a way to assist in reducing the effects of the Pfizer, 

jab as I was aware from discussions with others that with the second jab, I could suffer similar symptoms, if not 

worse.                                              

I was guided on the use of NANO SOMA and on receiving it, I had a morning and evening dose, starting two         

weeks out from the second Pfizer jab. Knowing I had another jab coming caused some anxiety. I fronted for my second   

dose and went back to work expecting I would not be up and around on day two. Day two came and I was so surprised I   

was able to get up, shower, and get to the office with no symptoms or side effects from the second vaccine. I was so 

elated that I was not bed-bound.                                              

                                             

On continuing to take NANO SOMA, I have also lost a little weight, too. I’d recommend this product to anyone and my 

experience in using this has shown me that this product could heal and cancel out the terrible side effects of the vaccine 

and I’m most appreciative of being introduced to it.                                            

 Many thanks                                              

Best regards, Matthew, November 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                           

Late September 2021 on a Sunday, my mom was tired in the evening and went to bed earlier than normal.          
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On Monday morning she woke up and after my dad left for an appointment, she went back to bed.                      

Something she never did and was found to be odd by my dad.                                             

                       

After my dad came back and my mom was awake, he noticed that her speech was slurred. He is a trained first responder 

and did a field test to see if she suffered from a brain infarction. The answer was negative. He called their general 

practitioner and explained the situation, after which the GP asked them to come immediately to him. The GP did the 

same tests and called the hospital straight after to inform them about my mom while my dad was driving towards 

the hospital.                         
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In the hospital, the same field test was done for brain infarction which was, thankfully, again     negative. My 

mom subsequently got admitted and tested for everything they can test. CT scan, MRI,  blood, you name            

it and it was done. She was hooked up with antibiotics IV as the only thing noticeable was that the part of her 

brain that controls speech was inflamed. Next to that, a nurse that drew blood for the samples said that her 

blood was “thick”. The blood thickness comment did not lead to testing for  DDimer, unfortunately (checks for 

early signs of blood clots).                       

                       

 After a couple of days of antibiotics, her speech returned to normal. After multiple more CT scans,         

MRI’s and other tests, she was allowed to go home 7 days after being admitted.                                       

                                             

I put her on NANO SOMA 4-5 days after she was home. She used it 5 sprays, 4 times a day on          

         

average until she finished one bottle which was 8-9 days. After that, she continued with one time per day 5    

sprays. This second bottle will last her approximately 6 weeks. After 4 weeks from being   released from   the 

hospital, she had a follow-up appointment where again CT, MRI, and blood    were tested. The  comment from 

the nurse that drew blood was that her blood was so “nicely flowing”. In the  conversation with the doctor, the 

question was asked if all of this could be vaccine related. At the time     of admitting, between the second jab 

and being admitted 4 months and 1  week had passed. The doctor     answered that he wasn’t saying yes or no. 

He found the entire situation odd. When asked  about the blood thickness, he said that in retrospect he had 

looked at other indicators and nothing was worrying or out of the ordinary. At the same time, he also       

mentioned that given the part of the brain that was affected having smaller veins it could not be         

ruled out that                     

“thicker” blood caused a lack of enough oxygen which caused the inflammation.                                                  

Both my parents are vaccinated. My dad has a permanent prescription of “blood thinners”.                                 

To me, it sounds like that this prescription is benefitting him. He started also with NANO                               

SOMA and found that it tasted terrible, which led to him taking it irregularly. My mom found   the taste close 

to neutral.                                     
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Fast forward to now; all is back to normal. No follow-up appointments since the last one.  My personal  

interpretation is that the vaccine is the only difference in her life. I also cannot say with absolute certainty that 

it was the vaccine that caused this inflammation. With more and more news appearing around vaccine side 

effects, I however do think that the vaccine was the cause of this inflammation. I can also not say with 

absolute certainty that NANO SOMA helped speed up the healing process. With all the information shared 

about NANO SOMA, including all the anecdotal stories, I am however of the opinion that NANO SOMA made 

the difference. The main part on why I think it did make the difference are the two nurses that made the 

comments about “thicker” and     

“nicely flowing” blood.                             

     

November 2021.                            

*********************************************************************                          I have 

been using NANO SOMA since December 2019 and I have just been told my biological age is ten years below 

my actual age, i.e., 66 and not 76, so that is good news, eh?                         

Hope you are both scoring equally well!                                              

Warm regards,                                              

Susan Fairley, November 2021.                                 

*********************************************************************                              

Dear Dr. Hillermann,                                              

I have now been to my cardiologist for a follow-up with my cardiac arrhythmia. He certified that everything       

is absolutely fine. The cardiac arrhythmias that I had at that time                         disappeared completely after 

about 10 days of treatment with the NANO SOMA that you             prescribed for me. So, I am currently very 

happy. I spoke to the cardiologist about his experience        in his practice with the vaccinations [Sic]. He said 

that he had seen several patients  where 14 days after the BioNTech vaccination, something like this occurred.    

                                             

With gratitude,                                            

 Jens K, November 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                             

          

Dear Richard,                                             

Thank you! I’m so grateful to be spreading the word about NANO SOMA. I have a testimonial for     you, too.      

NANO SOMA has been such a terrific, totally life-changing discovery for me. The most immediate       and 

noticeable benefit I’ve had has been around a side-effect I would get any time I was around     people who’d 

received the mRNA vaccines. Before finding NANO SOMA, I would have     unexpected   spotting or bleeds like I 

was getting my period either the same day or the day after,  like clockwork.   I am in menopause, so I knew 

there was a direct link as it only happened after I’d     been out at the shops, or if I’d been in close proximity to 
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friends that I knew had had the vaccine. As soon as I   started using NANO SOMA these worrying episodes 

went away.                              

                                              

Then when I ran out of it for about a month, it started happening again. After going to get a  massage with 

someone new I had one of the worst bleeds ever the next day, and large blood clots     had formed. I was 

horrified and realised the masseuse must have just been freshly vaccinated to       keep her job. Thankfully, my 

next delivery of NANO SOMA arrived a couple of days after that, and   I’ve been back on it for a month, and I 

have had no further episodes. I will never go without it, now. I’ve also noticed an improvement in my skin and 

look forward to seeing what else improves over time.                                                      

Thank you to Raghu, Dr. Presser, and the whole team!!                                  

                  

Best, Liz. November 2021.                                  

*********************************************************************                             

                                            

Aloha Dr. Presser, many blessings.                                             

Through a mutual friend, I have been on NANO SOMA for almost 4 months. Wonderful product.           I can only 

say how wonderful that some of my issues have shifted since July. The first 4  days I did nothing but sleep. My 

friends have noticed the changes i.e., walking better,                  

having more flexibility (not out of the woods, yet) and the neuropathy in my feet and legs is     lessening; more  

to go. Since I am a sensitive, after the 4 days of sleeping, I divided my doses to am and pm; just now I am 

increasing doses. It doesn't taste as horrid as in the beginning. Joy replaces sadness, stamina returning, and 

making healthier choices regarding food, environment, and friends.  There are no words to express the joy that I 

feel when information came to me when researching water. The floodgates opened.                                               

Blessings to you and Dr. Raghu and all others who have worked to bring this miracle to humanity.           

Much love and peace.                                              

Zosia M, 73 years young. November 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                             

Richard,                                             

On TWO separate occasions (this morning included) I woke up with a horrific sore throat   - body aches - and ALL 

the signs of a very bad head cold or virus. (No fever) The kind of BAD virus or cold that gets progressively worse 

& will put you in bed for a few days to a week.                         

                                       

I (intuitively) sterilized an empty Saline Nasal Spray bottle - poured just enough NANO SOMA into it to spray 

it & deliver it as far up into my sinus cavity as I could get. I then took a small glass eye/ear dropper and only 
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put about 2 or 3 drops in it (for each ear) and dropped it directly into my ear canal.     Years ago, I remember a 

healer telling me at the very 1st sign of a viral cold or flu, etc., to put a few drops of Hydrogen Peroxide down in 

the ear canal as this is actually where the virus enters, sits, and grows to get into the nasal cavity.                    

                                             

So, I dropped about 2 or 3 drops of NANO SOMA into each ear - turning my head to allow the drops to get as 

far down the ear canal as possible. Then spraying into my mouth to swallow down my throat of course & get 

into my body.                                              

                                             

What would have put me in bed for a few days to "ride it out" is over & done from a few hours to a day - then 

wake up like it's never happened. My only wish was that the NANO SOMA came in bigger  bottles (more 

ounces) but am grateful for the access to what I have.                                              

                                             

On my limited budget, I can't order multiple bottles at a time - but I make sure in my budget to       

keep a full bottle coming each month to always have NANO SOMA on my      end table next to me.          

                                             

With Immense Gratitude,                               

 Susan T, 29 October 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                               

                  

Here is an updated English version of my experience with NANO SOMA.                   

                  

I started taking it 7 weeks ago. I had a very severe stress breakdown about six years ago which left me with a 

lot of physical struggles. On top of that, I developed hypothyroidism which comes with a long list of horrible 

symptoms. I have gained 40 kilos, I struggle with fluid accumulation, I can't exercise (when I try I feel sick for 

days after). I have zero energy and can’t work, and worst of all, I  have struggled with this brain fog that 

leaves me unable to put two thoughts together.                     

                                          

After taking the first dose of NANO SOMA, the brain fog disappeared within minutes    and hasn’t been back  

since. I’m still very tired but I’m starting to    

 experience days with   a more normal amount of energy.  

                                             

The last two years it felt like I was gaining weight every week no matter what I did, but since                 
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I started taking NANO SOMA, my family has asked more than once if I have lost        weight                  

🙏🏻, and even though I still struggle with fluids, I feel and look a little less             bloated.   And      that is just 

what I’ve experienced the first 7 weeks. I can't wait to see what happens in the           next few months 

❤️❤️❤️ Thank you! 🌸 Helena                                

*********************************************************************                             

MY 1ST NANO SOMA TESTIMONIAL                                              

40 years ago, I was diagnosed with Glaucoma and was prescribed eye drops.  During that time, my   

eye pressures varied in the           

10-16 range. During the last 2 years, the pressures were 16, but in the last 6 months had  increased   to 18 on 

the left, and 20 on right. I started taking NANO SOMA 9 weeks ago, 5 sprays for 2 and occasionally 3 times 

daily.  One week ago, the Ophthalmologist measured my pressures and the results were                              10 

in each eye!!   YIPPEE…SKIPPEE!! I am confident this is the first of many testimonials!                          

                                             

Thank you, Dr. Raghavan and Richard.                                            

 Leah. 6 October 2021.      

*********************************************************************                             

                                        

Hello Richard,                                             

I continue to see improvements with NANO SOMA; as of this month, my biological age has gone   down by 5   

years since I started taking it in July.  My chronological age is 59 and my             

biological age was 58 when I checked before starting NANO SOMA.  This is very exciting, and I'll       

continue to share updates with you.                                             

                                             

Thank you.                                             

Joyce K-P.2 October 2021.                             

*********************************************************************                    Dear Dr   

Presser, I’ve been on NANO SOMA for about 6 months now. I was wondering if my  body    stopped “aging” per 

se. So, I start taking it at 35 so I should look 35 for a long time now? Thank     

you  so, so much :-) I do notice that my hair line is growing back, and my left shoulder pain is          getting a  
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lot better :-) Thank you so, so much.                                             

                             

Sincerely, Jessica M, 3 October 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************                

           Hi, Dr. Raghavan, I thank you for the invention of the METASOMER Topical Gel. I applied it to my     right  

and left shoulder. I applied it to my hands. From 2013, I was not able to raise my two hands above   my head.   

After applying for two weeks in the above-mentioned areas, I could lift both my arms      above my head.            

                              

 My pain is so much reduced. My doctor told me to have surgery for my disc C3C4. I am not going to  have any 

surgery. I am moving my neck much better. I am going to use the METASOMER Topical Gel continuously for 

some time, then I will take a scan and inform you.                               

Thank you for the METASOMER Topical Gel invention.                                                        

May God Bless You, SM   October 2021.                   

   

*********************************************************************                     

       Dr.    

Presser,                                             

                  

Firstly, I want to say what an honour it is to be part of the NANO SOMA journey. I have never met a product in 

all the years I have been taking supplements (30yrs) that offers so much promise.              I have been taking 

NANO SOMA for the past 5 months. I am a cancer survivor and have had        so much stress in my life... I 

cannot even begin to tell you. But the first thing I noticed is that my  mind became much clearer and less fog in 
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my brain. I also noticed        psoriasis completely cleared from both my elbows, my hair is not falling out the 

way it      used to and I have energy that lasts all day.       

                                             

I will relay your thoughtful message to my cousin Stacy. I am sure she will appreciate         your words.                 

                               

I became hypoglycaemic at 22 after my military vaccinations. After 6 weeks of NANO SOMA at 56, all gone. If I 

now skip a meal, I feel hungry, but no giddiness, no palpitations, no craving for sweets or cold sweats. Thank 

you, NANO SOMA!                                             

Roland, October 2021.                           

*********************************************************************                             

Wonderful product. It keeps me from taking so many products and makes me feel amazing.                     

                             

      

Tasha B. USA. 8 October 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                             

I was diagnosed with Asthma about a year ago, with a CT-Scan showing spots on my lungs. I started NANO 

SOMA in May and had a follow-up CT scan in July. MY LUNGS ARE CLEAR! NO MORE        

SPOTS!!!!!!                       

                                

Michelle, USA. 1 Oct., 2021.                              

*********************************************************************                             

                              

I have a sister with Bipolar, and she was in the bathtub slashing herself up and crying      and screaming. She 

also does the same taking off on walks and screaming and carrying on. I have had to get the cops so much 

involved. I never knew if I would see my   sister again.  I decided to spray the NANO SOMA under her tongue to 

see what would happen.               I sprayed three sprays under the tongue, and to my surprise, she calmed 

down.                               

                              

  I have been doing this every day now and she has been staying stable.                                                                  

Name Withheld, September 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                                 
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A bruised leg injury resolved by the application of METASOMER Topical Gel.                 

*********************************************************************                            

To: Dr. PR Raghavan.                                              

From: CM (Female -60).                   

Welcome to my testimonial! In June 2021, I heard about NANO SOMA. I did my research, watched videos, studied 

the ingredients, and decided it was natural and I was going to try it. I had zero expectations going in, although, I 
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knew other people using the product had experienced benefits and they were unique to the person. Being a 60-

year-old white female, and with the need to get in healthier shape, I decided to buy a bottle. I have nothing to 

lose and everything to gain I thought.               

                  

I have created a timeline of my NANO SOMA experience over the first month so you can see how it    helped me. 

I used 5 sprays a day. The first two weeks, I took 3 sprays in the midmorning, 2 sprays  at night. After that, it 

was 5 sprays a day at no pre-set time. As a side note, I admit, I used PH9         

water for the first two to three weeks since it's what I use after working outside in the extreme               

Arizona heat.                                              

     

                                             

I’ve included my Log of Notes so that you may experience my progress as I went through them.              

After a month’s post evaluation, NANO SOMA exceeded my expectations. I’d like to thank Dr.     

PR            

      

Raghavan for his support as I began this amazing journey to improved health.                                       

Regards, CM                                              

Log of Notes                                             

Day 1                  

In an hour, my blood pressure lowered on its own. I felt the tingle in my head. I had a histamine reaction as if 

something is working to heal my sinuses.                               

                                            

I had a mosquito bite mark on my arm that was a little swollen and painful to touch. They normally  take 10-21 

days to heal. It express-healed overnight. The site is a little pink, flat, with no pain and it'll be gone in a day or  

two.                                

                              

Day 2                                               

My ankles have been more swollen for weeks but today they are normal. I’ll see how today goes.          

My blood pressure feels like it’s on target.                                  

                                          

I slept great last night. I haven't slept that well in weeks. Thank you, NANO SOMA!                                   
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My energy improved midday on Day 2.                                              

                              

I had the mindset to cook a meal that I haven't done in weeks due to an allergy attack and insect bite.      

I noticed my eye tear ducts were secreting as if I have bad allergies. I assumed it’s cleaning out toxins.      

                               

I am getting stronger—for example, I'm able to increase my capacity of carrying weight in my arms and improve 

balance when going up my steps in my home.                              

                              

After two knee replacements, a tendon repair, and a tendon reattachment a couple of years ago, this is a huge 

improvement to my life. My last tendon repair has been a little sensitive. It feels like nerves repairing after 2 

years!                              
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 Day 4                                     

                              

I came inside from gardening in 95F Arizona heat. I wasn’t winded or even a              little shaky. I didn’t need 

to sit to recover. It was amazing.                               

                                             

I’m noticing a change around my Total Knee Replacements (TKRs). It feels tighter and the muscles are more 

stable when going up steps, although I didn't think after two years that could happen— selfrepair. I'm 

amazed. My surgery scars are starting to diminish as the epidermis is repaired. That's unbelievable. I took 

images yesterday when I noticed it starting so I can track any changes. The scar was, for a lack of a better  

word, peeling off in some areas.                              

NANO SOMA is allowing my body to heal my epidermis layer. Wow.                                              

                              

My face is more moisturized.                               
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My energy is increasing and I’m in the mood to clean.                                                 

                              

 Less brain fog - nice.          

                                            

Weight Loss: Down 0.5 to 1lb a day. For the first 24 hrs, I was down                              

1.5lbs.                                      

                              

I trimmed all the trees and bushes in my back yard for 45 minutes in 110F temps and after finishing, entering 

inside the house, within 2-3 minutes and a little sip of water, I’m back to normal.                          
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Day 5                                

                                            

I woke up for the second day at 6:30 am. I normally get up hours later and am sluggish.                            

My energy is 2 times the amount I had when I started 5 days ago.                                 

                              

My brain feels alert early in the day.                                              

                              

I worked outside and installed trellises for my vine veggies in my garden. It’s hot here in AZ, at 105F at noon. I 

don’t have any issues and don’t feel overheated. I recovered inside in 2 minutes and not two hours. Unbelievable.   

                                  

I’m in the mood to clean anything and everything in the past 24 hours. This is amazing.                             

I’m drinking 3 times the water with all the outdoor heat.                                            

                              

My BMI on my scale has gone down 1.8 points and my water       percent is going up.                       

This shows progress. Talk about inspiring.                                             

                              

I'm not craving sugars or carbs as much in the past 24 hours. I manage my glucose by diet.                       

I’ve had the best night’s sleep in decades.                                         

                              

This one is a bonus factor. I have always been able to sense when I'm close to radiation, larger security systems, 

or radar waves from various environmental situations on my arms.  Think of it as the feeling of those 
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electromagnetic science spheres when your hair stood on end. What is amazing is, now my shins are feeling the 

energy when I'm close to a 5G tower, etc.  I guess my body is healing and my circulation is better. Nice.                    

Day 6                                 

Bone Density Increase: My scale showed my bone density went up 0.1 from 6.5 to 6.6, and I tried it a second 

time because for 5 years since I’ve had this scale it’s never changed from 6.5.                        

                              

Weight Decreased: I lost 5.3lbs in the first 6 days. Toxins…                                
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Nail Health: My fingernails are growing faster - 3 weeks' growth is now in a week.                               

Day 7                                     

Nerve Repair of Knees: It's 2 years after my right knee replacement that had tendon repairs and tendon 

reattachment, and my nerves are repairing around my right knee. I could feel its repair in the past 24hrs — that 

zapping pain twitch at certain times. I have always had a numbing feeling around a certain area of my knee. In 

the past week, it's repaired most of the nerve damage, and note that I  had not seen an improvement in over a 

year. I couldn't lean up to anything with my knees touching it without feeling this tingling pain. As of now, that 

tingling  pain is nearly eliminated. This impacted my everyday life in so many ways. I was informed after the 

TKRs, by my surgeon, I'd never get that feeling back again         around my knees. Well, he needs to know about    

NANO SOMA! This could help so many people and improve their quality of life within weeks after their surgery!       

                                            

All my cravings for sugar & salty foods are gone. I’m eating more organic fruit such as peaches             

& cherries.                               

                              

Muscle repair: Getting stronger.                                

                              

Day 8                                

I was told years ago that I’d have a chronic sinus infection unless I had surgery. It seems as of yesterday, after 7 

days on NANO SOMA, my chronic sinus infection I’ve had for a decade has vanished.     

It’s amazing.                                    

                                                      

My neck skin is younger. My body working with NANO SOMA is becoming a powerful partnership.             

                              

I notice my stress has decreased. It’s likely due to a combination of less pain and more energy.                
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Sleep: My sleep has improved. I'm waking between 6:30-7:30 am. Before NANO SOMA, my sleep was so 

confused...up awake until 2 am-4 am, then attempting naps to recover.                       
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I hope this continues.                               

                              

Pain in iPhone typing right hand has lessened to almost no pain. I’m grateful for the repair.                       

                                   

My teeth are whiter. Nice bonus.                               

                              

Day 9                                              

I’m continuing to improve in the heat. 105F feels like 95F now that my body is cooling better. I can do my outside 

tasks and come inside and continue with other tasks.            

That’s a 2-hour efficiency benefit.                                    

                                         

My leg muscles and nerves are continuing to improve. You don’t know how nice it is to walk without a bunch of 

numbing tingly feeling bands around the knees. It’s a 50% more improvement in one week.         

                                             

                                  

My eyes stopped eliminating toxins after 3 days. It was like a bad allergy attack, then after spraying NANO 

SOMA in the one eye, I recovered the next morning.                               

                              

I've had pain under my left front rib in one spot for decades. I had every test done by several medical 

professionals and they could never figure out what it was. I met one other person who had it in the same spot 

and her medical team couldn't figure it out. Well, NANO SOMA helped figure it out. It’s been a few days and I 

realized as I was typing this, I have no pain in that area. It’s a miracle.                   

                              

My energy continues to increase, and my sleep is the best it’s been in 5 years.                                 
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Thought for the Day: I wish this product grew on a plant in my garden so I could grow it and share it with those 

in need.                                

                              

Day 10                               
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I noticed inflammation throughout my body has decreased   significantly including (this may seem odd) my 

tongue.                                                                      

I think my distance vision improved after 3 days of the toxins being released.                     

                                     

Sinusitis—for certain, gone.                                              

                              

Day 11                                              

My eyes are changing to a multi-jeweled color. They’re brighter. They were a blue gray. Now they’re a 

bluetealgold in the evening. I’m going to watch this to see if there are more changes.                             

                              

My right ear is doing some repair. I think with the sinus repair, it’s finishing things around the ear now.                    

                       

Day 12                               

I’ve lost my appetite for red meat products.                                

                                             

had a chickenpox scar that disappeared. I've had it on my face since I was 6 weeks old when I had chickenpox.      

                              

My TKR scars are 1/2 the width in most places now and flat. It removed a tiny piece of thread left behind. Thank 

you.                                             

                                

I’m coughing sporadically. Nothing exciting. Not an illness. (No vaccine.) It’s probably clearing a few toxins in 

unknown places. Do it. You have my permission.                              

                              

I didn’t think I had a lung problem and after two weeks of NANO SOMA, I felt my lungs were lighter and it was 

easier to breathe. I’m completely off any allergy meds.             

This is amazing! I’ve been on them since I was 11 years old.                                              
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As for night-time dreams, I'm remembering more of them now. I can start the types of dreams I want for a given 

night too. It may be the mental clarity that helps in this process.                                             
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Day 15                              

I don’t need caffeine but I’m craving anything with lemon/citrus.                                

                                            

haven’t eaten red meat in several days since I’m no longer craving it. NANO SOMA must be a great   

nutritional traffic cop to effectively use what is in your body.                               

                              

- Nerves around the TKRs are over 90% repaired.                                   

                                         

Day 16                                

- My muscle strength in my legs around my knees is so good, I no longer must watch my feet going up 

the steps so I don't fall. I honestly wasn't aware I was looking down until I stopped looking down, and 

then I panicked one day and realized that my body had recovered, and my brain knew that I no longer 

had to use the ‘backup plan’ of looking down to ensure I would get on the stair steps properly. I was 

tearful on this one once I realized what had occurred, and how my life changed at that moment.                      

Day 26                                             

- I got up off a low pouf the other day without hanging onto the chair. That was a first since the knee     

surgery. I am blessed.                                              
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- From a sitting position, I can put my elbows on my knees without experiencing a shooting pain  to my 

knees.   

Day 28                                

- Eye ‘floaters’ are dissolving. Now, they are tiny dots. They shrunk 95%. I’m amazed and 

grateful.                

                                             

My 61st birthday is Oct 17th, and I am feeling good this year with more to go in the coming months.      I’ve been 

working on minor home improvements with more energy. I trimmed my huge 12-14ft Bougainvillea’s yesterday 

that are intertwined into my  Acacia/Senna tree. I use the super heavy loppers to get to the top. My daughter 

and  I moved outdoor furniture around, I cleaned the outdoor area rug and hosed it down. I swept pavers, 

watered all the plants, and came in and wasn’t shaky or exhausted at all except I was a bit hot— normal in 90s 

heat in            

AZ. I couldn’t say or do all that 2 months ago.                                                 
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This observation is entertaining. I noticed when I’m sleeping, I awaken because my knees touch (my mind 

thinks, what’s touching my knee?  Oh, my OTHER knee. ☺ ha-ha – back to sleep…) Funny, yet real-life 

improvement observations in motion.                                             

                              

Overall, I’m getting pieces of my life back that I had no idea I was missing or lacking. The past 3 years     

were full of challenges with three major knee surgeries and learning   how to walk again.  I’m turning the 

corner...I see it. I feel it. I’m grateful for it.                                                                                    

     

Thank you for being a part of this transformation.  CM, USA, September 18, 2021.                          

*********************************************************************                                

To: Dr. PR Raghavan.                 From: MS. CM, regarding my daughter.                                            

Daughter: 33-year-old white female.              Diet: Keto.                               

     

Epilepsy – Identified at 26 years old at Mayo Clinic. The type of condition is    Periventricular    

Heterotopia. It is a condition in which the nerve cells (neurons) do not migrate properly during the early  

development of the foetal brain. It is inherited from the male gene. Started NANO SOMA…                 

First week improvements:                                               
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 Sinus cleansing – in her cheeks and her eyes were watering and her head felt light which could have been 

blood pressure.                                              

 Decided to get back on the Keto diet at the end of this week when she had more energy.                    

                              

Second week:                                              

 Short-term memory – short-term memory improvement – able to recall the prior day's activities quicker.    

 No seizures before her monthly cycle. No seizures during the week.                               

Third week:                                              

Calmer with loud sounds and interruptions - she normally would jump because, for every one of our thought 

processes, she has 50 times the reaction per the neurologist. In the sound scenario,  it   would be 50 times 

greater than how we           experience sounds. The nerves seem to be  healing and decreasing the repetitive 

traffic before it connects properly within her brain. That       means less traffic back and forth, less chance of 

a neuro issue creating the seizure condition.           

          

 This was a tough mental week for her as I believe there was a great deal of healing.                           

She was very tired and slept more than usual.                                              

 One seizure, but I believe it was due to her taking ½ the normal dose of medicines that day.               

                                         

Fourth week:                                              

 Positive attitude and outlook.                                            Sleeping back to normal.                                    

 No seizure.                                                          
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 More helpful around the house with more energy.                                 

Fifth week:                                              

 Memory recall improvements were noted.                                    

 No seizures.                                        

 Increased responsibility and did not need reminders as often.                                              

 More creative thinking in deciding to design her own bakery business and layout of the building and menu 

options.                                              

 Improved problem-solving skills when putting a dresser together with me.                                            

 

 Continued to be helpful and take ownership of her tasks without as many reminders.                          
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UPDATED OCTOBER 9TH                                             

 Sorry, this is so late, but I didn’t want to forget.            

                                  

My daughter made it through a month without a seizure. A major, major accomplishment. She's on      her 

Ketostyle diet, her seizure meds, plus NANO SOMA, 5 sprays a day. She started the gel on her face a  week ago 

and she came to me all happy     this morning— “Look, Mom, no lines on my forehead!” I replied with a  

positive          

compliment and then said, “Now, imagine what it’s doing to the inside of your body.”                                  

     

She’s starting to turn the corner into believing what it can do for her. ✨    She’s  had an ongoing issue with her  

hair falling out in handfuls after it’s washed. It’s a side effect of   the  meds. I’m wondering if NANO SOMA will  

help over time to manage it so it lessens. Any success   there? I told her I saw smaller pieces of hair on the front 

bangs area hairline in the side corner—     which  was true. I think it helped her spirits.                         

                                             

As for me, I’ve had a right eye infection (itchy and below eye skin burns and is red and swollen from      wiping the 

eye so often), then a left eye infection, and back to the right eye, and with two days of             sprays once a day 

in the eyes, NANO SOMA cured it each time.                                        

Then, I had a little upper respiratory allergy cough for a couple of days and doubled up my dose of NANO SOMA 

for 3 days to 8-10 sprays. My body healed quickly. My sinuses have been cured of chronic sinusitis— no relapse.  

I'm saving so much money on the allergy meds—more than   the cost of NANO       SOMA!                    
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CM, USA, September 18, 2021.                                     

*********************************************************************                                

NANO SOMA has given me more energy and more motivation to accomplish anything I   need to do.           

Work doesn’t seem like drudgery anymore! I’m so thankful to God for this product.                                       

                                             

Alice R. RN. USA. 8 October 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                         

     Years of very strict diet regulation have eased up with the addition of this product to my regimen.        God has 

directed me in many directions to teach me many things about wellness. I’m grateful that He has given me a 

wider range of foods to eat now. Not just meat anymore, but fruits and some kinds of goat dairy with very few 

issues. God is   certainly working through this product.                   

          

Name Withheld, USA. 8 October 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************   

                    

I have been using NANO SOMA for about 3 months now. Lately, as crazy as it may sound, I have been noticing 

more instruments in the music I listen to. I hear little background chimes that I never noticed     before. My hearing 

has always been good, but it just seems          better.                     

Also, my sinuses have never been better.                       

                    

Bernie B. USA. Sept 28, 2021.                             

*********************************************************************                                

I             

started NANO SOMA on July 26, 2021, using the protocol provided, though because of   my many  health  

problems, I continued using 5 sprays 4 times a day until week 7 when I was running out. I  took   it only 2 times 

a day until my new order arrived on September                                        
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19.                                          
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I had gone to the eye doctor on August 16 because I was having problems with my glasses        (headaches 

and poor vision), and I figured I needed a stronger prescription as I had for most of my   life. The eye doctor 

was upset at the first appointment and asked if   there was a change in my         diabetes medication. There 

was.         

                                             

On July 27, the MD had reduced my dosage by stopping 5 mg of Glipizide that I took   daily in addition    to my 

1000 mg of Metformin, probably because I had lost weight and   my A1C was now 6.6.        

                              

The eye doctor suggested that I schedule an appointment when my blood sugar stabilized. Although it  wasn't 

really "unstable" because it is always under good control, I did so. At the second appointment   on September 

24, she was still a bit upset. She said it was rare for a person to go from a 6 to a 4.                

                                          

       

       

I see in comparing the two prescriptions that it wasn't quite so stark, but it was a definite       improvement 

in both eyes. I had no exam in 2020 because of the Covid shutdowns.                                     
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Best,                                             

                  

 Kathie K, USA, Sep 26, 2021.      

*********************************************************************                              

Dearest Richard,                                              

                             

I have been taking NANO SOMA now for a while, and I am still on my first bottle. I take 5 sprays 2 x daily.    

I have immediately noticed a significant loss in weight. I have lost 3+ kg so far and will continue to take it.               

   

Thanks,                                              

Katherine O. 19 Sept, 21.                                         

*********************************************************************                                 

NANO SOMA is the Real Deal                                   

                                       

My name is Matt, and I'm writing about the experiences that a friend and I have had from using    

NANO SOMA for only a few weeks. My problem has been intermittent bouts with   tinnitus or ringing in the ears.   

It's particularly present when listening to music at even a  medium volume level. As I used the first bottle of NANO 

SOMA, I became aware that I  was  experiencing longer periods without the ringing in my ears. I will keep using 

the NANO SOMA so that the tinnitus resolves and continue to use it afterward for longevity and antiaging. I also   

notice an antianxiety effect and a feeling of being more  "in the present".                                             
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A good friend of mine had back surgery a couple of years ago. He injured himself from exercise and 

years of squats, so had to have very invasive surgery. Months went by after the surgery, but it never 
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his pain, and drugs didn't relieve the pain and stiffness. I suggested he try every nutraceutical there was 

for inflammation and pain relief. This went on for months and months, but he didn't respond to any of it.                 

                                             

So, a mutual friend started raving about NANO SOMA and how he had cancelled a scheduled knee surgery   

because the NANO SOMA repaired the knee problem. So, my friend with back pain tried the spray and after a  

short time, he was incredulous that he had nearly complete relief for ten days straight. I spoke with him today 

and he had a recurrence of the pain, but he will continue because as Dr. Raghu has explained, the healing 

doesn't always occur in a straight line, sometimes it's more of zig-zagging to reach your health goal.                                 

                                             

I've been researching and using vitamins and nutraceuticals for forty-five years and I haven't come across 

anything like NANO SOMA in that time.                                             

                                             

Matt, September 7, 2021.                                 

*********************************************************************                             

                             

Richard,                                      

                                     

I first was introduced to NANO SOMA by an alternative news video blogger about four months ago.   I'm not sure 

I remember exactly who, perhaps Cliff High or Cirsten W. It was someone who gives  good information in my 

experience. All I heard was the name and used Duck Duck Go to search for a phonetic spelling. I was given links 

to the various stores. On the US store, there were enough links to the introduction and testimonials that I was 

intrigued by to look further.                                            

                                             

I'm familiar with a great number of alternative energy folks from Nikola Tesla's work on up. In the late sixties, I  
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read all of Wilhelm Reich's works (you could still get them used at the time) and started studying Orgone Energy. 

My studies were practical. I learned to go to the beach on brilliantly clear days and throw my eyes out of focussed 

alignment, which observes reflected light, into a parallel       

alignment to observe emerging light… aka                   

Orgone Energy. I found that was the same as Chi and Prana. But I digress.                                              

                                             

So, I was intrigued by NANO SOMA. After reading all the testimonials I decided I had an issue worthy of 

experimentation. On one cheek, high on the cheekbone, I had an area of red, flaking skin.           

It had been with me for over twenty years. I attributed it to sun damage.                                 

Because of the testimonials of people who had skin issues resolved, that was my primary area of        

experimental observation. I purchased three bottles a couple of months ago and gave my cheek a minispritz of 

NANO SOMA twice a day by massaging it in, and four sprays in the mouth. That skin issue is completely gone as   

well as two patches of sort of dry, peeling  skin on one hand that had been an annoyance for at least five years.   

Gone.                                             

                                             

As I’ve used the NANO SOMA for the last two months I suddenly realized, just yesterday actually, that I hadn’t 

taken any Ibuprofen to relieve pain in a bad hip. My arthritis and bone degradation was the result of a 

thirtyfivefoot fall off a telephone pole when I was a lineman at           

19. My neck which has been stiff for years is loosening up as is a shoulder that was       damaged in a separate 

injury long ago. In short, I'm positive about the skin problem       resolution and suspect the others are being 

helped.                                             

                                             

Because of the beneficial results I've experienced, I decided to 'double down' on NANO             SOMA and 

purchased 24 bottles. My specific area of inquiry will be eyes. I have a macular pucker          

in one eye and a cataract forming on the other. After reading about people experiencing            
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positive effects of NANO SOMA in the two areas of my eye issues, they will be the focus of my experimentation. I 

have high hopes.                                             

                                             

Thanks for your work to save the world!                                  
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Welles G, 6 September 2021.                                    

*********************************************************************                             



 

 

       

       

        

          

Thank you so much for NANO SOMA. I was truly suffering from all the bug bites on my back, neck,    and 

arm. For the last few weeks, the itching has been so severe, I was literally up 3/4 of the night        scratching 

and pacing the floor from being so uncomfortable.    The day you saw how bad the bite  was on my arm, I was 

at wit's end. I had become so sleep deprived it was difficult to function.           

My      work was sincerely affected. I was exhausted.                                              

                                             

Then NANO SOMA to the rescue. My bug bite had swollen to the size of a fifty cents piece. The itching was 

non-stop. It was awful. I put NANO SOMA on the bite twice in the afternoon and then once more before 

bedtime.  That was the first good night's sleep I                   had in two weeks. When I woke in the morning, 

the  

bite was the size of a pinhead. The        itching was 100% gone. I was stunned and           amazed.                      

                                             

So, thank you, sir! When you speak with the gentleman who created this amazing product, please        

extend my sincerest gratitude. NANO SOMA is a miracle cure for severe, swollen, infected bug              

         
bites. The efficacy of this product is astounding and has my backing and respect.                                       

                                             

Thank you, friend.                                             

Kindest Regards,                               

                             

Barb., September 2021.                                 

   *********************************************************************                                     

Dear Richard,                                             
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Thank you always for your updates! I look forward to catching up on the most recent news and   happy       

testimonies. I have waited for months to share with you a testimony!                                       

   

                                                 

     

     

For me, it has been worth the wait! I am delighted to share this wonderful bit of news!                             

                                              

      

In 2012, I received that diagnosis no one wants to hear… Stage 4, Non-Hodgkins                   Follicular  

Lymphoma. I went through the usual Western medicine treatments back then not knowing what I          

know now about cancer.  My blood work was abnormal for years. I began taking NANO SOMA in    

2019  and always felt a sense of well-being. I knew something good was happening in my body.             

                                             

  

In June this summer, I had another dreaded PET Scan.  Oh my! the results were amazing!!! NO                

                   

 evidence of reoccurring Lymphoma! As well, ALL my blood work had returned to NORMAL!            

Everyone was astonished, to say the least.                                              

                                             

      

  

  

  
  



 

 

I have always sensed that NANO SOMA is a truly divine gift from God.  I am now    completely 

convinced!  As a 72 yrs. old great-grandmother, I have received a new outlook on life with extra 

energy to spare!          

                                              

My sincere, heartfelt thank YOU, Richard, for your part in spreading the GOOD NEWS and for always    

reminding me of what a necessary gift to LIFE this product truly is!                                              
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Blessings always,                              

     Martha B, August 13, 2021.                                    

*********************************************************************      

   

Hello, Richard.                                               

                            

I’m writing to tell you about an experience that I had a few days ago with NANO SOMA. Two days ago, I was   

pan-frying a steak in a hot cast-iron skillet. One time when I flipped it, the steak almost  slipped out of the  

tongs and splattered hot oil all over me.    

     

                             

There were two similar splatters on my hand and wrist. The spots had already begun to  form    blisters.   

I got the NANO SOMA and sprayed a little into my hand and dabbed  some on the spot on     my wrist (B). I 

didn't put any on the area where you see the blister. (A) When I woke up the          next morning, there was no 
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sign of the spot at B.   Even when I touch the area with significant pressure,      there’s no indication of any 

injury    whatsoever.            

   This is an amazing product!                                                       

      

             

Thank you,                             
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                                                 April 12, 2023.                                

          



 

 

  - 116  

-                      

March 5, 2023.                                

                       

                       

Carol Q, September 2021.                             

                             

*********************************************************************                               

Dear Richard,                                              

                             

Thank you so much for your latest and always wonderful update. I am onto my 3rd bottle. By the start of the 

first bottle, and after just 2 doses of 5 sprays of NANO SOMA, my bowel normalised. My   problem had been 

an irritable bowel so that one day they were loose with lots of gas, and the next day constipation and 

straining, and sometimes bleeding from haemorrhoids!! So after just 2 sprays,     my bowel normalized, and 

no more haemorrhoid!!! Extraordinary result as I am now having normal    bowels every day. I have been on 

a probiotic  
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for years. Also, after one bottle my friends started          commenting on the phone, “you sound amazing! I can 

hear how strong and confident    you sound,         

and positive!!!”                      

      

                             

Richard, I am 77 and have lived on my own as a widow and on the pension, and I have     toughed it out since the  

loss of my fabulous husband of 40 years marriage from medical  malpractice. I only           

discovered after he died that he had been on 2 statins, Crestor, and                 

Lipitor for several years. At age 67 he had a stroke. You could not imagine a more   powerful,            

brilliant man…and a successful entrepreneur and humanitarian, husband, father, and  grandfather. I am onto    

my last bottle, and I am stronger, happier. and                    

                              

sharper in my brain. Most of all I am motivated to do things in my home, which is such a                   

blessing through this miraculous food.                                             

Thank you again, Richard, for your marvelous updates and God loves you and Raghu!                                  

I shall be ordering more next week and shall never stop. In unceasing gratitude,                               

                                     

Dianne S. USA. 27 August 2021.                                      



 

 

*******************************************************************     

     

                                                 

                 

     

  

               Thinning hair reversed by NANO SOMA.                                                                

                                             

                                             

 Delores, USA. 17 August 2021.                                       
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*********************************************************************                              

The reason I’m so desperate (and seemingly impatient) for my NANO SOMA...  I have a            Parkinson's 

disease diagnosis and my symptoms are escalating… my doctor wants me to        start    medication… I'm 

hanging out for your product to give me some relief from my constant      tremor    and left-side paralysis….          

                                             

I trust your product is what I have been waiting for! How should I take it? I ordered the 24bottle                 

pack.   

  

                                               

Thanks,                                              
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Glenys A, Australia. 26 August 2021.                            

*********************************************************************                   I’m a 

youthful 60-year-old fitness instructor! Then on being told we would get a bottle to her to get      

started…Omg!! I’m crying!! Tears everywhere! It’s been so tough... everyone   thinks I’m mad...       trying        

to shove their pharmaceuticals on me as well as the COVID jab! I don’t want either!!! I am so               humbled 

by your generous gift!  I hadn’t realised how much this had affected me! I know this will work for me...  xx               

I know and trust my gut! I know this will work for me!!                                              

Thanks,                                              

Glenys, August 2021.                                                                                       

And when asked if she would share her response:                                          

                             

Absolutely!!                                           

I’m happy to share my journey... I would like to write a book about the journey from diagnosis, the despair... 

then the path back to radiant health... I know this is karma. (I even soaked up again with your reply... I’m 

usually the tough one... I am a fitness trainer at a little local gym with 350 members.  7 of us with Parkinson's 

disease   

diagnoses… I want to help and give hope to others with this shitty diagnosis. I’m more than happy to film my    

progress:)                                             

                                             

Thanks,                                              

Glenys, August 2021.                                      

********************************************************************        

*   

I hardly know where to begin, as this product has completely turned my life around. I'll be the first to admit 

that I was skeptical at first, thinking with a programmed mindset         

                              

(compliments of belief systems and indoctrination), that nothing outside of so-called  modern medicine, 

along with its treatments, pharmaceuticals, vitamin industry, and cutting edge       
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(emphasis on "cutting") technologies, could begin to help with the issues I was facing. Issues that I now 

realise were merely outward expressions of imbalance taking place within my body.  I had begun my 

journey in    

February 2020, with breast       surgery and removal of lymph nodes, followed by two additional  

 surgeries in February                 

2021, along with an untold number of tests, scans, and labs, while experiencing                                     

  

  

 
consistent and unwanted weight loss throughout the entire process.                                 During this time a 
friend had offered me information on your product, suggesting that I   might consider giving it a try, as it 
might   

"kickstart" my body's ability to heal. (Well, it ended up helping me in ways that I never would have   

  dreamt of!) After speaking with one of my physicians, I decided to stop all          

"treatments"… right down to the various vitamin and minerals I was taking. I had just received the        

results of a very extensive                   

   

29page workup, was looking at yet another lymph node situation, an area on my knee       which I   was told 

needed biopsy, and bone lesions extending from my hip into my femur.                         Presented with all of 

that, I knew at that very moment I was done being irradiated, medicated,  and   going   

 through more surgeries. I decided    to try NANO SOMA. I tried it 
on each                            area of concern  

twice daily, along with six sprays twice-daily sublingually, for two months. My   body must have been totally 

depleted and in great need of help in getting the proper         

"nutrition" into my      cells! I was able to enjoy a 2-pound weight gain (the first gain in over a year!), the 

swelling and    tightness in my knee completely disappeared, the lymph tumour majorly reduced in size, my 

labs came        back nearly perfect range, and the bone lesions showed as having no new change… no rate of 

growth!             

  

  

    

  

  

  



      

 

My oncologist (quite perplexed and surprised) has ordered a follow-up scan for   September.                   
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I'd also like to mention that I live in a region known for poor air quality, which can play havoc on   anyone who 

suffers from yearly sinus issues… Since using NANO SOMA, I've noticed that my    lungs    are        clearing 

respiratory irritants better than ever before! I realise                       that everyone is     unique, all having 

different needs to be met and our bodies react  differently in   bringing about optimum health and balance… I 

am so much more than grateful for the transformation I have   witnessed in my body's natural ability to heal 

since using NANO SOMA. To me,          it truly offers the gift of restoration. Thank you seems  too little a phrase 

for something so beneficial.           

        

        

Jo N. USA. August 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                               

                  

I did the start-up protocol about a month ago, and quite honestly, I LOVE NANO SOMA so much     that I     

take it between 2 to 4 times per day x 5 squirts. My body loves it, I love it and I feel so alert, my skin          

looks younger than a 40-year-old, and what can I say...I am immensely grateful.                                        
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Looking forward to getting it again. I can't thank you enough for your commitment to the VISION.              

                             

Enjoy the rest of your day/evening.                                 

                                         

Best Regards, Allie. USA 12 August 2021.                                 

         

Hi Richard,                                             

I have to say that in addition to the other things I told you about, one of the BEST things of all is the    

regularity of my bowels. I have had a mild form of constipation my whole life. NO MORE!!!    Also,    when I 

began the NANO SOMA, I had a small wart-like growth on my back. Totally gone now. I love     my NANO    

SOMA!!!                                     

                                    

Allie. USA 13 August 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************                                

 Hi Richard,                                             

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to share my experience with NANO SOMA so far.     I have  been 

on the natural and self-care wellness path for about 20 years and I use a lot of highfrequency       

nutraceuticals. Before I start using a product, I learn as much as I can about it to have a good       

understanding of how it works and how it will benefit my body and my overall  health; and also want    to 

know it is safe.                                              
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This is the first time I'm sharing my experience with a product. I decided to keep track of my                    
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experience and share my story based on the information I read, the videos I   watched, and   especially the  

incredible testimonials I read. I have a part-time wellness business and use a simple,        noninvasive FDA 

Cleared Class II medical device that measures arterial stiffness index and                  biological age in my 

business. I was, therefore, very intrigued to learn that Raghu has been aging          backward since he's been using 

the product. I decided to check my biological age before I started         taking NANO SOMA. I'm 59 years old, and 

my biological age was 58. My arterial stiffness index was 3, which is a very good index. The stiffness index range 

is 1-8, with 0-3 being the best range, 4-5 in   the middle range, and 6-8 being the worst. I planned to check again 

after one month on the product.  I followed the protocol on how to take the product - 5 sprays 1x/day for a 

week, 5 sprays   4x/day for   the second week; 5 sprays 2x/day week 3, then on to 5 sprays 1x/daily. On day 4 

on the product, I  noticed that a swollen lymph node (not even sure if it's a lymph node, calcification, or scar 

tissue) in    my right groin which was about an inch and a half in    length, but not sure how deep it was in my       

body, had reduced in size by over 95% and is now about the size of a pea. I can't remember when it   first showed 

up, but I know it's been there for over 10 years but didn't pay much attention to it   because it didn't bother me, 

no pain, didn't increase in size - I just knew it was there and one of those  things you                  

                         

'live with'. This was so shocking to me, that taking just 5 sprays once a day would produce such results. This was 

not even one of the symptoms I put on my list to watch and see how NANO SOMA     would help. From the little 

understanding of the product taking care of critical things first, I know    how important it was to start clearing 

the issue that created this symptom. After seeing such results in such a short time, I decided to check my 

biological age again after two       weeks (5 sprays    

4x/day); instead of one month, just to see if there was any change because that     would be the real    

    

  test for me as it tells what's going on inside my body. I did a repeat test of the         arterial stiffness and  

biological age test. My biological age had gone from 58 to 55; gone down 3        years in two weeks!  

Incredible! My arterial stiffness had also gone down from 3 to 2, which is excellent. I did another test after one 

month, and my biological age had gone down another year -     
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down to  54! My arterial stiffness index was still 2. To have my biological age go down by 4 years, 58 down to 54 

is nothing short of staggering. This is so much more important because it is a good indicator of what's going on in 

my body. I also understand that the health challenges we are NOT     aware of, are way more  than the ones we  

are aware of. I know a lot of changes will continue to take  place in my body and I     will continue to be on this 

product. I'll continue to share updates with you.        

                       

Thank you - J.A.K. USA                       

August 8, 2021.                                       
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*********************************************************************                             

Spider bite was completely gone in 60 hours +/-                                   Hi Everyone,                              

Here is a photo of a spider bite that I sprayed directly with NANO SOMA.                                             

                                     

While cleaning the garage I was bitten on the back of my elbow.                                              

                                                   

                                                           

Within about 30 minutes, the spider bite welt/blister grew to the size of a dime,       turning white, surrounded 

by redness.                                              

Itching followed and the welt appeared to be getting larger, with the welt surrounded by red skin.       

Put NANO SOMA on and within seconds, itching was gone.                                              

Within 60 hours of the first NANO SOMA application (3X's), all signs of the bite were completely           

   
 eliminated. Blessings, M. Justin Elledge. USA 8 August 2021.       

*********************************************************************                               
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Hi Dr. Raghu,                                              

This is Seyed. This METASOMERTOPICAL GEL is a miracle supplement. I used it on both of my knees         

4          

times a day for 4 days. The itching which I had for the last 15 years is completely gone. It is an             

amazing product.                                              

Now I am taking it twice a day for my lung problem. I have scars on my lungs because I was affected by COVID.     

After 3 months I am going to take another cat scan and I am pretty sure it will be gone. I will keep you posted.        

God reveals secrets to SIDDHARS. You are a living SIDDHAR.                                              

Thank you again, Seyed and Ummu Mohamed. India. 7 August 2021.                                 

*********************************************************************                                

Dear Dr. Richard Presser,                                             

I started using NANO SOMA spray-on 07/07/21 and was very interested to see the results.                          

                             

I reached out for NANO SOMA because, since 2012 - 2013 I have suffered from   Irritated   Colon  Syndrome that 

caused tremendous pain in my lower abdomen at least 1 week before my monthly   period. The pain was so 
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intense that for the entire time I was exhausted because I would wake up      multiple times during the night being 

in pain. Also, the pain was present during the day and people      around me could see the pain on my face.   

(The pain went back and forth and each episode of  intense pain would be for 1530 min at a time.)                           

When I received my first order of NANO SOMA, I was in the middle of an intense pain cycle, unable to rest at 

night. I had my first 5 sprays in the morning of 07/07/21 and that day and                  the          

next day was pain-free. I could not believe it. I was so used to being in pain multiple times a  day  and at night,  

and when 2 days passed with no pain, I was extremely happy.                               

                  

For me it tastes soapy - really strong taste in the beginning - now it is less soapy, but still tastes soapy :) I know I 

have a lot of healing to do and I'm patient. I wanted to write to you right then, but I said to myself, let's wait 

another month and see what's happening next time before my period, just to          

make sure I'm not living in a dream :). So, I waited and used NANO SOMA for a month   (1st week  I     used 5   

sprays 2 times a day, and after that 5 sprays, 1 time a day.)                                             

                    

                   

This month, I noticed a tremendous improvement. Some pain but not that intense and not that often. My period 

came on time and after so many years of suffering, finally, I was  able to rest during the  night and function 

properly during the day. I also noticed an                 improvement in my energy level.              

I'm not snoozing my alarm in the morning so many times as before (I used to snooze my alarm at   least 4-5 

times - 15 min in between the snoozes, because I could not wake up in the morning, no  matter      how early I 

go to bed the night before). My mind is clear now, I'm happy and energetic.         

My    colleagues at work noticed the difference and they admire me for my positive and energetic  attitude  

every    day.              

It gives them energy as well :)                                             

I talked about NANO SOMA with my family in Europe and ordered some bottles for them, and they       were 

already on their way (due to the delay in Germany). Once the store in Germany opens, they will  be ordering 

directly from there. I also talked with some of my friends in the US about it, and I'll          

continue talking about NANO SOMA benefits.                       

                                         

I plan to continue using NANO SOMA spray, and I'm waiting for the gel and cream in the US as well.      I want   
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to see if my parotid gland tumour will respond to the NANO SOMA spray, and as soon as the   gel is available, I'll 

use it to massage the area where I see the lump growing again (after my surgery  in 2018, the lump is coming  

back and I don't want to go back to the painful experience of    another      surgery). I believe that NANO SOMA   

will help teach my body to heal itself.                                 

With great appreciation, Felicia S – Chicago, USA. 44 years young. 6 August 2021.                                    

*********************************************************************                                

Aloha Richard,                                              

Mahalo so much for your e-mails & all the wonderful testimonies! They are fabulous & I  too have    one. I am 

one person, who I hate to even say these words but not a lot works on me. I just don't    FEEL much from any 

products I've taken for years! But I've had very achy legs and just 'restless legs'         

I              

 guess, and NANO SOMA has helped me tremendously,  I am so grateful! Mahalo so much!!:>) That    is      

NOT why I am writing but did want to share that.           

                  

I have a good friend who had her hip broken when she was a teenager. She has had 4 hip     replacements & 

during  one they used cobalt, & she had a terrible reaction to the cobalt. It gave her diabetes pretty badly.           

She also lost a lot of her hair & teeth.                                              

Thanks so much, Aloha, Cheryl P. USA 6 August 2021.                                    

*********************************************************************                                

Many thanks, Richard.                                             

I have been spreading the word like wildfire.                                             
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Our dog developed a growth on its nose and we sprayed it daily for a bit over a week   and it just disappeared. 

We use it on everything (cuts, scratches, etc) as well as under our tongue.                              

       

My wife developed a wart on her finger and it has gone now after daily spraying.                                        

Keep up the great work.                                             

Warm regards, Adrian Fields. Buderim, Australia. 5 August 2021.                                       

       

*********************************************************************                       

       Here is my testimonial: (Sorry this is so long)                                                

I started NANO SOMA with the 5 sprays, 4 times a day for a week because I felt I have  many          

issues that might be improved. Then I did the 5 sprays 2x a day to finish another bottle in 2    weeks.   I have    

needed knee replacement for 7 years now in both knees. Lots of pain. I was still able to do      

gentle cardio through at least 5 of the years and it helped with inflammation. I don't believe in     putting 

metals  

into my body, so I just dealt with the pain for that time instead of surgery. After      roughly 5 years I decided to 

try stem cell injections. These were   expensive. Throughout the last two years, I put $2000 worth of stem cells 

in my knees   every six months and did it three times (At  $1000 per knee).   Each time I waited for at least 5 

months to see if the knees improved. They did not. I      am certainly not rich but was   hoping to avoid surgery. I 

kept thinking that the next dose would be  the one that worked since my knees were so damaged from waiting 

so long. $6000 wasted. I know  stem cells work for some people but for me, it didn't work at all. I do trust my  

alternative health practitioner, so I know she knows what she is doing. I just don't know   why my body didn't 

respond.         

                             

After all this, I cried and cried and didn't know what to do. I was so hopeful for this procedure. I was ready to give 

up and have a knee replacement, but I still kept putting it off. There came a time in the last year that I could no 

longer do cardio due to the pain level getting worse. That raised many          
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other problems that come without exercise. My practitioner said that my circulation had become  very bad from  

inactivity among other things. I was now a couch potato, and I love to exercise  and stay fit.    Anyway, 

immediately after I finished the intensive NANO SOMA treatment, I noticed that the pain has  gone down 

substantially and mostly remained there with a few bad days occasionally.          

I would say from a constant pain level of 10 as high pain, I am now most regularly at 3 and a half to a      

4. That's how fast my pain level went down. I am so happy!  It seems to me that the NANO SOMA kick-started my 

knees to begin healing. I don't think it was just a coincidence that my knees feel like they are beginning to heal 

now that I am using     NANO SOMA. It has now been 5 weeks and I feel like my knees are slowly but surely 

healing.  This is the best they have felt in years. They are still weak from nonuse for 7 years, but I know that as I 

continue this treatment, I will gain my strength         

back as well. I feel fully confident that I won't have to have surgery. I almost feel that in another 4 to        

6 weeks, my pain level could very well be gone, or down to a 2 or 1. I will do an update again at that time.               

                  

Now, I have to say that I also had purchased a Bemer (pulsed electromagnetic field) machine 5 months ago and 

was seeing small changes with daily use. It would take the swelling and inflammation down with everyday use 

and I was able to do a bit more around the house. The Bemer         

rep had said that many people did not have to have knee surgery with continued use.  She did say it would be  

slow. I think that my knees may very well have   healed if I had kept diligently using the Bemer but the healing 

was painfully slow. I was indeed seeing small improvements though. So now I still use both the Bemer and NANO 

SOMA. Once I finished the two bottles of NANO SOMA is when I          

saw the healing begin to speed up.                           

                                     

On another subject, I have been struggling with insomnia for the last year or so. Of course, then I was tired all day 

long. I have been seeing some improvements in that respect also. Not perfect yet but getting there. Some better 

sleep and also some bursts of energy during the day.                        As I said, I will do another update in a couple 

of months or so and let you know what improvements I see further down the road.                       

                                         

Thank you so much for the NANO SOMA. I feel like I am getting my life back!                         

                                  

Rosemary Beare. USA 3 August 2021.                                  
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*********************************************************************                                

                       

I began taking NANO SOMA in utter desperation 5 weeks ago. I have improved in numerous ways that have 

raised my quality of life in body, soul, and spirit. I credit NANO SOMA with turning around the death spiral I was  

on. I even went out and paid for a gravesite. The money I was planning to spend on a burial plan I spent on my 

first order of NANO SOMA.                            

                                    

My gratitude is deep and vast to Dr. Raghu and Dr. Richard Presser. Also, Tank and UNN for being the first to tell   

me about this in their reports.                    

                                           

KT Wilson USA July 2021.                                 

*********************************************************************                                

Hi Richard,                              

                                             

My husband and I are both using NANO SOMA (10 days in). We both noticed changes immediately.    Our 

sleeping has improved in that we are both getting deep sleep and waking up refreshed and      ready to go, 

something that we have not had for many, many years. We both initially experienced a     not- sopleasant taste 

which now is improving.                                           

                     

I am experiencing subtle improvements such as less nervous tension, some digestive improvements, and I have a  

damaged toenail (I have had it for 15yrs) which seems to be growing from the matrix    attached to the nail bed. 

I am using 5 sprays x 1 daily at night.                        

                                        

My Husband has had long-term health issues due to a childhood viral infection (he is now 59) which       

we have consulted with many Doctors, Allied health, and holistic practitioners, with little improvement. He has 

been using NANO SOMA for 1 week today (5 sprays x 2 daily).                      
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Improvements include- quality sleep and sleeping till morning, body inflammation is reducing, he has a nail 

fungal that he cannot get rid of which seems to be growing health.                                             

 I know it is still early days, but we cannot believe the improvements so far. This is exciting.                       

                    

Regards and thanks, C from Australia. 22 July 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                                

Dear Dr. Presser,                                              

I'm on day 11 of the NANO SOMA and feel so blessed to have found it. I didn't think I   had an     experience yet 

of it until yesterday. I have had difficulty walking for many years because of my back issues  

with 3 herniated discs, sciatic flareups, etc. I avoid having to go to certain stores as I'm worn out and in so much 

pain by the time manage to get back to the car. Yesterday I decided to get some errands done anyway. I got to 

the store and latched on to a cart for extra support and away I went. I      managed to get all             around the 

store and was surprised by the time I got to the cashier, I   noticed how    strong and    painfree I felt! PainFree...I 

never feel PAIN-FREE!         Granted, I'm stiff as I don't get a movement except around the house. I was all 

smiles!!!! I teared up in the car at the revelation that it was the NANO SOMA ALREADY! I'm so grateful!!!!!  

I didn't expect to feel this so quickly!                                             

          

I have another revelation to tell as well. I have had chronic headaches and migraines a few times a week. It 

has been diagnosed as caused by the occipital nerve on the back of the left side of my head that is always 

inflamed.     

Normally, around 8 pm I dose myself with about 750-1000 mg. of Aspirin to   keep me from waking up in the 

middle of the night with a horrible headache. Last night at that time I was     

preparing to take the aspirin and I felt the nerve which is usually so tender and sensitive.... was      

shocked that  it wasn't that way. I thought I'd take the chance of not taking the aspirin and just going   to bed 

without and see how the night went. I didn't get a headache at all....even in the morning!      

This is                  
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a miracle for me and I haven't gotten a headache today either!                                    

That nerve was calm when I woke up and all day today! THE NANO SOMA is at work on my nerves in my back 

and my head!!! THIS IS A MIRACLE!!!!!!!                                             

I watch all your interviews a couple of times because I get little nuggets that I missed the first time I  listened. I 

have four friends who have recently ordered. I'm trying to memorize the scientific   jargon to  express it clearly to 

others.                                                           

THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!                                             

                  

And this is just the beginning!! Btw, I'm 79 years old and will be getting younger! P.S.                                  

I don't think it has a taste at all!                                                           

Joyce Farinas. Palm Desert, Ca. 13 July 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                                

Dear Richard,                                             

          

I went to the Kinesiologist/Chiropractor, and she tested the same as I did, that now I only need 1/2    the amount 

of thyroid medication I have been taking for a long time. At this rate, blood tests  cannot  keep up with these 

changes.                                             

                                             

                   

She said before, when I tried to get off thyroid meds, that she thought it was not worth       pursuing.         

I still needed it, despite what another Naturopath was trying to replace it    with which  didn’t work.     We 

both tested that I no longer need about 6 expensive supplements I had been taking.  Now she        wants to 

try NANO SOMA. You are welcome to use my testimonial. Thank you so much for all.                    

                                             

Best, Lesta Frank. 21 July 2021.                                      

*********************************************************************                                

Dear Richard,                                              

I definitely notice a higher vibrational level, happier, less worried, less impatient, more grateful. I am    more 

embodied. I'm doing kinesiology testing for even less thyroid medication needed since     yesterday. I will  

get a more  experienced Kinesiology person to       test for this. If I'm right, blood        

tests cannot keep up with this! No more hemorrhoids     either.                                              

I'm astonished!!!!! Thank you SOOOO much!!!                                              

          

Lesta Frank. 17 July 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                                
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Hi Richard,                                

                                           

I’m in USA. I’ve been taking NANO SOMA since yesterday. I’ve been on a parasite cleanse for                 months.  

This morning I passed a large group of what the Functional Medicine Doctor said    were  liver   flukes and that  

this is huge! Then I was also suffering from haemorrhoids for days. It   was so bad        that in middle of the night  

last night, I got up and did all the home remedies I knew of that had     been  helping a little, but actually not 

healing   

the problem. I had the idea to spray the area with NANO SOMA, and after going back to sleep a few hours, it was  

like I never had haemorrhoids!           

          

The  stuff is   quite miraculous! I’m 78 and you are supposed to heal slower     at best - which makes it even more  

truly amazing!            

Thank you so much!                                   
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 Blessings,                                               

   

Lesta Frank 13 July 2021.                                  

*********************************************************************                                

Hello Dr. Presser,                                       

                                   

Thank you for your last 2 emails and info on the NANO SOMA being back in stock... I meant to respond to you 

sooner and got focused in other directions. I love the product and am sparingly nursing my last bottle as there 

is not much left. I have some money together now to order 3 more bottles! I would  like  to report that an 

enlargement of the right lobe of my thyroid (Goitre) has shrunk significantly, and      soon, I expect it will be 

completely gone.                                 

 I always enjoy your presence on Jeffrey Daugherty's show, and I look forward to getting the DPE           

100!!!                

Thank you for bringing us this great product.                                             

Sincerely, Corinne Shea, VA, USA. 21 July 2021.                             

*********************************************************************                                

Hi Dr. Presser,                              

I have sent my brief experience after I started taking the product in my previous email.  Anyway, one       

huge help has been that I don't need to use the inhaler which I had to use to avoid the feeling of grasping for 

the  

air. Also, before I was unable to be outside when the temperature was high because I      

could not breathe in the hot air, but now, I have had no issues since I started taking NANO SOMA on         

July 9th.                                  
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Another thing I've noticed is that I have no coughs when I do yard work or do vacuuming   because        any    

movements caused severe coughs before. Also, I can breathe deeply now.       Anyway, I thank     you for the     

     product. I've been trying to tell my friends in Japan but I think they need time or might be           

waiting for your office to open in Japan. But I'll continue to share my experience with them.      

                                           

Have a wonderful evening. Thank you! Asato. July 20, 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                               

Hello Richard,                             
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As promised, I wanted to update you some more on NANO SOMA, as I mentioned that I was going to wait for a 

few more days to see what else it would do for me. Well, yesterday was                  day 14 since I started using 

NANO SOMA. The entire bottle is finished, and I am excited to give you   more       feedback!                        

                  

Since July 2020, I was dealing with allergy issues due to dust mites. My allergies were seriously acting up, so I 

was not able to eat and drink as often as I should since the beginning of the year.       Currently, I do not take 

any form of medication. The puffers/inhalers my doctor prescribed in October 2020 were not helpful after using  

them for a short while. My energy was low, but I got some relief         

from other forms of natural remedies that I took.                                              

                  

I also had to lie down often due to weakness in my body and pains in my joints. Then, in the early part of May  

2021, a friend and mentor of mine mentioned NANO SOMA and what it did and is doing for       others  he 

recommended it to. Now, after taking NANO SOMA, my joints are less painful and more flexible. I am taking 

longer walks and my appetite increased. I also noticed that I did not get a lot of menstrual pains during this 

month's cycle.   

This is the very first time I experienced such tremendous  relief, as I have always suffered from    

serious discomfort, cramps, and heavy pains during those delicate      

times. This is a miracle for me!!! I am very, very happy!!!             

                  

Also, one of my older sons experienced mental clarity and focus. The other one experienced cognitive   

improvement, alertness, mental clarity, more energy, and an increase in his appetite.                                  

My youngest son, whom I gave 2 sprays per day, experienced mental clarity as well.                                   
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 Isn't that awesome?     

I am fully on board and have already fallen in love with NANO SOMA! God bless you and Raghu       always and  

forever for doing such great work! I am grateful!!                                              

- 171 –     

                             

Regards, Sandria Gillespie. USA 20 July 2021.                                      

*********************************************************************                               
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  NANO SOMA results for me Day 7.                                                 

I have had to limit my activities due to my back which I mentioned to you        previously. I really couldn't walk    

more than half a block without sitting down. In the last 3 days, I have walked   distances of 15 blocks!                    

I enjoyed taking 30% less pain medicine.                                             

I hadn't slept more than 2 to 4 hours at a time for just about 2 years, and in the last 2 days, I  have      

slept 7 hrs and 7.5 hrs.               

I have a far clearer mind consistently.                                             

I have double the energy throughout the day without a low point in mid-afternoon which was        

customary for me… I would grind through it. I haven't had that for 3                            days now.                               
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My dog continues to do extremely well.                                              

After a time, I will have a biopsy done again to determine whether my lichen plans and lichen sclerosis will be 

gone.                                              

Thanks, Anahata Graceland, USA. 17 July 2021.                                  
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*********************************************************************                                

Hi Richard,                                  

                             

           

Thank you so much for bringing NANO SOMA to the world. I work as an FNTP  (functional nutritional    therapy 

practitioner) and I use food and nutrients to help people return to wellness. I take good care    of myself but 

have had difficulty nailing down the inflammatory cause of my hypothyroidism (despite  removing the foods to 

which I'm sensitive.) I've taken NANO SOMA for a month, and now have no     external markers for     

hypothyroidism.  (Pre-tibial oedema is a good test point. None now!)                 NANO SOMA seems to work for  

acute reactions to food sensitivities...Last night, I had        Pad Thai for  dinner from a local restaurant. A half- 

hour after dinner, my tongue                       

                       

was     swollen and sore. "Ugh," I thought, "food sensitivity!" I sprayed five sprays of NANO SOMA to          
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the back of my throat and five more directly on my tongue...I held it in my   mouth and didn't        swallow for 

about a minute. Very shortly thereafter, my tongue stopped aching and the swelling went away.     

This morning, I had no symptoms at all.                                    

Wow.                                              

Additionally, I noticed that my dream sleep returned almost immediately when I started taking              

NANO SOMA! I've told so many friends and clients about this! Thank you so much for      what you  do.      

                                    

Sincerely, Antoinette Caruso. 17 July 2021.                                           

*********************************************************************                                

Thank you so much, I love NANO SOMA. My teenage son has bad acne, and with one bottle which  he isn't even 

done with, his face has almost completely healed. He looks so good. He needs a heart    valve,     so I hope this    

helps that. He is very healthy despite this and has plenty of energy.                          

                             

I love how I feel all over.                                             
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Beverley Young. 10 July 2021.                            

*********************************************************************                               

 Shortly after starting NANO SOMA the regular problems of blocked sinuses and resulting headaches which I suffered 

from for years are no more. Even though I have run out for                the moment, the problems haven't come back 

(yet). And as for my thought processes,  well my days are so much more productive. Thank you.           

                  

Kind regards,                             

Kenton. 5 July 2021.                                

*********************************************************************                               

Hi everyone, I want to share my experience with NANO SOMA.                   

I have been taking this for a month now, and for me, it has been a painful process. I  was born with   what the 

doctors call Eczema, and have been on prescription Cortisol Cream since a child (I am 35    now). I have also 

been overprescribed antibiotics, and due to a lowered   immune system, I     have      been very susceptible to 

viral infections.                                           

Since taking NANO SOMA, it has brought forward viruses that I had no idea that I had, the worst       of 

which presented on my face. This was extremely painful whilst the virus was being           eradicated by the 

NANO SOMA. However, once it comes out it is gone forever. I just want to              warn you that unless you are 

in great health and have been all your life, it is highly likely that you    will            have a transition period 

where there will be some pain as the damaged cells are           identified and pushed to the surface to be shed.        

For me this is invaluable! A      

cure       
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for everything! It is worth the pain.                        
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This is a picture of my face while the virus was being shed and healing.                                

                       

                                            

                               

Jen. July 15, 2021.                                             

*********************************************************************                       

                                 

I am writing to tell you about one big thing NANO SOMA has done for me. I have                 
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Diabetes 2 and 3 months ago my A-1C blood test was up to 6.4. I have had it even higher than that in the past.    

After taking NANO SOMA for just one month (I also did the accelerated protocol that you do   if you have an 

affliction). The A-1C blood test I had taken 2 days ago, 3 months later than the last  test was down to 6.0, which 

shows my body is healing from Diabetes! I have also eaten a lot more       sweets during the last 3 months 

because I have an insane sweet tooth and having the A-1C going  back down to  6.0 is amazing! Normally it 

would have risen higher because of the number of sweets I have eaten! (Blame the sour gummy bears, lol!) Also, 

my Blepharitis has pretty well disappeared (a fungal infection of the eyelids)!                                       

                          

Ilse Barros 25 June 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************   

Dear Dr. Raghavan,                                             

My name is Kim Cooper. I am 62 years of age and I think I have Pneumonia; extremely bad chest              
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pains and struggle to breathe. I could only get up at 10 in the morning and it took me forever to get   ready for 

a  

job in which I work a few hours a day or when they need me. I am not overweight at all, so it defiantly was 

not a weight problem. Many, many nights I could not go to sleep because of  breathing problems and my heart 

rate would speed up. I was constantly on Disprins just to help with my heart rate, and I could not afford to go 

to the  doctor. I was anxious about everything, tense, and constantly nervous as well.  Everyone   suspected 

that I had a very bad dose of COVID19, and I just got worse and worse every day.                       

                           

I was invited to the NANO SOMA channel and I saw all the excellent results. I couldn't help myself, I was 

desperate for some kind of help, so I reached out to you. Not many          companies are doing well and I knew I 

would never have that kind of money. So, I reached   out and you gifted me two bottles. I was shaking so much 

when I received the 1st bottle and immediately took 5 sprays under my tongue, and 5 sprays every 4 hours as 

on the bottle,           including at night. I put my alarm on to take my sprays at night, and within 2 and a half    

days I     could breathe, and I started coughing up a  huge amount of stuff. My hair was falling out by the 

hand full. On the 4th day, my brush was   looking  much better and cleaner and my          daughter nearly 

fainted when I showed her. The 1st and  2 days on NANO SOMA I got a very high         fever. On the 1st and 

the 2nd day I had very bad headaches, the fever subsided by the          evening, but the headaches lasted for 

about 2 hours, maybe 3 hours, and then they subsided.     I continued to spray 5 sprays every four hours, even 

at night I woke up to spray religiously, and my healing began very quickly after 3 days.                              

Before I started on NANO SOMA, I was also extremely depressed and couldn't get out of bed, unless    I 

absolutely had to…. My body ached everywhere. Today, I arrived at work at noon and am doing         slides…. 

It's unbelievable. My energy level has increased.  I'm still a little slow and my depression   at   this moment has 

cleared up it seems. I felt I could no longer cope with life; it was just too hard to  get up every day. I felt 

exhausted 24/7 and struggled to breathe. I did spend a few hours on      Monday crying. It was like I had a pain 

in my heart…. that was Monday.                              

                              

But today I am doing slides, I cannot believe it myself.                                             

If there is anything that I can do in return for this gift please let me know as I have just been given  my life 

back and I am extremely grateful.                                       

                            

Kim Cooper, Cape Town, South Africa. 29 June 2021.                            

*********************************************************************                        

        In February of this year, I shattered my tibia and fibula bones while snow skiing. During the first surgery, they 

fitted me with an external fixation device to stabilize my leg. A month later,             I had a second surgery to  
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remove the external fixation and place the immobilization metal into  them.    Six months before my accident, I 

sprayed NANO SOMA internally twice per day - then post-surgery, I   began topical application directly to the 

injury site and post-hole infections as well.                                   

                           

To my amazement, all infections were resolved entirely within weeks, plus the need for pain         medications was 

significantly decreased. I experienced zero withdrawal symptoms coming off the      pharmaceutical drugs, and all 

of my muscle flexibility and my scars healed   quickly. I can also attribute a substantially better mood and a 

hopeful outlook that I know would not have been present  without NANO SOMA during this time.                  

                           

At my final doctor visit, he stated that I was "weeks ahead of schedule." I now enjoy mountain biking        

with no pain and notice only a slight loss of cardiovascular capacity, despite being sedentary for four        

months!                            

                           

My experience with NANO SOMA as an alternative medical practitioner has proven the importance   and vital 

necessity of this product needed on the planet today.                                             

                           

Gratefully yours,                                              

Glenn Streeter. 25 June 2021.                                   

*********************************************************************                                

Richard,                                             

                           

This is an update on my NANO SOMA use for the past months. I have had a Johnson and    Johnson shot adverse 

reaction 5 days post-injection, with a full-body rash that sent me to the ER      

/hospital for two days, with the only conclusion that it was the shot.   I had put NANO SOMA directly onto the    
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shot site and 5 squirts right after getting the shot. I do believe it stopped the reaction from          

being worse (somewhat itchy all over). I did report it to the Federal VAERS because I don't believe    that the 

hospital would report it.                                             



   

 

                           

My asthma is still reduced as reported previously, although I do get some symptoms at times (I live with a 

smoker). Applying NANO SOMA to some skin tags cleared them up right away, although some other ones 

popped up that I am now treating with direct sprays.                            

                           

My dog is doing well with her peripheral neuropathy and can walk longer distances now. All four legs are 

stronger, and she is happier and more playful. She continues to get 5 sprays a day on her food of   NANO 

SOMA and will continue. I highly recommend this for animals for all kinds of problems. I am             

 starting the other older (10-year-old) Rottweiler on it for his arthritis.               

                             

Lynn (Buffalo, NY). June 25, 2021                                  

*********************************************************************                           

Nano Puppy Miracle                                                
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After exposure to a COVID-vaccinated person, this lesion/ pustule appeared.                           
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It got worse over the next two days with dark black blood bruising under the skin around the blister       

and dark red blood inside raised portion, then full body tremors began lasting about two days.                   

          

After a week of spraying NANO SOMA on it, nano tremors disappeared, the lesion fully healed, and      

today there is no evidence of illness. The entire underbelly looks completely normal and behavior  and        

motor skills are normal for a 6-week-old puppy. Kate               

      

*********************************************************************      

  Dear Richard, Peace, and love be to you.                                             

I have used NANO SOMA in my eyes and ears with an eyedropper. My eyes are better with no redness   and 

in my ears, there is no more pain. I still have hearing loss. My blood pressure is very good. I walk every day 

or bicycle, I keep active. Thanks to NANO SOMA and Richard Presser.                        

Alvin Schultz June 13, 2021                          
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*********************************************************************                              

I received the METASOMER skin cream. It smells divine and feels amazing. Thanks so much!!!                   

 Blessings,                               Kerry Cassidy (Project Camelot), June 2021.                                   
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*********************************************************************                              

  

                              

                              

Dr. Presser,                                             

I wanted to share with you: I had a litter of puppies born 4-3-21 and one was born hypoglycaemic           

  

  

  



   

 

 - blood-red paws, 

face, etc.                                          

                                

Instead of using high fructose corn syrup to bring the glucose levels up, I felt called upon to              
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administer NANO SOMA to the newborn. I asked Spirit how much and it guided me to .075 mL-  basically a 

teeny drop. I put it on the puppy's lips and watched in awe and reverence as, before my very eyes, the 

pigment began to fill in the bloodred places.                                             

The puppy is developing normally with proper weight gain, nursing beautifully, and seems content.          

He looks just like his 9 siblings now, 6 days later.      

*********************************************************************                              

WOUND HEALING                                              

      

On January 4th, my 94-year-old mother was admitted to the hospital with a gash in her leg that went from her 

knee to her ankle. It was a horrendous wound and she was flown to Adelaide for major surgery and skin grafts.   

The area on where the grafts were taken from remained slow to heal.    

                               

     

                           

                          

Four months later the wound had not healed at all. As she was in care, the wound had been kept bandaged, so 

I was not able to see it.                                          
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Not being able to enter the facility due to the COVID restrictions had hindered me from keeping track of her 

progress.                                
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first thoughts were "gangrene!"                                             
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I immediately reached for the NANO SOMA and sprayed 3-4 sprays directly on the wound and rebandaged it 

before returning her to the Nursing Home. I had been attending daily and spraying 5 sprays of NANO SOMA in her 

mouth for the previous 6 days. I made a plan to speak with the Dr. urgently and work out what could be done for 

her wound. Today, I brought her home again and removed the bandage and could not believe my eyes.    

                           

Just 48 hours later, with nothing other than 3-4 sprays on NANO SOMA and reapplying    the bandage, this is 

what I discovered. Truly incredible change. Bear in mind it is now four months since she had the surgery with no 

sign of healing.                                

                           

                                        

                             

I CANNOT WAIT TO SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE THERE WILL BE IN ONE OR TWO WEEKS                               

TIME!                            

                           

Heather Wardale April 2021                                             

                                             

UPDATE! 13 May, 2021.                                        
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May 11th   - 9 days later                             

                                           

May 13th - 12 days later - After four months of not even looking like healing!   

Not to mention how painful it was!                                             

    

As the wound is from skin grafts the scarring may stay - however what we have experienced so far with the 

NANO SOMA, one cannot be sure if the scarring will remain!                            
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w    

Something else of interest is that she has had two very nasty falls in the past week. Normally she   would be 

"black and blue" with bruises from a fall. However, this time practically no bruising! Can   you believe that? I 

almost cannot! She has one dark bruise on her shin area that is all!                             

     

Heather Wardale, 13 May 2021.                              

  

*********************************************************************                               

I am Harish Kalambe, 41, living in Amrut Nagar, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai.  I am sharing my experience with    
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COVID-19.                                              

                           

On 29th June 2020, I felt feverish and it lasted for 3 days but the fever was gone as well as symptoms like 

itching in my throat and coughing.                                 

                                        

Then, on 2nd July 2020, I went to my family doctor, and he prescribed a few medicines - DV2K,             
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GABRON-XL, PARACETAMOL, GRANIFORCE MD & FAMOCID. Also, the doctor told     me to go for a CBC blood 

test.  

I took one dose of medicine on 3rd July 2020 and                                  

suddenly I felt a problem of breathlessness. Then it was confirmed that I was COVID19 positive. So, I moved to a  

separate room and called my cousin, Mr. Abhisekh, about my problem and requested he   help me get admitted 

to a COVID-19 hospital. He told me about the NANO SOMA Immune spray for    COVID-19 infected people.               

                                       

On 4th July 2020, I called the NANO SOMA representative in Mumbai to supply one bottle, and within an hour    
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I got the product and without wasting time, around 12:30 pm, I took 5 sprays in my mouth. I took NANO  

SOMA every 4 hours. I was having breathlessness while standing but no breathlessness when sitting and 

lying on the bed, but no breathlessness after the first 5 sprays of NANO SOMA.          

However, as soon as I stood up, the breathlessness would start immediately. This continued for two days and 

on the third day, it stopped. After I started NANO SOMA, I stopped all medicines. I took only one dose of 

prescribed medicines.                            

                           

Thanks to Dr. Raghu who invented NANO SOMA which is a wonderful product. On 9th July 2020, I went for a    
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COVID-19 test and it was negative and an antibody test on 13th July 2020 was positive, showing     

antibody presence at a value of                                       

12.9.                               

Thank you to the Discoverer of NANO SOMA, who saved my life and also money, I did not need hospital treatment.  

Thanks & regards, Harish July 2020.                           
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*********************************************************************                          Thank you   

again Dr Raghavan...I’m healing in record time. I’m seriously off my sinus meds, allergy      

  

meds, my inhaler, my blood pressure meds, my water pills for oedema and my anti-inflammatory  pills. I’ve    

cut my migraine and thyroid medicine by half.  I’ve had to cut my insulin in half because it was taking my blood   

sugars too low. It healed my face mask blisters, my earache, and I’ve lost 10    pounds, and I am now taking less 

pain meds.                                              

Tina Wilkes, June 2021.                               

*********************************************************************                          Dear  

Richard, I just finished my 4th bottle of NANO SOMA! I must say that I felt it working          the very first spray! I 

have more energy, I feel healthy inside and out! I need to order more, but have to        
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wait until payday! I gave a bottle to my friend and she loves  it! I can tell when I don't use NANO         SOMA! 

I don't feel as good! As soon as I get paid, I will be ordering more!                                   

NANO SOMA is a great product!                                              

                           

Kind Regards,                            

Sonda Reed June 17, 2021.                        
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*********************************************************************                          I received 

mine yesterday. My spray chamber did not work. I had a syringe because I'm   an insulindependent diabetic since 

6y/o... I'm half a century now. My sugars have been   out of control forever...my A1c is 12 (normal is 6-8). I    

lost my leg due to slow healing.                                           

                           

My blood sugar was 545 (very high) last night. I used the syringe to aspirate 1ml (equals 5 sprays)           
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f             

the NANO SOMA... put it under my tongue (quickest way to get into my body) and slept. This        

morning I checked my sugar. It was 99. (Normal range: 80-120). I feel great.                            

                           

I will keep track of my blood sugars to make sure I'm on right track.                             
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I've been trusting Creator God for healing for at least half my life. This is the door                              

God opened for me. I'm walking through it. This is my testimony so far.                                 

                           

June Glover, May 2021.                           

*********************************************************************                        

Dear Richard,                                             

My writing to you today is a testimonial of the truly amazing results that NANO SOMA produces. I 

am not going to repeat what others have said about it.                                             

I shared with you and Raghu my test data from my body scan and it shows amazing health 

improvements. What it cannot show is the other changes occurring to the human                            

body.                                 

                                       

As you are aware from a past letter to you, I suffered lifelong idiopathic scoliosis to my lumbar 

spine.             

           

         

The curve was at 40 degrees in the lumbar region. For those who don't know of the disease, it 

can be    debilitating, putting it mildly.                                             

One of the conditions for the cause is a muscular imbalance in either lower region of the back and 

buttocks. The brain cannot send signals for the muscles to grow and stabilize the cavity.                         
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In my situation, from childhood, I suffered from the get-go. I will leave out the details.                            

You have the full story.                                             

Last year, I used my VPN to research childhood scoliosis and muscular disease and I found out from            

CDC reports released outside the US that the POLIO VIRUS was induced in the vaccine! It is not a 

natural disease. So, many children were vaccinated and many got sick or died as a result of the jab. 

Then I pieced it all together. I suffered a mild form of POLIO - not enough to incapacitate me, but 

enough to cause me much suffering.                                             

My right-side muscle systems were deformed and underdeveloped; so, as I grew older the condition        

accelerated.                                    

                                      

As a result of my decision to follow my spiritual path and study REIKI and QUANTUM                            

TOUCH, I began to understand and keep myself active as much as possible.                                            

Last summer, after 6 months with NANO SOMA, I began to lose weight and become fitter.                      

At 70 years young, I had knee issues and with Richard's help, those conditions were cured.                     

In September, I was fit enough, so we decided to sell our big home and downsize. In                               

November, we moved into a beach house rented for the winter on the ocean in upper                              

 New England. Living on the ocean, allows me to enjoy the real world with no   

demands.       In January 2021, I began to notice my lower muscles on my right side are  

growing to normal size, and my balance is normal and I have no back pain.                                           

I can now flex my lower muscles independently, which was impossible before. NANO SOMA is 

flushing out all the damage done over many years.                                             

Mind you, I have refused any vaccination since I was 18 (I never trusted the system).        So, in 

closing, this is starting year two on NANO SOMA and we will see what comes of things.                          

Richard, I will say it again. You and NANO SOMA saved my life.                                             

Warm Regards, Charlie Zevitas February 2021.                            

*********************************************************************                            
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Richard,                                             

   

Rarely, and I speak as someone who has passionately sought out the truth about nutrition and diet 

for over 45 years, do you encounter a novel yet ubiquitous element, properly prepared and 

packaged for the average person: NANO SOMA.                                    

My experience with this product is so profound that words will only approach my experience.               

After using for a couple of days, consuming five sprays about five times per day, I noticed that a   

tenyear-old injury was suddenly gone. This injury to my left thumbnail separated the nail from the     

bed and was unsightly to me. I noticed it every day. I had tried everything to remedy this injury and 

nothing worked, for ten years. I can only attribute it to stimulation of my endogenous stem cell    

production.                           

                           

My clarity and ability to think through complicated issues as well as my focus was also enhanced 

past what I thought was possible and it lasts all day; no slump. Coffee will not achieve these levels 

of focus or clarity. And after taking it for about 2 months, my clarity has improved even more.                 

                                        

Another issue for me was what appeared as a dark spot on my right leg, small at first 30 or 40 years 

ago, it grew from about 1/8th inch in diameter to about 1.5 inches in diameter.    This spot, 

whatever the cause, only seemed to grow regardless of what I treated it with.                                  

Now it is barely visible and almost gone after a month.                                             

My friends who've used NANO SOMA at my insistence have also found remarkable and even 

unheardof results as their bodies have suddenly switched on, from diabetes to thyroid issues 

resolving themselves within days.                                

                                        

My understanding of health and the body tells me the product is not a nutrient or doing anything. It's 

your body. Nano Soma is merely a messenger, like a ringing bell, alerting the almost perfect human    

system to turn on and off when needed. We possess all of the necessary ingredients to have     

remarkable health; however, life, environment, and a myriad of other items have negatively  
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influenced our systems. NANO SOMA signals the    system to turn on and that's amazing.                      
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Profound thanks to you and Raghu for your dedication and for bringing this product to market.             

It's a gift for all mankind and no wonder a shrine was constructed 5,600 years ago to its origin.            

We've forgotten many things in history, even as our bodies have forgotten, and now     NANO SOMA      

is our wake-up call to health and vitality.                                      

                             

Regards,                            

David G, May 2021.                             

*********************************************************************                           

Good morning from this side of the world!                                                

I am absolutely loving this product! I have more energy and focus and have only used it for 3 or 

4 weeks! The results are noticeable, and I can sense my demeanour shifting the moment I spray 

it into my mouth! I have 3 bottles, but will be sure to replenish this when I am getting low!                    

                                            

Be well! Julie Boehr March 2021.                             

*********************************************************************                           

Hello Richard,                                             

I live in a small community, and I believe most in this community and even most of my friends think 

of me as a conspiracy theorist and do not believe anything that I believe. I         wore a mask twice 

to see my premature granddaughter in the hospital. She was born on                   

March                                 
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21st. She is tiny, 5 pounds 3 oz today and, doing fine. Luckily, I have a daughter who 

watched             “Shot in the Dark” a vaccine documentary and did not vaccinate her son 

nor is                          she  vaccinating this tiny one. That was my birthday present to me if 

she would watch it and fortunately, she did. It horrified her to see infants doing well and 

getting the vaccines and becoming gurgling and unresponsive babies.                                                      

                                                   
Most people see me as that lady who will not conform to wearing a mask and is harming them.             
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When people wear masks, it makes it quite easy to just pass people by as we cannot 

see who they are anyway. Conversations have disappeared.                                             

                                             

So, for me to tell anyone about NANO SOMA would not be very productive.  I have lost weight 

using it and I was 135 and now 120. I am more agile and I am soon to be 70. I can get up off the 

floor, now, with ease. People say I am looking younger. I have always                             been in 

pretty good health and have not been on any medication because I think it is all  crap and is only 

harmful.                                                                                      

So, I will continue to use it as I believe it is helping me stay younger.                                             

                                             

The consciousness we are inside of is a challenge for all of us that are awake to it. But it will 

change, and NANO SOMA will play its part, IMO.                                             

                                             

 Cheers Donna, April 2021.                       

*********************************************************************                            

Hi Richard,                                             

I have allergies every year and every year I have had to take antihistamines from March to June.           

And this year, since March, I took only 3 pills, so far. Last year I had to take them every 24 

hours.        So, something going on in my system. And the only thing I take is NANO SOMA.  

I think it has an        impact on my health.                                             

 Suthida, April 2021.                       

*********************************************************************                         

I just wanted to share with you: I learned about NANO SOMA from Jeff Daugherty and I 

ordered a bottle. Then, a few days later I ordered 6 more to give to family members and 
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a friend whose son is extremely autistic. The first day taking NANO SOMA, I noticed that 

I had so much energy like when I was in my early 20's, again. I have now been taking it 

for a month and I cannot be more pleased with this product and I tell   everyone that I 

can about it. It is a miracle product. I would love a chance to be an affiliate for your 

product.                                             

Stephanie, April 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                              

On a small front, I put 2 sprays of NANO SOMA into my largish bird bath, along with the usual    

CO2 (plasma water from the GANS of CO2), and the water has remained utterly clear and pure    

for over a week, despite birds using it. It normally starts to ferment by the end of the day if it is 

warm weather. The bowl itself has not gathered any green slime, etc. Small, practical...but still 

proves the product, doesn’t it?                                              

                                             

Warm regards, Susan                                             

*****************************************************************                                

Richard,                                             

I have been taking NANO SOMA for about three months, now, and have just started my Rottweiler 

on it. My results have been varied but I have noticed a decrease in my asthma reactions although I 

do live with a smoker who smokes in the house. I still   react to the smoke but have had less general 

coughing and need for my rescue inhaler for most of my asthma symptoms otherwise, which is 

great! More recently with spring   allergy season, I have noticed a greatly reduced reaction to my 

usual allergens, especially the huge Magnolia tree just outside our front door! Along with using 

colloidal silver, I am in the process of curing a UTI over the past week, which I attribute to both the 

NANO SOMA and the silver without antibiotics, yeah!!                                             

My dog has had for over the past year a progressive peripheral neuropathy, with weakness 

occurring in all four legs. She is only 3 years old. She has gone through extensive joint and blood 

testing with no definitive results. My diagnosis is neuropathy because I have seen it in adults as an 

Occupational Therapist for over 42 years (now retired). I put her on the NANO SOMA, 5 squirts once    
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a day for the past 3 weeks and already she is walking up on her feet and not her "wrists" and  

wanting to walk for longer distances. Her personality has brightened, and she is more herself, 

playful and joyful! I can't wait to see her get better! So, for those out there wondering if animals 

can use NANO SOMA; Yes, they can!! My cat has glaucoma, which has turned for the worse, so I 

am going to try it with him.                           

Just have to figure out how to get it into him (LOL). I will keep you updated on all our progress.            

                                

 Lynn, April 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                  Hi!  

Richard, I just wanted to give you a brief update as my husband, son and I have just started using  

NANO SOMA. I have been in the healing field all my life and people call me for help from all over. 

Well!! No need now!! There is NANO SOMA. My husband, and son, use 5 sprays a day, and I, 7 

sprays, just because I like the number 7 lol!                                              

                                  

My husband and I are in our early 60's and I hope we are in pretty good shape. Anyway, my husband 

had some squamous cell on his back that for a year now I've been using Curaderm cream on it 

(eggplant cream). It's supposed to work on basal cells and squamous cells, but it just never quite 

could get all of it. I used the NANO SOMA on it and it's absolutely drying up completely and going 

away. So happy about that!                                              
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For me, I had a bad haemorrhoid from childbirth that I used so many different methods to clear up.     

Well, I noticed it's barely there anymore!! I know that might be too much information for some   

people, but anyone that has them, which are many, will know how exciting this can be to have this 

go.                            

We all notice more energy, better sleep, our blood sugar i-s much better balanced as cravings for 

sweets and the energy dumps have dropped off for all 3 of us, maybe a bit of weight loss, which is  

great. Now my son, ADHD, low-level anxiety, leans towards seasonal affective disorder, he seems 

just  all around balanced better, much calmer, notice end-of-day not so worn out, sleeping better, 

body not aching from physical work, mood better.                                      We are looking forward to        

    

continued healing. Very impressed so far and it's only been 2 weeks! I feel so blessed that I was led to 

finding NANO SOMA and I return the blessing by passing this on to others for their healing and better 

health.                                                                                    

 Thank you!                                  

 Julia                                        

*****************************************************************                                  

                                       

Hello Richard,                                             

YES!!! I am having great results with the NANO SOMA and have been taking it now for                           

10 weeks.                                              

                                             

During the first week, I had a few days of sore eyes, dizziness, earache, very tired, dragging my 

body around, and the NANO SOMA tasting like soap! A week later, the soap taste is    almost like 

water, my energy levels are very high and continue to be so, and I can do  whatever/whenever I 

want... Such a Blessing! Also, an old arm soreness when raised above                                     

the shoulder reappeared about week 8. I applied NANO SOMA to the skin in that area 2x for one 

day... it went away but came back a week later, so I put on more all around the arm and shoulder 

3x/day for 3 days and it suddenly disappeared.                                             

Also, I need less sleep. Also, my food preferences have changed. It was noticeable when I 

installed my DPE100 but was much more pronounced since starting the NANO SOMA. I 

used to eat a lot of meat while on the Paleo diet a few years ago and the last couple of 

years, I've wanted a little less but since the NANO SOMA, I detest meat - it makes me 

cringe! The same goes for all cravings, almost addictions to dairy, grains, processed 
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foods, highly sweet things, alcohol... also for going on the internet/social media...It has 

all fallen away...                   

                                             

I feel like there is now a definite choice and I at long last feel like I AM FREE!All I want to eat now 

is wonderful, delectable healthy fresh fruit and vegetables and manage my time in a much more     

productive way. It helps to manage sleepiness while traveling and makes a good deodorant, too!         

                                             

I am so thankful for NANO SOMA and all the Light Beings of the Most- High who enabled this to 

come to Earth at this time for the Highest Good of All.                                             

                                             

And thank you so much, Richard, for bringing these things to our part of the world.                                  

Very much appreciated.                                             

                                             

Love, Sunshine, Rainbows, and Hugs                                        

Theresa Beecroft                                   

*****************************************************************                                 

Richard,                                             

This product is amazing. My hair is growing and darker, my vision has changed from   20/30 to 

20/20, I feel better, more energetic, my sleep is excellent. I am on my 2nd bottle. I do 3 sprays in the 

morning and 2 in the evening and will keep doing this till my last day on this planet.                 

Thank you for introducing me to this product, you are a godsend. Please stay safe.                                 

Walt Bruyn                                   

*****************************************************************                                  

                                            

Hi Richard,                                              

It truly is a miracle; I am ready to order 3 more bottles next week. The results are amazing. I wish I 

knew about this 10 years ago. I am 73 and people say I look like I am in my late 50s/early 60s. I feel 

a lot better, have more energy, no COVID-19 and I sleep well. Again, thank you for recommending 

this product. Please stay safe.                                             

                                             

Walt Bruyn, January 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  
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I sure am feeling so good with NANO SOMA, I can just about do everything but walk; thank you,      

Richard. I'm trying to figure how to get more. It is not a drug but it is my lifeline.  I don't hurt much  

anymore; missing having both legs.                                             

Barry, April 2021.                              

*****************************************************************                                 

Dear Richard,                                   

                                

My mom is 85 years old; she gets terrible bruises from the smallest thing. Well, well, she 

was not even on NANO SOMA for a week when she knocked her hand against a chair and as 

usual, we were   expecting a HUGE nasty bruise. It did not happen!! She got a tiny bruise 

and when I sprayed a little      

NANO SOMA on it the next day… (she was taking it orally, too), it started to go away!!!                         

                                

Do you know what kind of miracle this is? It normally takes a bruise on my mom MONTHS to 

disappear. I can't wait until the cream comes out, too. Also, could NANO SOMA possibly firm the 

skin? Especially when applied topically? After this, I have high hopes.                                               

WOW!! We are wondering what new miracles will happen next.                                             

                                             

THANK YOU,                           

Carla, April 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                 

Dr. Presser,                                             

I'm not sure where to even begin. I began to feel things breaking down in my body almost a year ago 

- I won't bore anyone with the myriad of details - but I've been keenly aware that my biggest   

issues the last few months have been liver, gall bladder, stomach, and intestine/colon  

issues. More than that - I began noticing how sore and stiff I was getting out of bed in the mornings 

in addition    

to all the liver/gut issues - more than likely a lymph system that was pure sludge...                      

                                             

For over a year, on a scale of 1 to 10, I have lived with a pain level of 5 to 8... at times going from 8 to  
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10 - finding some relief from my Acupuncturist and my Chiropractor, who does more energy work than  

"cracking bones." But never being 100% pain-free. I couldn't make it through the day    

 without a nap from an hour to 2 hours... sometimes needing to sleep all day... brain fog - a 

depression that I was on a downhill slide that I wouldn't be able to come back from...    

                                             

I first became aware of NANO SOMA a few months ago concerning COVID-19 - and interested in the 

results - but as I began to read the multitude of testimonials - and what it was helping people for - 

you had another person say "it was literally calling out to me" - and it did... I too have an extreme 

and highly developed "intuition" - my body talks to me all the time... and it seemed to be screaming 

for  

this.                                             

                                             

I wasn't prepared to be writing to you so soon - but had to. My product arrived yesterday - and 

having read the protocol - I knew I would "listen to my body" - I also read on the protocol about the 

time that you might go through a healing crisis - having been through many of those in my life - I 

knew I had to be careful - I have THE most important appointment in my life coming up that will be 

requiring a sharp mind and a pain-free body as possible - not knowing the exact day of the 

appointment - but knowing it is soon - I  had to go by instinct in my dosages to ensure I would not be 

in the middle of a healing crisis at the time I was called for this appointment...                                         

                                             

Knowing all that was wrong with my body - I fully prepared to give NANO SOMA a good 30 to 60      

days to feel any difference.       

Well - I received my product yesterday at 12:30 pm - took my first dose at 12:35 pm - and            

           

"intuitively" took another dose before bed. I woke up at 1 am thirsty - got a drink and upon     

   returning                   

to bed - laid there for a moment and realized - upon going to bed my pain level exceeded a 15 - (I   

was in crisis) but at that moment at 1:00 am - I realized I was literally in NO PAIN - none - got out of  

bed this morning - with NO PAIN... this was 12 1/2 hours after my first dose! My energy level and   

mental acuity are off the charts!     I do not doubt that the other major issues will begin to resolve    

themselves sooner than later. My Acupuncturist has always told me that she's never had a patient   
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whose body knew what it needed, wanted, and responded to so clearly and quickly - and I got to   

experience that again – first-hand with NANO SOMA... in LESS than 13 hours...                                       

                                             

Thank you seems so inadequate - but thank you... rest assured I will keep you posted on my 

progress...                                             

                                             

Susann Turnbull, April 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                   

                                           

Unfortunately, I had the first Pfizer COVID-19 injection. within minutes I felt lightheaded and             

24 hours later, I broke out in itchy burning hives which lasted for seven weeks. (until I started    NANO 

SOMA) The doctors had me on IV antihistamine 60 mg… two other prescribed       oral antihistamines 

with no prevail. Then a friend suggested NANO SOMA.                                   

(Drum roll.)                                 

48 hours later I woke up and noticed a shift. I was not burning or itching or even breaking out in             

hives. I am so elated.                                             

 Silvana, April 2021.           

*****************************************************************             
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Hello Sir,                                             

I am Ganesh and I work as a Sub-Engineer at MCGM, 31, living in Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai.                  

I wish to share my experience with COVID-19.                                              

                                

On the evening of Thursday, 18th June 2020, I felt a problem of breathlessness, so I talked with 

some   of my friends about this problem. Some of them suggested to me that this kind of problem 

may occur due to wearing a mask for a long time, and they also suggested that I take steam with 

added cloves and cinnamon, and also told me to take milk with turmeric. I followed those steps, 

after which I felt  better in the morning; the problem of breathlessness was reduced.                              

                                             

About that time, I began wondering – is this related to COVID-19? But I didn't have other   

symptoms such as a fever, cough, etc., so I thought this breathlessness problem is due to wearing a 

mask for a long time. Still, to avoid the risk with my colleagues, I didn't go to the office on Monday,  

and when I felt I didn't have much of a problem with breathlessness and didn't have any other  

COVID-19 symptoms, I decided to go to the office on Tuesday. But, again, in the evening of Tuesday 

23rd June 2020, I felt the problem of breathlessness and the next morning I felt some body pain and 

minor fever after waking up. With such symptoms, I decided not to go to the office and to take 

complete rest (still I wasn't sure whether I have COVID-19 or not). I was living with my wife and she 

took care of me, giving me steam regularly, adding cloves, cinnamon and providing turmeric milk. 

While resting I was feeling better, but after walking and working, the breathlessness and body pain   

problems returned.                                              

                                             

With this experience, I tried to take maximum rest and minimum movement. The symptoms 

continued until Saturday morning. In addition, my wife Ruchita, 24, experienced a breathing 

problem and a sore throat on Saturday morning (27th June 2020), so on the same day, we 
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decided to have a COVID-19 test. For testing, we went to MCGM's Rajawadi Hospital, 

Ghatkopar, Mumbai, where they took our samples  

(throat swab) and after hearing of our symptoms, the doctors prescribed medicines.    

The next day, 28th June 2020, we received our reports, in which my wife Ruchita Shelke 

detected positive and I tested negative. The doctors also checked our chest xrays and said 

the xrays were clear and normal. Since my wife was COVID-19 positive, the doctors gave 

her  10 tablets of HCQ for five days (1 for morning and 1 for evening), in addition to 

medicines prescribed on the previous day.                                             

                                

On 29th June 2020, we received a phone call from another doctor, who asked where would my wife 

like to be admitted, but as we live in a 3-room house where Ruchita could stay in a separate room, 

the doctor agreed to home quarantine, and also he advised us to take medicines, which were 

suggested on 27th June 2020 (the course of which we had started on the afternoon of 27th June  

2020) and HCQ given on 28th June 2020 (the course of which Ruchita started on the evening of 

28th June 2020). Now, with rest and medicines (we completed the course of prescribed 

medications), my inlaws provided meals that helped us to rest and provided us with good food. 

From 27th June, we started regularly to take hot drinking water, gargling with hot salt water, 

turmeric milk, kaadha, and two times steam with cloves, cinnamon, and Nilgiris oil; we are still 

practicing these things.                                      

                                

After hearing of our problems, my officers Shri Ramesh Deshmukh Sir and Shri Ramesh Kurhade  Sir 

suggested and also provided 'NANO SOMA NUTRACEUTICAL' to us. We received this bottle on the 

evening of 01 July 2020 and as per the recommendation, I started to take  

5 sprays 6 times a day, my wife takes 6 sprays 2 times on 1st July, 5 sprays 6 times on 2nd  

July, 6 sprays 7 times each on        

3rd and                    

4th July.                                              

                                             

In my case, after taking the 1st spray on the evening of 1st July, the problem of my blocked nose 

was gone after 1 or 2 hours, also my problem of breathlessness was reduced drastically from 

the morning of 3rd July 2020. In the case of my wife, she was feeling very weak from 28th June 

to 3rd July; from 4th July her weakness was reduced.                           

She had a sore throat and a little weakness and breathlessness                             
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(breathlessness is not continuous and intensive, occurring mostly before sleeping at  night and 

for a few times during the day) up to 20th July 2020. From that date. we have both felt very 

well and completely recovered from COVID-19.                                             

                                             

Thanks to NANO SOMA and Dr. Raghavan, sir, for such a wonderful innovation.                                        

                                    

Thanks, and regards, Ganesh S.                                   

*****************************************************************                                 

Hello Richard,                                             

I called a lot of friends and told them about my ankle. They all ordered NANO SOMA.                             

Three ordered 12 bottles, the others ordered 5 bottles.                                             

I originally ordered 5 bottles and then, after my extremely painful ankle became painfree, just less 

than an hour after 5 sprays of NANO SOMA... I ordered 12 bottles more. I don't ever want to be 

without.                                             

                                             

Many blessings, Jane R - in Phoenix, Arizona                  February               

2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                 

                                            

Dear Richard:                                             

                                

I have not been using the product for long. I'll just tell you small surprises.                                            

                                

My arthritis pain on my third finger right hand is not painful anymore, just a bit stiff.                        

My stuffed- up sinuses have improved and the pain across my forehead is gone.                      Also, 

on Sunday I stepped right out of the bath, instead of having to haul myself out by using a bar 

attached to the bath.                                              

                                

Pretty good, eh! I am now taking 3 sprays in the morning and 2 in the evening. This is the best I can 

do for now.                                

                                             

Blessings,                                   

Kathleen, February 2021.                                  
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*****************************************************************                                  

                           

I have had psoriasis, eczema, and seborrhoea all my life.  I have improved my skin a lot over the years 

because of the work I do.  However, there have been a couple of large spots on my scalp that have been 

hard to shift.  I started spraying the NANO SOMA on them about 6 weeks ago, daily.  The improvement is 

very encouraging.  One spot has almost gone and the other is reducing.  I hope they will both disappear very 

soon.  It's a shame I don't have before and after pictures, but I didn't think to take them.  Of course, I will 

re-order when I need to but, now, I still have 2 bottles left. I also believe you can cut out many other forms 

of medication if you take the NANO SOMA, but this is    very particular to the individual.                                 

                           

Blessings,                             

Barb, February 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Dear Richard,                                             

Thank you for your message. I started using NANO SOMA a week ago and although I was quite fit    already, I 

feel more relaxed, mentally sharper, have better concentration and, have more                        

stamina during sport. I will certainly order NANO SOMA again!                                             

                                             

Best regards,                                   

Erik, February 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  

                                  

I have already reordered once and am getting ready to do so again quite soon.                                 

NANO                                  

SOMA is amazing stuff! I had Morgellons for around 3 years, a year and a half before  I figured 

out what it was. It broke 2 of my teeth and ravaged my hair. The other day,  a friend of mine 

commented that my hair is starting to look more like it used to. My sleep is better, and I 

generally have more energy. I notice NANO SOMA    

  becoming   less        *****************************************************************       bitter. I 

also have a growth or tumor on my hand. It's big and people have been  bugging me             to                    
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go to the doctor and have it removed. I don't think that's a good idea. I've been spraying it with NANO SOMA 

and it's starting to come apart. Pieces of it are coming off. I'd love to   have the cream or gel for it but spraying 

works, too.                                             

    

    

                                             

Lorie, January 2021.                                  

                                            

Hello,                                   

                                            

Nisha here. For the past week, I have been suffering from food intolerance, which caused diarrhea. As a result, I 

was admitted to the hospital for 2 days. Following this, I was tested for  COVID-19, and it was positive. Murli 

sir recommended NANO SOMA to me and gave me instructions on how to consume it. After taking his advice 

and medication, I am completely recovered after just 36 hours. I will have results by Monday for both the   

COVID19 and antibody tests.                                          

Thank you, sir, and NANO SOMA.                                    

August 22, 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                                 

Hi Richard                                             

The function of my Islets of Langerhans is now 97% today! (This illustrates Deb’s recovery from        

Type I diabetes.) I’m almost there!                                                                   

I have to say that while the process up until 70% was easy and quite joyful, it has since been extremely tough and 

there were times when momentarily I fleetingly felt like it would be easier to be an insulin-dependent diabetic.                                           

*****************************************************************                                 
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It has required an intense reality check on this life and past lives. Life itself and my outward circumstances have 

construed in the direction of my healing. I am working with the people that I  have karma with. I have had to   

                                                   

make some very difficult life decisions about personal boundaries and where I draw the line especially with 

being treated disrespectfully by people.                                    

                                             

I could not have achieved this so rapidly without the friendship and support of my friend and partner Greg, who 

is also a wizard at clearing psycho-spiritual shadow, spanning this and many past lives.                              

                                            

I am blessed to have NANO SOMA and the health benefits, which have improved my quality of life immensely. I 

am taking negligible amounts of insulin, now. Soon it will be none as my body continues to adapt to a new state 

of being. This process so far   has been about three and a half months from a pitiful 12% function to now almost 

there at                           

97%.                                                                   

Thank you, Richard. I will stay in touch. So grateful to Raghu.                                      

                                         

Best Wishes - Deb Walsh, May 2020.       A different                       

Deb…                                             

                                

Dearest Richard,                                              

I feel so good. I got off of one of my blood-pressure pills which was twice a day. I've noticed my hair issue 

seems to be reversing, also, which is wonderful coz I've used colouring for over 30 yrs.           I have more 

energy, the palpitations are pretty much gone, except now and then. And I am getting younger!                               

Thank you so much Richard for introducing me to NANO SOMA! Love,                         

Light & Many Blessings,                                       

                           

Deb, July 2020.                                

*****************************************************************                                 

Dear Richard,                                             

My husband was cleaning the soffits of our house with a bleach formula. While on a   ladder and 

looking up with his hat and goggles on, a drop found its way into his eye.   It was very painful. After 

rinsing his eye for at least 15 minutes, I had him spray some NANO SOMA into his eye. It burned like 

crazy! He continued spraying NANO SOMA under his tongue for 3 days.             

By day 5, the redness and pain went away and his vision was back.                                      

He is now a believer!                                             
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Thanks much, Richard and Raghu also for producing such a wonderful product.                                           

                                             

Love to you both,                                        

Nancy G., January 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                                  

       

Dear Richard,                                             

                                       

         

I have been using NANO SOMA since last Fall on my ears and eyes. I had pain in my ears and it’s now gone, 

though I still have hearing loss it is better. My eyes had lots of itching and redness. Both the itching and 

redness are gone.  Thank you, Richard, for NANO SOMA.                                       

                               

In love and light,                                              

Alvin, February 2021.                             

     

       

*****************************************************************                                  

                                            

Absolutely thrilled. My results are mind-blowing, and I am only heading into week 3 of use. I purchased an 

entire year’s worth of product. I understand not only the science but the spirituality behind it all. This is a 

blessing from another dimension. I can’t wait to share. Otherwise, speechless.          

                                             

Update - I continue to be impressed with my healing response following the dosing protocol provided and in 

another 5 days will have a month’s use in my body. Feels like it’s been much longer and almost can’t remember 

what I felt like without this magic.                                             

                                             

Gratefully, Kate, April 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                

  

     I'm in my third week, or is it the fourth, of my first bottle. I have three new bottles to go (until I purchase 

again). The cancer on my face is almost all miraculously imperceptible. My mental clarity is   improving and I    

feel healthier overall. None of this surprises me. I will be surprised if I don’t feel even better in a few    more 

weeks. I feel I “salt” or “seed” my being through the sprays in my mouth. I don’t know where I    most need 
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*****************************************************************                                  

I've been through a lot of stuff in my life. I’m a Retired Navy Amputee and it's just that I am starting to get a 

little more done. I can lift both arms above my head (I have not been able to raise my arms for about 20 years 

or so) and I feel more alert. It does help with what amputees call phantom pain; body functions are getting 

better. Overall, I feel like I am more energetic.                         Works like crazy.    

Sold me, buddy.                                                                    

Thank you very much...                                    

Barry, April 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                                   

                                      



 

 

    

This is my second order for NANO SOMA. I have been noticing that my eyesight has changed for the better. I 

still need reading glasses, but I no longer need glasses to watch TV anymore.                    

I just wanted to let you know that NANO SOMA really works.                                             

                                             

Best Regards,                           

Dora Chu, February 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                             

I have just completed the start-up regime and will continue to monitor progress. I have to say that most of my 

joints have improved. The worst ones are my knees and  I’m still struggling with them...         

energy levels are greatly improved. On another level, I feel more                            

"present".                                              

                                             

I had a bone density scan a month ago and the results were better than the one I had in 2008!!! I can only 

attribute this to NANO SOMA.  Considering rheumatoid arthritis has been with me for over 40 years, think I am 

doing well. Not sure how long I have been taking it. Your records will tell. I would like to know as well 

(December 2019).  I’ve been enjoying your info on the Planet situation and keeping a close eye on that 

constantly.                                           

                                             

Kindest Regards                                             

Carol James, February 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                         

    Great news, Richard - I had my last spray this morning - I will reorder the minute I receive your email to say  

we are good to go. Marcus and I walked 11km (door to door) last Sunday - out to            Bunnings to get a 

sausage sanga - big day out ha-ha!!! This Sunday I am doing the virtual        

City2Surf  Walk with a friend - 14km over Rocky Hill (the biggest hill in town - where  the War Memorial    

stands).      

  

                           

Normally, I do the Sydney “City to Bondi Beach” each year - I have done it 8 times.                                   

                                             

I figure something must be working as a few months ago, I did not think it was even a remote possibility. I was 

relieved when the real one was canceled in August this year.                                            

                                             

Many thanks                                             

Rose, October 2020.                                  

  

*****************************************************************                   

    Last week, Sylvia, whilst walking our woofer along the High Street, encountered a young couple. They 

walked out into the road to avoid her, social distancing, and she acknowledged them… Not  seeing    where she 

was walking, she tripped on the wobbly paving at the Stables Theatre car park entrance. She fell. Her injuries 

were extensive. Head, eyebrow, nose, wrist (bad), knee, and ankle. Her forehead, nose, and knee were 
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lacerated. She was lucky not to have broken her wrist. The extensive bruising was distressing, as you can 

imagine.                                              

                                             

The shock was not pleasant at all!!! She managed to get home alright. Later, when she was cleaned up and 

settled with a cup of tea, I suggested we spray her with NANO SOMA. She was reluctant, not     believing it 

would do any good. Three days later, cuts all healed, all bruising gone. Her knee scabbed well and now no 

discomfort from her bruises, either.                                   

She is sleeping well, too.                                              

                                             

For me, my right shoulder doesn’t discomfort me anymore and I am sleeping the whole night.         

Before, I managed only two hours before distress and awakening. Usually, my hand would be numb, too, and 

rheumatism in the middle finger joint would be painful.                                     

All gone. Sylvia is 78 and I am 84.                                             

                                               

Yours Aye! Michael, July 2020.                                     

Update from Michael:                                             

Hello. Richard again I am content with NANO SOMA. My energy level has remarkably increased. I am doing 

arduous work and am quite tirelessly more active and stronger, and am amazed, too.          

The          arthritic right hand is not giving me any difficulty anymore.                                            

                                             

Thank you,                                             

Michael, August 2020.                               

  

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Sylvia fell and fractured her left radial on the 24th of August. Plaster off 6th October. The surgeon was  amazed at 

her healed arm. It's still hurting but she's back to normal. This is a good report.               
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                        Michael.                                

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Hello Richard!                            

Thank you for your email with the new testimonials. It reminded me that I should be sore today            

because I went cross-country skiing two days ago and I just realized I'm not even sore! I'm        thinking    the 

NANO SOMA may have something to do with it! What a pleasant surprise! I           expected to be quite sore 

because this is a new activity for this 65year-young body and I skied probably two or three miles. I couldn't 

be happier to have accomplished this type of recovery when         

I was certain I had overdone it.                                              

                                             

Best Regards,                                             

Debbie, January 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

Dear Richard,                                             

I love the product. It has connected with me in an unusual way. From the beginning, I felt a calling to take it, 

and I mean it. I felt "It" was asking me to use it. This type of connection has never  happened before with any 

other product I have used. It is as if it is communicating with me at my     cellular level. I feel it is protecting me 

from the virus                               

(COVID19). My question is on pricing and the reason I am looking into the price is that I see myself using it for a 

long time so the price makes a difference. Right now, I am ordering the 3bottle bundle.            
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Maria, January 2021.                                       

With time, we expect the pricing to come down, although probably not in the next 12 months.                      

*****************************************************************                                 

From: Dr. Giovanni, Bari, Italy - Oct 7th, 2020                                             

                                             

Baseline Jan 2020                                                                                     October 2020                                     

   

Hi Dr. Raghavan. As you know, I continue to help a friend who is 90 years old, who HAD terminal   cancer on his  

face. He also had Type II diabetes, high blood pressure, cirrhosis of the liver, and his blood analysis was 

unbalanced. The doctors left him in his house to die...                                 

                                

I began to give him 6 sprays a day of NANO SOMA (also known as Metadichol) on January 29th.             

                                

The situation as of today is this:                                             
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- Blood analysis - normal                              

- Type II diabetes has disappeared                             

- High blood pressure eliminated.                                             

  

- Liver improved a lot!                                  

                                           

As for the facial cancer, the two photos tell the story.                                             

                                

- 209 –     

Doctor Raghavan, thank you from the depths of my heart!!! You saved another life.                                 

                                  

Dr. Giovanni                                

*****************************************************************                                      

                                            

                                             

6 months with NANO SOMA:                                             

My PSA dropped from 2+ to near zero                                             
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Blood pressure 128 over 78                                              

Triglycerides were up to 300, now 160                     - Cholesterol 260 no issue; low is no good              Oh… lost  

10lbs as well                              

                           

Charlie - August 9, 2020.                                         

                                             

                                

Later update:                                             

FYI, 6 months with NANO SOMA, I have shed 15 lbs of body fat, down to my 30s weight. Back, knees, all good.   

Thank you.                                          

                                             

One more update:                                

                                

Hello, my friend!                                             

FYI, I have now taken NANO SOMA for 8 months. Now, I have shed 17 lbs of body fat and have more staying 

power than younger folks. My back and knees, which I explained to you before, have healed.     

Is this the result of long-term use?                                             

Thank you for all of your help.                                             

                           

You are one heaven of a guy!                                             

Much love, Charlie, September 25, 2020.                               

*****************************************************************               

    Like everyone else, I am always skeptical until proven otherwise. Maybe it's my Missouri roots. The ShowMe 

State! Anyway, I purchased a 3-pack a month ago and received it after the biggest  blizzard melted since we've 

been in TN. We got a culmination of 10". It delayed delivery for about      a week. I have been very healthy all 
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my 61 years. Since we moved to Tennessee some 10-11 years ago, I’ve done hundreds and hundreds of hours of 

research on health, anatomy, detoxing bodily organs, states of mind, past lives, emotion, etc. Anything that has 

anything to do with health and why the “powers that were” continue to suppress natural remedies. I've 

personally found over 50 natural cures to cancer alone! Some of the people that brought this information forth 

have been shut down, arrested, or worse!          I was willing to try NANO SOMA because of the Masters of 

Vibration group (connected to my spiritual work - Richard) and the testimonials. I’ve been doing the 5 sprays 

under the tongue every morning for two weeks, now.                                              

What I discovered was my right shoulder, which I use at great intensity for work - I’m in the lighting business, 

so my arms are above my head, changing out lamps and ballasts and rewiring fixtures daily.    

We also play pickleball, which is similar to tennis, but on a smaller court, and also play golf.            

These were causing pain in my right shoulder for        which I was using oils to get temporary relief.          

     

After only 10 days of using NANO SOMA, my shoulder pain is completely healed! Who knew?                     

                                             

What I found interesting as well was after about a week, the outer back portion of my left foot  started 

having slight pains. Almost like a soreness. I believe that any toxins/acids that remained went to that 

area, sort of like how gout travels to the big toe. Well, after a few days of that it has now disappeared!       

So, I am very excited to tell family and friends about this Magic Elixir. Thanks, Richard.                              

I’m also glad you don’t have a storefront so that the oppressors cannot shut you down.                             

                                             

Rick C. Shultz, March 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  

Yes, Richard,                                             

About 10 years ago I fell and jammed my thumbnail into the floor to break my fall. The nail separated from the 

nail bed and while not terribly unsightly, always stood out as I looked at my fingernail. The     

nail bed was exposed about 1/4 inch past the normal and never seemed to get any better. Within about 3-4 days,  

the nail bed regrew to its original position, now matching  the other thumb. I was amazed and began checking 

other parts of my body and, sure enough, other things were happening as well. My skin tags, not that many but 

always there, began to disappear.                                   

                                             

My alertness, while hitting the top end of the scales for a while, is now more pronounced and my clarity is off the  

charts.                                              
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I'm not the normal case as I enjoy amazing health with no meds at the ripe age of 67, soon 68. I eat about a 95% 

carnivore diet with a very low carb intake. I've lost about 45 pounds over the past 14 months. Prior, I had a low 

carb, high fat diet and never thought the vegetables were my nemesis; however, they were. I work about 12 hours 

a day and sometimes more and would be considered an outlier for sure.                                              

                                             

I seldom exercise except for my normal routine around the house and around town, walking at a brisk pace. I do 

stretch regularly, morning and night, which I highly recommend, and for those interested in exercise without risk, 

get a large rocking chair. It moves the lymphatic fluid without too much effort. You can move to a 

minitrampoline later.                                             

                                             

Also, I believe it has helped my eyes 👀 and now I can read as I have never been able to before.      I      

remember taking the Evelyn Woods speed reading course in 1967. Until I took the NANO SOMA, I have been  

unable to master speed reading as taught. Today I was able to read entire paragraphs as is intended.    

                                             

The experience was surreal.                                             

Thanks to you for your courage to come to Jeff’s show and Dr. Raghu, especially, and all the team.             

                                             

Regards,                                   

David, March 2021.                               

*****************************************************************                                  

I can’t remember the last time I felt this good.                                             

My stress level is way down, I’m thinking more clearly, I’m not hungry and I only eat lightly once a day and 

have lost inches of belly fat. Even my back pain is going away.  My energy is increasing, no   more problem with 

my bowel. I was passing blood if I didn’t eat straight vegetarian.                               

And to let you know, I’m feeling stronger every day. My skin problems are also clearing up.                     

                           

Thanks,                            

Kerry, March 2021.                                      
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*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                             

Your support is very much appreciated. I was introduced to Nano Soma through William        Ekpa. After taking 

Nano Soma for 1 2/3 months now, my sinus condition has improved  and my wheezing while sleeping and 

walking as well as shortness of breath    has almost disappeared.                

I’ll keep you posted.                                                                            

Best regards, Monika Conte, March 2021.                                   

*****************************************************************                              

Chronic fatigue syndrome, possible vaccine damage.                                             

10 years ago, I took the swine flu vaccine and suffered recurring bouts of fever and flulike symptoms, then 

ultimately, it all developed into chronic fatigue syndrome, where every little thing to be done during the day 

seemed like a mountainous task. My energy levels were incredibly low and no doctor with myriad tests could 

find an explanation or find a treatment that would get me back to normal.        

                                             

I was at rock bottom.                                              

                                             

Several months ago, I began to take several drops a day of NANO SOMA and to my surprise and the surprise of 

those close to me, things began to turn around after 4 weeks.    My energy levels returned to where they were 

before this damage occurred and even though I have to take  a rest after doing too much (I am in my late 70s), I 

am now able to lead a normal life, again.  The difference for me is astonishing and the only thing I changed during 

that time was beginning to take NANO SOMA. So,   even    

though I cannot prove it, there is, for me, at least no other explanation as to what made the difference after 10 

years of suffering.                                            

                                  

Thank you, Dr. Raghavan, for discovering such a wonderful gift to humanity.                                              

                                             

Hazel, Ireland.                                            

*****************************************************************                                

  Richard, I have used my NANO SOMA for three days. I have battled inflammation for over 20 years. I was hurting 

so much, I double dosed it for the three days and then back down to one dose per day after today. Today I have 

had more energy than I can remember, and I actually vacuumed my living   

room. Something I have not been able to do in more than           

7-10 years.                                   
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Sincerely, maria-janet                                             

In Luv - m-j                                             

Continental Superior Court Judge                                             

Restoring Our precious Freedoms, December 2020.                               

*****************************************************************                              

                           

I have been controlling my blood pressure with plasma water from GANS, but then I started getting shortness of 

breath and chest pains, which bothered me, but not enough to go and see a doctor. After  the first bottle of NANO  

SOMA, it went away.                                     

                           

Norma also has some issues that we hope she will have good results with.                                            

                           

Thank You, Norma & Bobby, March 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                                 

Dear Richard,                                              

Here is an example of how fast NANO SOMA can heal a wound. My husband fell on a very abrasive surface and 

tore his forehead open. We put butterfly bandages on it. The next day he went to the      

Emergency Room and they remarked that it looked pretty good, considering the circumstances,  cleaned it up, 

took a photo (which I do not have, but my husband saw it and it looked BAD)!                      

Well, I gave him a bottle of NANO SOMA and this was the result one week later.                            

                           

                           

He also had an abrasion on his nose that has healed completely in that time. He was perplexed and totally 

amazed.                               

                                        

He is now a major fan, after dissing it for quite a while.                                              
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BIG thanks to you, Richard and Raghu.                                            

Nancy & Dom G, March 2021.                                

     

*****************************************************************                                 

 Hi Richard    

I have really benefited from using the NANO SOMA spray since 22 December 2020, and the last bottle out of three 

is about to be consumed.                                             

Even in the last week of December 2020, I already felt the difference in my energy level, it is raised to  that of a  

younger person although I have already made 65 trips around the sun, Helios. Climbing           

 my 66 steps condominium unit is as easy as when I started living here with my family more than 25 

years ago. My target is to be at my "20-30 trips     around Helios" energy level.        

That is the reason why I placed my second order for NANO SOMA spray.                                            

                           

Regards,                                   

Mon, March 2021.                                

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Hello Richard,                                  

  

I am writing to share my experience with NANO SOMA. I started using it about 3 bottles or 3 months ago. Now, 

all my life I have had food allergies and was always looking for relief without the medicines     for asthma and 

allergies.  When COVID-19 started about a year ago, I knew things like garlic and       onions would be worth their 

weight in gold for prevention. I always wanted to use them, but I was             

allergic to them, along with wheat and corn. During this holiday season, I found myself going into  wheat  
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and corn fun foods, then I tried garlic and onions and no negative effects have been observed.       

                                             

I was just curious about other people’s experiences with NANO SOMA and have they ever experienced this 

positive effect. Of course, I feel my body is stronger when I exercise and                  

breathe, so I can vouch for that, but I was wondering about the diminished allergies        towards foods  

and the environment after only 3 months of using NANO SOMA.                                  

                                

I really appreciated the lower price of the product when a store was set up in the United   States.  I can 

definitely feel an overall positive effect on my entire system, and I was wondering if others are feeling the 

same things.                                               

                                              

Thanks, Richard, for the good service and excellent product.                                             

                                             

Gregory, January 2021.                                   

                                        

Gregory’s experience is exactly what has been experienced by others. When using NANO SOMA, the body corrects 

the causes of allergic reactions. It appears to trigger a reset of our bodies back to their original blueprint.                  

*****************************************************************                                  

                                           

Hi Richard,                                              

I started with 5 sprays once a day for the first 2 days. I subsequently increased it to twice daily the last 4 days.   

                                             

I have noticed a drastic reduction of phlegm in my throat, and I feel like it (the phlegm) will be gone by the 

time I'm through with 3 bottles (we'll see).                                             

Also, my eyesight has improved a lot. I can now read small print without needing to put on my reading 

glasses.  

Amazing!                                             

Thank you for bringing this to the rest of the world. I shall keep you posted on the improvements in 

my body as the days go by. Thanks, once again.                                             

                                             

Regards, William E., February 2021.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                             

I am glad to be able to report an amazing result after using the protocol of 4 times a day and then 

twice a day. As I mentioned in my previous email, after a week of 4 times a day, I had a healing 

response.  Among other things, I had a severe outburst of Herpes blisters on my lips.  When I started 

the second week of twice a day, I tried spraying directly on my lips, besides ingesting the 5 sprays. I 
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only used one spray twice a day on my lips so I wouldn't finish my bottle before the week. In 3 or 4 

days, my blisters had completely gone away. As is known, Herpes blisters are extremely painful, and 

these were even more so. They normally take about           

3 weeks to go away.                                   

                                       

I also don't experience any pain in a problematic jawbone infection after a failing bone implant that 

wasn't cleaned out properly. When things settle down in my country and the world, I will have it 

cleaned out by a biological dentist. I do intend to take NANO SOMA indefinitely, and the price 

reduction has been a boon for me.                                             

                                  

I still have slight discomfort in my digestive system and occasionally my right shoulder with  2 torn 

tendons is slightly painful but much less than before. I also feel more energetic  though the last few 

days didn't get enough sleep. I am emotionally calmer as well.  I do meditate as well, of course.                            

I still have my last bottle left and will be ordering next week.                                             

                                             

Blessings, Shulamit, February 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                                     

Hello Richard,                                             

My friend, Jackie, in Scottsdale, AZ., ordered 24 bottles, it arrived; she is very happy with the product. Jackie is 

slowly losing her eyesight, (along with a lot of other problems).   She couldn't see well enough to place her 

order, so her daughter in Michigan purchased for her.                            

                                             

Jackie's circulation is very poor, her feet are always very cold. (age 80) Guess what? In just 3 days, her feet are 

as warm as toast!                                             

                                             

My friend Patricia said you helped her place her order of 3, thank you. I bought 5 originally;   I quickly ordered 

12 when my ankle became pain-free, in just a few minutes after the hour!                   

I had to have more!                                             

                                  

My friend Sharon (living just north of San Francisco) ordered 12, as soon as she got my phone call. She could 

hardly raise her arm, due to an auto crash in "December".   Now, besides being pain-free, she has full use of 

her arm. Great, isn't it?  We both placed our orders for 12, the same day; I think it was February 12th.                         
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I express mailed a bottle to my brother in Baltimore, 2 weeks ago.  (not there yet-just    snow) I intend to send 

him 3 bottles if he likes the bottle I sent to him from my home in Phoenix. I'll probably do that tomorrow. Of 

course, he will like it!                                                      

That is all for now. Tomorrow, I will call my Vegas friends.  Thank you, Richard, for helping them.              

Sent to you with love and many blessings.                                             

                                                   

Jane R Lightner, February 2021.                                     

*****************************************************************                                  

Hello Richard,                                             

I really enjoy and appreciate the NANO SOMA. I feel that it has made a difference in my body and I also believe 

the best is yet to come.                                 

Thank you,                                   

Nadine, February 2021.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Hi Richard                                             

I'm happy to report the skin cancers on my head have just about gone. One lot on my forehead has  gone 

completely, the other larger one has a small crust and should disappear in a few more days. Still feel wobbly in 

the head and unsteady on my feet, so will persevere with the spray. My cat seems to have improved his wobbly 

walk. I think he's in sympathy with me.                        

Carol, February 2021.                             

*****************************************************************                  

   Thank you so MUCH Richard for the info on spraying your body and face. You are so  right!!! I don't know why  

I didn't think of that. I've also been doing the same on skin tags           I developed due to the medication. Guess 

what, they are disappearing!!! OMG. And I've also used it on my forehead where I have kind of like a pimple, 

but they've been there for years.                

They are disappearing, also. And I've been doing this for almost a week.                                  

WOW!!!                                              

                                             

Thank you, again. Take good care and a Very Happy Holiday to YOU and your family and friends.             

                                             

Deb, December 2020.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  
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 Dottie has had chest problems since she was a child, tightness in the chest which restricted her breathing, and 

a chronic cough (which was diagnosed as COPD about 10 years ago).  After 3 weeks of using NANO SOMA spray, 

the tightness in her chest has been dramatically reduced and her cough is  less frequent. She also experiences 

arrhythmias and has leukemia (which she manages with supplements) and is looking forward to relief from those 

challenges as well.                                            

We are both avid health enthusiasts and follow anti-aging strategies.  We are very interested in seeing results 

re: our telomere length. I am 74 and Dottie is 72.                                             

                                

On 8/27/20 I had a tooth pulled because it had had a root canal procedure about 20     years ago which became  

infected.  The infected cavitation was cleaned out, sterilized, and sewn up plus an implant post was inserted.  

So, each day when I sprayed the Nano Soma sublingually, I directed one of the sprays right on that area.              

                                           

I had a follow-up visit with my dentist 6 days later and as soon as he and his assistant looked in my    mouth, 

they both exclaimed, “Wow! It looks like you had the surgery 3-4 weeks ago! It looks great!        

Thank you, Nano Soma!!!                                             

                                             

Keep up the good work!!!                                             

                                             

Blessings and appreciation to you and Raghu.                                        

Paul, September 21, 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                                             

Dear Richard,                                              

Thank you so much for your store and the alternative ways you offer for healing!                                    I am on 

my 5th bottle of NANO SOMA. I had a recurrence of my Rheumatoid arthritis in        

February. (I had originally been healed of it years ago by taking minocycline for over a          year.) This 

time I wasn't getting better on the minocycline after three months and so I     added the    NANO SOMA. I 

finally started to recover last month and plan to continue the          NANO SOMA going forward.                                                                                          

Thank you.                                              

Sincerely,                   

Sue, September 17, 2020.                                  

*****************************************************************                                  
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My name is Priyanka; I live in Mumbai, India, and I felt a need to share an experience of my life which I have 

gone through over the last 2 months.                                             

                                             

My father died on 4th June 2020, and I wanted to share a bad experience about his death.                   In the 

beginning, he suffered from a viral fever and went to a clinic. The doctor gave him medicine, after which he 

felt good in 2-3 days and his fever left but his physical weakness   remained. He again went to the clinic but 

the doctor said that it was due to the fever and not to worry. The doctor never suggested he take a COVID19 

test. He was still feeling weak    but      had no fever and he had no taste in his mouth, but the doctor did not 

tell him to go for              COVID-19 testing.                                              

                                             

My dad also agreed with that assessment. His appetite had gone down but we thought that may be due to the 

fever. He had no fever and no cough, either, so we were thinking it was a viral flu.                    

                                             

Still, my dad did many other tests, including a lipid profile on 12-05-2020 and all reports were normal. His 

oxygen was 96 percent on 12-05-2020, so he was relaxed but still physically weak. No doctor 

recommended a COVID-19 test due to the absence of any fever.                               

                                             

After 2-3 days, one of my dad's friends, who is a neurosurgeon, messaged me to please admit your dad, due to 

loss of appetite. We were all scared - why did he say it like that?  Apart from the weakness, my dad was fine and 

he used to go alone to the clinic, and he went to the hospital on his own to get admitted. but there were no beds 

in the hospital.                   

Due to all the rubbish formalities of taking the COVID-19 test, we failed to have him tested.                  

Then finally, due to a reference from a doctor, we admitted him on 1805-2020 at Global  Hospital, Parel 

multi-speciality Hospital. At the time of going to the hospital, he was not in  a bad situation, but his 

oxygen was 75 percent, and he went on his own legs to the hospital.                       Then the COVID-19 test 

report after 2 days was negative, but still, he was in ICU due to low       oxygen saturation. He was 

allowed to talk on the phone. We used to talk every day.     He was normal but for a low oxygen level. We 

tried everything including a Remdesivir  Injection  and also many other infection removal therapies. On 

31-05-2020 at 8.30 pm I was talking to  dad and he was very normal and he said I am OK and I need to 

move to    where an       airconditioned room is available. His neurosurgeon doctor also said that he was 

OK. On the         same night, I got a call from that doctor saying that we need to do intubate him and we  

need to keep him on ventilation. So, for 3 days my dad was on ventilation, and we didn't  talk from 1st 

June and on the evening of 3rd June, the doctor said that his BP was continuously going down and around     

2.00 am my dad expired.                                             
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A week after my father died, my husband had symptoms and he was admitted to Nanavati hospital.  At that 

time, one of my friends suggested to me to try NANO SOMA, and my husband took it and  within 4 days his 

COVID-19 report was negative. A few     days after discharge, he had an antibody test and he was positive for 

antibodies with a value of 6.                                  

                                             

I am very upset that I could have saved my father's life had I known about the product earlier.                

                                             

Please, this is my request to everyone: Use this product and share your experience, so that other people can 

take advantage of it. I know it's difficult for people to easily believe this, but this is my personal bad 

experience from not using NANO SOMA with my father. At least I could have given it to my dad when he was 

suffering the slight fever and it could have prevented that low oxygen saturation level.                                             

                                             

Thanks to all the team that delivered the product to the hospital where my husband was admitted.            

                                             

Please try this product if you are a COVID-19 patient. This could save your life.          

  Priyanka             

*****************************************************************         

  Hi, Doc (Raghu)    

I have some amazing news: my father has senile dementia. He has administered 6 sprays every day fo 6 months 

to date. Yesterday, he had a magnetic resonance test and it showed that compared with that of 2 years ago, his 

condition has remained unchanged. Senile dementia is a chronic degenerative disease and theoretically cannot 

be stopped. This means that with 6 months of use of NANO SOMA, my father's brain has rejuvenated by 2 years. I 

thank you from the bottom of my heart and may God bless you…         

                                             

Giovanni, August 2020.                               

*****************************************************************                                  

      Hi Richard,                                                              
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Thank you so much for the advice to get NANO SOMA. Both my husband and I have been taking it for several 

weeks, now.  With his Chemo and Radiation, he has skin itching and he has occasional Oesophageal pain. A 

spray of the NANO SOMA takes the pain away from his Oesophagus and spraying on his skin and gently 

rubbing it in stops the itching! In addition, he takes two doses a day   - 223 –     

- one at breakfast and another at    dinner time. I think it is working to expedite the removal of his cancer.  As 

time goes on,  we shall know more.                                

                                                               

One last comment; I feel like I have a connection with the Metadichol (NANO SOMA).  It seems to know where 

I would like it to work and it goes right there. It feels like we are a team working together!    

It's organic and knowing!                                                                      

Lynne Pedersen                                             

Oriental, NC   May 2020.                                  

                                   

Update:                                             

My husband has now completed 6 weeks of Chemo and Radiation and has approximately two months to recover 

before surgery.  The doctors could not believe how well he had done.   He had no sore esophagus, no difficulty 

eating, very little nausea (mostly controlled with NANO SOMA and Green Tea). His itching from the radiation 
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was easily controlled with the spray.  He takes it 3x a day and I believe it is making a huge difference. Now I 

think NANO SOMA can really jump into gear and help with his recovery.                                    

I just hope that it will become available before the last of our supply is gone.                                           

Thank you for all you do!  I am continually amazed at all you do!                                             

                                             

Many Blessings,                                              

Lynne Pedersen                                             

Oriental, NC    June 2020.                                    

*****************************************************************                               

Hi Richard,                            

I’m happy to share with you what I've noticed since starting NANO SOMA at the end of                   

February, '20.  So, it's 6 weeks now that I've been on 5 squirts a day.  I have watched as  it's systematically gone 

through my body addressing all the old issues I have acquired in 70+ years!  It started with the kidneys (slight pain 

came up), the stomach (odd pains), all the different bones I've broken (and it's many) - the NANO SOMA would go 

there and I would feel healing energies starting. Currently, it's addressing the broken ribs I've had, on both sides of 

the body and I can feel things changing there as well.  It's been addressing my lung issues (bronchitis, pneumonia, 

pleurisy, etc.), with a bit of a cough happening, my eyes (short-sighted since 10) and I can feel them changing as 

well.   The main thing is my skin.  I've had skin conditions all life, including eczema, psoriasis, seborrhoea,etc. At 

one point in my 40's, I looked like the elephant man for months on end as my skin erupted so badly with something 

that was accidentally put on my scalp. I do notice the sunspots on my face changing a bit and it would be awesome 

if they reduced in size and colour (damage done when I was 11y.o.). I would say minor inflammation in the toes is 

better as well.    So, I'm happy to keep on watching and noticing how things are changing.  I've been able to reduce 

the other natural products I've been using as well.  I am not on any medication at all and intend to keep it that way.  

Blessings,                                            

Barb                                        

*****************************************************************                                

Good morning, Richard,                                 

                                  

As you know, I have been using NANO SOMA daily since late 2019. As a then 67yo (now 68), I was and am 

fortunate to have no serious illnesses or bodily problems, but decided to use it to maintain and        even 

improve my overall health, based on the existing information and testimonials I read.     

                                             

I did, however, have the beginnings of some varicose veins appearing on my right leg, both above and below 

the knee. They didn’t look very nice, but as they were causing me no pain, I had no plans to visit a vascular 

surgeon. I just forgot about them.                                             
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A week ago, I was drying my leg after a shower and thought I was seeing things. Or not seeing things, more to the 

point. The protruding veins had gone.  I reached for my  glasses to double-check.       

And  yep. Gone. Just like magic. I now actually enjoy looking at my hairy, 68yo legs (something I'm sure   

I have all to myself!!).                  

Thank you, Richard, and thanks to Raghu.                                           John 

Wysham                                             

*****************************************************************                                

                  

In my annual physical including EKG and echocardiogram, everything was within normal limits. I am 91 years old 

and I doubt that happens by itself. I credit NANO SOMA!!!                                   

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                             

I wanted to report back and say that the NANO SOMA I ordered from Australia has been great!        I  am in 

London, where we are still fairly out and about in the streets during this pandemic (my  classes      are still on!). 

The other day, I caught a sore throat and fever. Of course, I can't say what it was. It      likely wasn't COVID-19, 

but it did feel like the onset of something larger than a cold (tonsillitis, flu, something of this nature). The spray 

worked wonderfully – it was the quickest I've ever gotten over anything. No groggy recovery period, either. My 

energy feels even better than before I had gotten sick.      

                                             

Just thought I'd share.                                             

Erin, March 2020.                                   

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Hi Richard,                                             

This is what John has written regarding spraying NANO SOMA on his skin when it itches:                  

When my issue (chronic eczema - lifelong) gets out of control, it's so relieving to finally find a product    that 

does what it claims to do and provides almost immediate relief      where no other product, throughout my 

entire life, has been able to do.  John Rawson!                                     

                           

Jennifer Rawson Activating Change Mt. Waverley, June 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                           

Hello Richard,                                              

I would like to let you know that I think that the NANO SOMA is a lifesaver for me. I am well past my mid 60's 

and still work 12-hour days, 14 days in a row.                                              
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The amazing part is it's not a problem for me at all and I experience very little fatigue.                               

I manage far better than the younger ones doing this very demanding physical work.                                  

My skin is another area that I am happy to say is looking far improved.                                              

I am halfway through my second bottle and just love it.                                              

So, thanks so much for bringing us NANO SOMA, Richard.                                              

                                             

Blessings to you, CC, June 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                                  

                                  

Hello, Richard,                                             

As I said, the NANO SOMA has arrived. I have used the spray twice now before retiring for the night. I never 

sleep well; two hours at the most since I had a fearful accident to my right pelvis, hip joint, femur, and right 

arm/shoulder. I had a prothesis and a  "concreted" pelvis. Three bolts. Severe infection post-op: sepsis. Supra 

spinatus severed but repaired,       

rotator cuff op: 14th Sept 2014.                                             

                                             

I have a cup of tea and watch TV all night. My right shoulder, too, hurts all the time  and my arm gets numb; 

hence, I am awakened. My hand is dead to feel but I recover it with exercise and movement.   

For the past two nights, I have slept for nine hours!!!                                             

No pain or discomfort whatsoever. Sylvia is amazed at seeing me "sleeping like a log".                             

Watch this space: I will report again.                                             

                                             

Update:                                               

Three days ago, I twisted whilst mixing concrete and my right-side waist muscle was stretched.            

It was painful.  Today all the discomfort has left. Back to normal, more      concreting.                              

                                             

Kind regards,                                  Michael, June 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************      
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Thank you, Richard, for turning me onto this. I've been using it and it completely cleared my    pneumonia this 

winter, which I believe was the COVID-19 before anyone heard about it. I actually had      a lingering sore in my 

nose all winter and I sprayed this on it and it healed up right away. I can't say  enough  

about Nano Soma...                                             

Blessings to you and your work,                                         

Laurie D. Wheeler                                   

*****************************************************************                                   

                                            

Hi Richard,                                             

I ordered the NANO SOMA before Christmas, received it, and began using it to heal my diabetes. I  have   been 

able to cut back on my insulin doses and my blood sugar has been registering in the normal range for the last 

two weeks. I am very pleased with these results and am quite hopeful as a result.        

Later:                                             

Good morning, Richard                                             

I have been consistently using the NANO SOMA spray. My blood sugar is definitely under better    control. I still  

use my medicine but have been able to lower my insulin  dose and my blood pressure is     lower as 

well.  I rubbed my arm the other day and my skin actually felt smoother and tauter. I look        

forward to greater improvement and trust that my doctors                  

will be pleased as well.                                 Thank you and Blessings,                                  Susan                                   

*******************************************************************                                        

                                           

I used NANO SOMA for about 5 months continuously, and I was just amazed by its effects on my     entire 

system. My blood sugar came to almost normal, my polycythemia (no other known cure) was    abolished 

totally with cell counts back to normal range. I felt more energetic, with enhanced vitality  and vigor. All my 

recommendations for this unique and outstanding product.                                             

Dr. Ravi Dutt Mishra, June 2020.                                 

*******************************************************************                                       
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Morning Richard:                                             

I am also sharing with you that I KNOW it is the NANO SOMA that is assisting me right        now   because I was 

slammed yesterday with an AI virus that wants to stop me. Last year I  had quite the dance with these viruses 

that really knocked me around. But I know that            with NANO SOMA, I have so much more recovery 

immediately in place from the get-go.                             

    

I have tested this in several ways to know this is truth.                                  

Heart blessings,                                   

Libby                                   

*******************************************************************                                         

                                             

My name is Giovanni. Because of the movement of 5 intervertebral discs then              repositioned after two 

months, I suffered severe pain due to the inflammation of all the nerves connected to them.                                              

      

    

                                             

I have tried several anti-inflammatory and pain relievers, even in high doses, despite having never taken 

medicines in my life, all to try to reduce the pain and at least try to be able to walk.                       

Despite all the attempts made, the pain reduction was minimal. I then began to take 5    

Metadichol     sprays a day. Honestly, I did it for a serious problem of degenerative   coxarthrosis that I have 

now     for more than 20 years, but I was amazed how in about ten days of taking Metadichol, I started walking 

again since I had almost no inflammation and pain.                                        

                                             

I remember thanking God for taking those pains out of my body because they were so strong that I often  

stopped thinking. I also remember thinking that God can use many           ways to help us and        use exceptional 

men who invent exceptional substances like them                                             

All this is the truth...                                              

A big hug to all                                             

Giovanni                                 

*****************************************************************                                       

Good morning, Richard,                                             
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I have been using NANO SOMA for about 3 months and I am feeling quite well for an old                 bloke - 76 next 

August. My knees don't have the pain they used to. I had openheart surgery 17 months ago, all was well there.                                             

I have convinced my wife Vivienne to start taking NANO SOMA. She started on 25th    April.  She was diagnosed 

with Vascular Dementia, early stage. After I googled    dementia,  printed          it out, and printed the information 

you sent on NANO SOMA, she decided to start taking it. We will    see if it slows it down or stops it. Thank you, 

Richard, for everything you do, I have followed you for many years.               

Love & Light - Bill Sternbeck                                

*****************************************************************                                       

                           

I sat on the sofa amid the Bio-geometry(?) folks last night during your presentation. I am writing to express my 

gratitude for you and your presentation and the products you represent. I came into the presentation last night 

with my sacroiliac joint in an uproar - a condition of 7 years -- as I held the lumbar belt, the pain went away!       

I had also ordered NANO SOMA.  I've used it since its arrival Thursday of last week. Every day I have asked my 

body if it wants/needs any of the supplements I had been taking (via kinesiology).  The answer with just a 

couple of exceptions has been NO.               I suspect it is ALL and MORE than what it is known to be! I cannot 

thank you, Bettye, and the Universe enough for being a representative of such great products and coming into my 

life.  I look forward to following you and including your recommendations in my healing journey.  

How does it get any better than this?                                             

A few days later: During those 7 seven days, I've also taken NANO SOMA; I've continued to ask my body (using  

Kinesiology) what supplements it wants from my storehouse of many.  With only a couple of exceptions, the 

body has declined most of the supplements regularly. I believe it is this, the NANO SOMA, that is firming my 

skin from head to toe -- and I assume many other wonderful things are going on -- but the skin is the visible 

reflection of health!                                

                                             

Gratefully yours, Colleen Steele.                               

*****************************************************************           

Last year was the most stressful year I have suffered in my life with my health. I'm otherwise a healthy woman in 

my 60's     
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with no prior health issues other than the occasional cold. In July 2019, I began having  symptoms of acid reflux, 

sinusitis, nausea, severe abdominal & lower back pain, urination frequency, rapid weight loss, and extreme 

tiredness with no energy to walk or sit. After being prescribed antibiotics at urgent care for the sinus problem, the 

other symptoms persisted.                    

                                             

In August 2019, I was admitted to the ER for 10 days and diagnosed with a rare autoimmune vasculitis called 

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis with kidney involvement. The disease caused  swelling and irritation of blood 

vessels in the kidneys, nose, sinuses, throat, and lungs. Chest xrays and lab tests also revealed multiple nodules in 

the lungs. The standard treatment is 210 years of infusions, which began in the hospital with antibiotics, high 

doses of IV steroids, and the          IV chemo infusion of Rituxan. I continued this treatment as an outpatient for 

the following month.             

                                             

During my time in the hospital, I was using 25 sprays of NANO SOMA, 3-5 times/day under my tongue, on my 

discoloured tongue, and into my nostrils. After being released from the hospital, I  continued this secret weapon  

- NANO SOMA, every day. My original tongue colour came back and     gained 

so much energy, which I desperately needed!                                   

                           

Within one month I had made a full                           

=recovery. My doctors consider my case to be “atypical dramatic improvement.” In January 2020, I was officially 

in remission after the chest xrays showed complete resolution.                                              

                                             

After my first dose, I noticed a vast difference in my mental and physical energy, which started to      build up! 

This product proved effective in strengthening my immune system against the adverse side effects of steroids 

and infusions.                                             

                                             

I am happy that my health has done a turnaround with this amazing product. I am still using   NANO SOMA 

consistently, 10-15 sprays 3-4 times daily, without fail. I’m definitely a believer in this great product. And the 

wonder is that NANO SOMA starts to work on your body almost immediately!                 

                                             

With proper nutrition and NANO SOMA, I regained my healthy weight, feel energetic and active, and can practise 

my daily routine activities.                                             
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From my own experience, I consider NANO SOMA to be an irreplaceable ingredient in my everyday life because it 

has exhibited positive effects in building my immune system and has given me a whole new life and the ability to 

stay healthy all year round!                                             

                                             

I am grateful to the inventor who has brought this wonderful, effective, natural product NANO SOMA       

to enable us to experience positive health outcomes and successful results. I will continue to use the spray every 

day to live a healthy, worry-free life!                                             

                                             

Hooray to NANO SOMA!                                            

                                

March 2020                                             

Using twice/day for correction of distortions after a retina tear and detachment repair in my right          

eye, and left eye for fatigue. Vision in both eyes has improved. Slowly the distortions in the right eye are 

decreasing.                                             

I’m still not able to drive or read with the right eye; however, I’m closer to that ability than in the last     2 

years after 2 months of use.                                             

                                             

Thanks for the information.                                         Bill                                     

*****************************************************************                  I’m using NANO 

SOMA in my ears for ringing. I’ve used it for 4 days, lying on my side for 15 minutes and in 4 days the ringing 

has stopped.                               

*****************************************************************                                  

                                            

Dear Richard                                             
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I started taking the Nano Soma spray at the end of December. I had a bone graft in my jaw on 6th    January. 

My dental surgeon examined it after three days and thought it seemed more like a week’s healing had taken 

place. There was a little bruising but not a lot. I'm sure Nano           

Soma helped.                                             

       

I have just been for a diabetic review and my blood results were all in the normal range for sugar, blood 

pressure, and all the other things they test for. I had not taken diabetes medication for 6 weeks so I credit 

Nano Soma for the results. My daughter is taking NANO  SOMA and my son is also.     

                                             Kind regards,                    

        Pam                    

MacLennan                                  

*****************************************************************                             

  This company is so much what we need right now. This spray is in every car and every bedroom       

because we cannot stand being without it. We use it to keep our immune systems healthy while this crazy 

pandemic is happening, and I spray it in my nose when I feel allergy/sinus irritation and on    wounds. My son 

had a gash on his head and   after we irrigated it, I sprayed this on it first and then added the antibiotic ointment.       

It is   crazy easy to use, tastes fairly benign, and is super-duper safe. Even with my son's autoimmune condition. 

When he had his first flare-up, he wanted to use the spray   constantly. Some immune herbs stimulate 

autoimmune conditions in a bad way, but not this  one. I am a user for life.                    

 Andrea, May 2020.     

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                               

Appreciating the rapid & remarkable recoveries.                                             

As a rule, the dosage remains at one a day unless under the weather - in which case it    goes to 5   individual 

sprays over the day.                                              
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This seems to be across the board except for people who are particularly compromised - where they begin at 

two sprays a day, moving to 5 if in an acute illness.                                            

Definitely doing a lot better with my autoimmune as well as acute infection.  The lift in mood as the body exists 

in less struggle is a state I never thought I'd ever enter again.                         

It is most helpful toward keeping my spiritual focus, which of course is essential right now.                      

Leah                                                     

*****************************************************************                   

   

  My husband had rashes, eczema on his back for years, especially itchy in the winter. I heard about this 

product from a trusted friend and bought it for him for Christmas. He was not very willing to use          it for a 

while.           

After reading the reviews and searching for information online, he started to use it once a day. IT GOT BETTER! 

He is no longer feeling so itchy. There is one dark spot about 1-inch diameter, which is getting lighter in front of 

my very eyes. Pink skin grows back from underneath the dark circle.  Seeing   this change, brings me joy, hope, 

and gratitude. I would recommend this product to anyone.      

 Helen                     

*****************************************************************            

   

   In only two days I got rid of rashes on my forehead. I have experienced rashes with greasy skin for years 

and now it is all gone. Amazing!! I use the skin spray, also, internally and my             body is    

starting to react positively.                                             Štef                                       

****************************************************         

  

*************                        

   

 I developed a rash on my elbows and was given a     

  prescription by my doctor to hopefully clear it up.    I diligently applied the     
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prescribed cream for a week and it        had no effect whatsoever. I decided to try some of the NANO SOMA that I 

had on hand and I started    seeing results after the first day of applying it. My rash that I had suffered with for 

almost a month   now, was gone within a week of applying it. This   product works for so many different    skin 

problems, I will make sure  my house is always stocked with some NANO SOMA.                    

                                             

Rachel                                  

*****************************************************************       This man began  to use  

NANO SOMA to protect himself from COVID-19.  Photos are before and after  using        

NANO         SOMA                                                                                                        

                Toe soon after he got started.                     Toe after some 3 weeks of use.      

                                                   

 
Amazing product - used it on cold sores and worked on removing a small mouth ulcer that the       doctors said 

could only be removed by surgery. I absolutely love this product.                                           

                                             

Jacquelyn                                 

*****************************************************************                                  
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My mother (70) is a diagnosed T2DM/HTN/Diabetic retinopathy CVA/Psy illness patient.   She was admitted to 

Kims Hospitals (HYD) with c/o generalised weakness for 3 days prior. She was admitted with a urinary tract 

infection (TLC -29,820 cells/mm3) cue is plenty of pus  cells,           which spread to her lungs, along with a/w 

myalgia/arthralgia                                   

& SOB.                                              

                                             

Within 15 days of hospitalization, she improved symptomatically & was discharged with stable         vitals. 

After her discharge, my colleague suggested Nano Soma.                                              

Below are the before & after results using Nano Soma, along with medicines.                                             

                                             

BEFORE:                                              

Blood urea: 27.8mg/dl.                                             

Haemoglobin: 7.7gm.                                             

WBC: 10,663M/cumm.                                             

Sugar: Unstable b/w 370 - 440. B.P:                                           

B/w 118/45 - 210/116.                                                           

AFTER:                                              

Blood urea: 8.0mg/dl                                            

Haemoglobin: 9.8gm                                           

WBC: 5100m/cumm.                                            

Sugar: stable 95 - 170 BP:                                           

120/85 - 165/90.                                             

                                             

   

  

      

  

  

http://magicdichol.com/Brochures/NANO%20SOMA%20Hospital%20Letter%20treating%20TB.pdf
http://magicdichol.com/Brochures/NANO%20SOMA%20Hospital%20Letter%20treating%20TB.pdf
http://magicdichol.com/Brochures/NANO%20SOMA%20Hospital%20Letter%20treating%20TB.pdf
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The best part is she improved her mobility within 10 days. I'm very happy & satisfied using NANO SOMA. Thank 

you, Dr. Raghavan.                                           

*****************************************************************                  Two weeks ago, at a 

dental check-up, my dentist recommended the removal of remnants of a grounddown wisdom tooth which, if not 

extracted soon, would require dental surgery to extract.               

I agreed.                                             



 

                                                   For more information on the MagicDichol Family of Products, go to: 

                           

                                                                                    

Post-extraction, I was given prescriptions for antibiotics, painkillers, and a lot of instructions of proper care 

during the period following extraction.                                             

                                             

     

                   

On coming home, with full confidence in my prior experiences with NANO SOMA, I sprayed NANO             

SOMA directly into the hole where the root was. The following morning, the wound had healed   completely!!  

No pain, not even the memory thereof! Two weeks              later - I am writing to you to share. incredible!             

Again, Thank you.                                             

Sincerely,                                   

Kayo                                        

*****************************************************************                                  

The following is a powerful testimonial by a TB specialist doctor on TB treatment in         India     

*****************************************************************                   This     

is an official letter from a Mumbai hospital confirming the treatment of 30 COVID19 positive                 

- 245 –     
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www.magicdichol.info. 

April 21, 2023. 

patients with NANO SOMA.                                   

*****************************************************************                                  

Hi Richard,                                              

I have found after 3 months my right shoulder rotator cuff pain and inflammation have gone! At 53 yrs. of age, 

that's very welcome, as it's been painful for 10 yrs.  I have had significant health issues, mostly cleared 2-3 

years ago, before NANO SOMA. I was bitten by ticks, 90 bites (well actually "bed bugs" a  close relative) in 

Africa, and subsequently had Lyme's disease for 5 years, which went undiagnosed    until 2015. I had largely 

recovered strength and energy levels. However, very slow to come right, but     significantly improved with 

NANO SOMA these last few months are the joint pain and stiffness. The  shoulder and lower back and sacrum. 

The lower back is improving each   week. Just 6 months ago, I was   not able to work physically with  anything 

heavier than a few kilos and was not able to work in        a stooping, leaning forward position for more than an 

hour or two a day. This mobility     and       strength have returned now to about 90%.  

Fantastically fast with just 5 sprays under the   tongue,       in the morning before breakfast.                                    

                                             

Also attributed to NANO SOMA, significant gut issues of inflammation triggered by a severe bout of     

Gastroenteritis from the same trip to Africa. I went there for work (19992013) so many times with no   problems 

- Africa is a great place for many reasons, I might add. I have, over the last 10 years, not     been able to drink a 

glass of wine or eat anything sweet without pain and discomfort.                            

I tried diets like gluten-free for 3 years - did not affect it. Chronic gut inflammation!                                

Now it has gone altogether!                                              
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I went skiing in September, where for 7 years I had not the strength to pack the car to go skiing. I  was           

skiing the hardest runs more times a day than I have ever, even when I was in my 20's. Though I can't     

attribute this to the NANO SOMA as I went skiing in January up in the Northern Hemisphere and had     239    

the same very high energy levels, this was before I got the NANO SOMA.                                  

Thank you very much to Richard for bringing this product to the market and promoting it so well!              

Best regards,                                              

Gairn McLennan, November 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                             

 Thank you for NANO SOMA; it is doing wonders for me now and my stepdaughter and    beautiful Life partner.  

Same results: weight loss, appetite reduction, and more stamina.                    

For myself after 10 months, it goes far beyond that.                                             

                                             

Thank you for the healing of my knees and back. I just completed a major undertaking that would        not 

have been possible without your help.                                             

I moved mountains in 90 days. (Another story not yet to discuss.)                                    As the  Greeks say - 

Agape mou,                 Charlie, November 2020.                                

*****************************************************************                               

Message from a NANO SOMA user in India                                             

My daughter had weak eyesight since birth but was not detected until she was 14 years old. By then   she had a 

cylindrical number of -2.5. By 18 it was -8.5. I always felt bad about it and was      apprehensive about having 

her eyes operated on.                                              

                                             

In November 2019, I was introduced to NANO SOMA when Dr. Raghavan launched this product in India. I was 

impressed and interested in this product because he said it is completely natural and safe. Also, I saw a friend of 

mine who was suffering from severe mouth ulcers for 3 years, tried many homeopathic and ayurvedic remedies 
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with no respite, be cured by NANO SOMA. Also, the ease of consumption impressed me. So,           I started giving 

it to my daughter at that time.                         

                                      

Yesterday, we went for an eye test. Her number is now - 6.5 and -7. Also, her cylindrical number has reduced. The 

doctor was surprised that, at 31, the number can change.               NANO SOMA has also helped in curing her hair 

loss and dandruff. She is much calmer and more peaceful and happier. Thank you to Dr. Raghavan, who gave us 

the best years of his life to give us this wonderful gift. I am sure many people will benefit from NANO SOMA and 

be able to live a normal life.                     

*****************************************************************                                  

                                          

Dear Sir,                                             

I am Malvin Williams from Mumbai, India. Myself and my wife Mrs. Sheela Williams were afflicted with Novel 

Coronavirus (Covid-19) on 13th November 2020. Fortunately, during that period, maybe a week before, we had 

just started using NANO SOMA once/day for my diabetes and thyroid for Sheela. So, once we were afflicted, I 

went to our doctor, who gave us lots of medicines for almost 2 weeks.           

                                            

That's when I called Mr. Murli who immediately recommended us to use NANO SOMA with a 4 hourly interval 

daily and stop the medicines prescribed by the doctor. I had fever and weakness and Sheela was having some 

slight cold and weakness. All these symptoms vanished within 4 days for me and within 2 days for Sheela.                        

Both of us started working from home on the 5th day. We were clear of the virus on the 6th Day. Also, both of us 

tested positive for SARS-COV2 antibodies on November 26th. The best part was not only recovering but we have 

no side effects, even after 19 days, whereas in my circle of friends, almost all have some sort of breathing 

problem or pain in some part of the body.                                             

                                             

I will highly recommend this to all those who are reading this article.                                              

Thanks, and regards, Malvin RR Williams                                             

Mark Computers Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai, India. 1 December 2020.                                 

*****************************************************************                                 
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MAGIC MEDICINE                                             

I would like to share my experience with something I call the "magic medicine" - yes!  I'm   

talking about "NANO SOMA".                                              

*Disclaimer: This is not with the idea to promote anything; nobody has asked me to do it. This is my    

personal  experience with this product, and I want the world to stop taking medicines unnecessarily    

 and    switch to a better lifestyle. I have two reasons as to why I’m writing this to you all.  

                                             

I was suffering from something called recurring herpes where once in 2-3 months, I used to develop puss-like 

bubbles around my forehead, underarm, and thigh areas. The dermatologists said it's     something I'll have to 

deal with my whole life and there's no cure for it. Once I started taking NANO    SOMA, things changed! I   

initially started this medicine just like how I started my other medicines.  I honestly had little to no hope of this 

medicine working, either, because that's how tired I was of      trying medicines, and my mother wanted me to 

give this one last shot.                  

Today, I'm so grateful for the person who has come up with this MAGICAL MEDICINE,           because    from that 

day, the puss bubbles slowly started disappearing. So, whenever I used    to   experience the outburst of these  

bubbles, I used to take 5 sprays and also spray    the medicine on the wound. It has disappeared for me and this is 

something that In absolutely cannot believe.                               
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1. CURE FOR COVID-19!!!                                             

YES! It prevented me from getting COVID-19. My mother tested positive and I was in complete contact with her as 

there was no help in the house and I had to be with her 24/7. I just kept taking 5 sprays of NANO SOMA every day. 

In my mind, I thought I would 100% get it because I was with an active COVID-19 patient all the time. It was so 

hard for me to      believe that I had to get myself tested thrice and I tested negative each time.  So, guys, 5 sprays 

made a huge difference in our lifestyles. I stopped taking all other medications after I started  

NANO SOMA and it is perfectly taking care of my overall health.                                         

                                             

Spurthi R, 26 November 2020.                                  

*****************************************************************                               

                  

Thank you very much, Dr. Raghavan, for inventing a great product like NANO SOMA. It saved and       protected 

my entire family from COVID-19, recently. I'm the one who was the spreader of the      COVID-19 infection to 

my family, around 6/7 Sept 2020, but I only showed symptoms such as no        smell or taste and tremendous 

weakness on 10th Sept.                                              

                                             

Immediately, all 4 of us went into self-isolation and started doses of NANO SOMA - 5 sprays under the tongue 

every 4 hrs. On Sept 10th, my wife became infected, and later my daughter and son. To be honest, we haven't 

taken a single pill since we were infected,       except a few doses of paracetamol taken by my wife and 

daughter to control temperature, and we  continued to use NANO SOMA. My symptoms cleared first, after 7 
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days, but my wife was experiencing some sort of irritation in her chest. So, as a matter of safety, she was 

admitted to   Masina Hospital on the night of 21st        

Sept, with a stipulation that Masina hospital will not inject  Remdesivir or          

Tocilizumab without our prior permission and, most importantly, she will not  stop her doses of NANO SOMA, 

which she was taking regularly and spaying in her nose. Meantime, my daughter was having continuous dry 

coughing and she sprayed her nose with NANO SOMA at regular      intervals.        

My son was also taking NANO SOMA regularly.                                              

                                             

I had an antibody test for COVID-19 on 21st Sept. My antibody score was 16.00. Later, my son also had an 

antibody test, which was also positive. My wife and daughter also tested positive for antibodies.            

                                             

In short, NANO SOMA protected me and my family from the COVID-19 attack. Now, if everyone in the world 

asked for NANO SOMA, the world would be free from COVID-19.                                           

                                             

Regards,                                              

Ramesh Bhutekar Deshmukh, Vice president, Municipal Engineer's Association                         

Mumbai., India.                                   

*****************************************************************                                  

                                            

In the third week of September, I woke up one morning with an aching body. I thought it was a normal flu, so  

I rested with no medicines, except 5 sprays of NANO SOMA twice a day. By day 3, I  243   was absolutely fine, 

but on the very same day, I experienced a loss of smell and taste. That led me to  

have a PCR test, and I tested positive for COVID-19. Another senior member of our family (senior citizen) also 

tested positive. I started taking the NANO SOMA Spray every 4 hours and in 3 days I got my sense of smell and 

taste back. I had my antibody test a few days later that showed a value of      

5.6. There was also a stark improvement in my Vitamin D levels after the regular consumption of     

NANO                  

SOMA.                                    

                                           

I was advised by many to take antibiotics and the typical course that allopathy doctors suggest for     COVID- 
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19, but I decided to stick with NANO SOMA and it worked wonders for both the senior citizen member of our 

family and me.                                      

                                         

I will ever be grateful to Dr. Raghavan for creating this life-enhancing and lifechanging product called NANO   

SOMA. This has come as a blessing for my entire family and me. My parents are  regularly consuming NANO 

SOMA, and within 3 months, their diabetes is under control despite   reducing their total number of diabetes 

pills.             

      

                                            

Thank you very much, Dr. Raghavan.                                     

     

Premal Shah, October 2020.                                            

*****************************************************************                                  

      

Note:                                          

Janice is a personal trainer and nutritionist based in Bangalore India, Sushma is a NANO SOMA     

 Distributor in Mumbai India.       

                                             

I don't know where to begin my testimonial regarding the miracles I've experienced from using              NANO 

SOMA!! There are so many... that I've lost track!! So, let me start from the beginning:                      

Perimenopause - This was the primary reason I started using NANO SOMA in                                December 

2019, after you first told me about it. Before starting it, I was experiencing 25        days/month heavy 

bleeding menstruation. After visiting the gynecologist repeatedly   and after she put me on a 3-month hormone 

treatment as the last try to help regulate my cycle (Diane - 30). I then started to feel like something was 

going terribly wrong in my body and the side effects were   unacceptable. Also, after the 3-month cycle, the 

bleeding cycle was back. Being someone who  doesn't take allopathy drugs (except                     

Thyronorm for Hypothyroidism) this bleeding made me hate my body.                                              
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I then underwent a complete medical check-up and with near-to-excellent reports and a confirmation of 

perimenopause being the only reason, I had begun to lose hope of normal life after this. And I was only 39 years 

old!! When you mentioned the potential power of NANO SOMA and reading its scientific research, I decided to try 

it as my last resort. And almost like magic - I stopped bleeding excessively and returned to my normal 28- day 

cycle in just 1 month. What's better still - it stayed that way since then (11 months now).                                     

                                             

Hypothyroidism - When I shared my reports with you and Dr. Raghavan and I was told that  NANO  SOMA will fix 

this, too; you also helped me taper my doses with the assurance that TSH functions  will normalise. And I can 

happily say that I was able to taper down and completely get off  Thyronorm within 2 months of beginning NANO 

SOMA! I haven't once experienced any weakness or lightheadedness or hunger fluctuations as a result, either.          

                                             

Rare and strange lesion - Incidentally, I developed a strange-looking, small (but growing) growth in an odd place 

on my body within weeks of starting the course - to which Dr. Raghavan mentioned that sometimes a problem 

must peak and the infection gets out before it is completely cured. I waited patiently and also sprayed topically, 

as recommended for a few months. It took a long time, while the growth was stopped, the lesion finally 

disappeared after 8 long months. And I am super thrilled!!!               

                                             

FOR MY SON - My son was six when we started NANO SOMA, and in his 6 years, the only illness he repeatedly 

suffered from was allergies. Nebulizers and at times with steroids were a routine at our  245    

house for him. Since we started NANO SOMA (December                        2019) we've used it just once and now the  

nebulizer has been packed away permanently!!!                                              

                                             

DURING COVID-19 - I haven't stopped normal interactions and travel when required. In fact, at the very onset of 

the Pandemic, amidst the strict Lockdown, I had no option but to keep visiting the  hospital to source morphine 

for my bed-ridden mother, who was in her deathbed (last stage cancer). However, I wasn't worried to visit 

hospitals because I had NANO SOMA. I've travelled via flights and  taxis with my son on a holiday earlier this 

month and we both fell very sick within 2 days of reaching our destination but I had NANO SOMA        and both of 

our severe cold and headaches went away in just 2 days (upped the doses) and  we  had a wonderful 15-day 

workcation!!               
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SAVED COVID-19 PATIENTS - My dear and beloved friend was COVID-19 positive and hospitalized    with    

  a severe lung infection and breathing trouble. Going on my word, he said yes to NANO SOMA (along 
with     

Plasma Therapy) and calls it a 'miracle solution'!! The imminent risk of diabetes from             

Plasma Therapy was mentioned to him by the doctors, but with NANO                SOMA he feels confident that 

he's safe.                                              

Thank you so much, Sushma, for introducing NANO SOMA to me and my loved ones and I cannot   thank Dr. 

Raghavan enough for what he has done and continues to do for humanity. I hope and pray  that the mafia 

pharma and drug industry can be overcome by these solutions.                                  

                                                      

Forever grateful,                                   

Janice Pearl, 29 October 2020.                                

*****************************************************************                                  

      

I am V. Suresh from Chennai. I received information about NANO SOMA being useful for COVID19        

infected symptomatic people; that with 5 days NANO SOMA turns COVID-19 positive patients to negative. That 

miracle happened in my life. I had severe symptoms of cough, loss of smell and taste        

for a week around October 19. I used 5 sprays/day for 2-3 days. I felt much better but tested  COVID19 positive  

with a CT scan. I was admitted to the hospital for 6 days. I used NANO SOMA, 5  sprays every 4 hours. Now, the  

COVID19 RT-PCR test is confirmed negative. Thanks to NANO                    
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SOMA.                                             

                                  

Our hospital doctor teams were happy. I'm now free from COVID-19 all because 

Mr.  Kumar introduced me to NANO SOMA at the right time. Happy NANO SOMA!!                                          

  

Report dated October 15, 2020, and shared with Dr. Palayakotai Raghavan                                             

                                                     

The second test was for the SARS-COV-2 virus and for SARS-COV-2 antibodies.                                          
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Antibodies are normally present, according to International protocols, after 21-26 days. After 4 days of using 

NANO SOMA, Nisha was clear of the virus and SARS-COV-2 antibodies were present in her body and, as she says 

above, all of her symptoms were gone after 24 hours.                                          

*****************************************************************     
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My Maltese named Oliver (12 years old, approximately 10 lbs) was diagnosed with Schiff-Sherrington disease, which is 

similar to ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) – a progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects    

nerve cells in the brain and the spinal cord) in humans. In February of 2020, Oliver became actually paralyzed in his back  

legs. We took him to the vet and we were given a grim outlook about his future. The vet prescribed   

Oliver a steroid and sent him home, hoping for the best, but we were convinced that we were going to have to put 

him down by the end of that week since he was no longer  able to walk – even with the steroid treatment.                       

Seeing that the steroid was offering no visible improvement after several days, we were preparing to have     

Oliver euthanized. At that point, Dr. Joseph Marasco, my father-in-law who is a biochemist and a vigorous 

proponent of Metadichol, suggested that I give him a dose of Metadichol daily. We started   giving liquid           

Metadichol spray (about 1 ml) to Oliver once per day and, within a week, he was walking again (not well, but 

walking nonetheless).                                  

                                  

Oliver is going on almost 10 months with the same daily dose of Metadichol, and he is walking               

better                           

than he did two years ago… well before his diagnosis! We have seen an amazing turn around for out 

little pup!                                 
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*****************************************************************     

                                  

                                  

There are also some 60 pages of 
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